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1  Why does the city which you represent wish to take part in the competition for the 
title of European Capital of Culture?

Ravenna is a candidate because the challenge of becoming the European Capital of Cul-
ture (the acronym ECoC shall be used throughout the bid book) provides a unique and 
extraordinary opportunity for the development of this territory. The ECoC is first and 
foremost way to imagine our future, to reflect on critical issues and to develop a concept 
of the city that stems from the past in order to renew it in the present and project it into the 
future. Through a joint effort that brings together the collective and emotional intelligence 
of the city dwellers, Ravenna, after having become the capital of the ancient world three 
times over, today aims to become an outpost of avant-garde culture. Acknowledged at 
an international level, able to look to the future without fear, by building a new wealth of 
knowledge, culture, disciplines and using methods and tools to address the current times. 
Ravenna has the potential for improvement: the ECoC can help fulfil this potential and 
make it a reality.

Ravenna’s bid for the European Capital of Culture, set out in this document, has been built 
through a process of intense cooperation over a number of years. 
Ours is a homemade campaign, desired, built, shared with the city and the region. Of this we can 
be proud. We have tried to involve and make our citizens the key actors; encouraging young 
talents, focusing on them because we wanted to consolidate a process of creative growth. Thus, 
although we have listened to the advice given by some Italian and European experts, we decided 
not to use external consultants for the drafting of the bid book. This commitment shapes our 
concept of a future city. Commitment is all the more necessary because Ravenna is an ancient 
city, a treasure-trove for the arts, and guardian of a thousand-year-old history. But also for this 
reason it is a city linked more to preservation than to innovation. Ravenna 2019 chooses to walk 
the path of transformation and to build, through a collective effort, a new social and governance 
model for our cities. A model based on the participation, cooperation, comparison, learning, and 
cross culture communication, as well as languages, expressions, ideas and visions.
Ravenna and the Romagna represent miniature Europe, converging as a hypothetical labora-
tory for community policies. The creation of the Mosaic of cultures that guides and shapes this 
bid, gives a unified vision in which many different pieces work together to form an overall pic-
ture, temporary but fraught with consequences for the future: the single pieces are promoted 
to help build a community that is always larger than the individual, and that will remain as an 
indelible mark on the practices of all those who will take part in the creation of our mosaic.
In building a new medium-sized contemporary European city model, Ravenna wants to 
play the role of city generator/activator of culture, capable of stimulating collective intel-
ligence and creativity thanks to a spirit of cooperation, which has historically shaped our 
region and today more than ever, it contributes to bringing together various experiences, to 
produce as a whole a new culture.
The new narrative that is brought about from Mosaic of cultures finds its strength in designing 
a Europe of flesh and bones, tangible, made of colours, smells, traditions, full of poetry and vari-
ety. In Europe there is a maximum of diversity in a minimum amount of space. From a unified di-
versity a new Europe is born, which grows day by day and is filled with an abundance of variety.
2019 has become a goal not only for our region, but also for Italy and Europe: this will be of 
use in particular to our country in its need to set culture at the heart of a development model, 
which is derived from creativity, both in innovation and in knowing how to work together 
like a mosaic in which the tiny pieces come together to form an incredible, multi-layered whole. 
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Ravenna preserves an extraordinary historical, artistic and architectural heritage. Between 
the 5th and 6th centuries Ravenna was the capital of the Roman Empire in the West, the Os-
trogothic Kingdom and the Byzantine Exarchate. Looking back to that period, we can see 
the mosaics that have made Ravenna renowned worldwide, as well as its eight monuments 
that have been acknowledged as a Unesco World Heritage Site (the Basilicas of San Vi-
tale, Sant’Apollinare Nuovo and Sant’Apollinare in Classe, the Mausolea of Theoderic and 
Galla Placidia, the Arian and Orthodox Baptistries, the Archiepiscopal Chapel). However, 
the reasons behind this bid are not just based on having a prestigious cultural system or in 
any exclusive way based on our vast and interconnected array of world renowned cultural 
media (from the Ravenna Festival to the Classense and Oriani Libraries, from the Raven-
nAntica Foundation to the MAR-City Art Museum of Ravenna, from the Albe Theatre 
company to the over thirty theatre and dance companies developed across the years). The 
reason for Ravenna’s bid is, first and foremost, because it is considered able to represent 
our country in an exemplary way. Its size, its history, its abundance of cultural heritage, the 
bond it shares with Dante and the origins of our language, its relationship with the sea: all 
of these aspects outline a city that reflects what it really means to be Italian. 
At the same time its characteristics allow us to interpret this quintessential city in an origi-
nal way, highlighting those virtuous traits that are best suited to describing its relationship 
with Europe, offering a positive and constructive contribution to the European future.
In particular, a city with a history that honours it as a place of encounter and dialogue between 
different cultures, an ancient bridge between the East and the West, Ravenna is characterised 
as a social capital with a set of strong cooperation networks that have enabled it in the past 
to bring together a sense of civic identity and will continue to do so more and more in the fu-
ture. Cooperation, that is doing together, which encompasses cultural, economic and social 
sectors, is not only a strategic lever for development, but also a tool for dealing with change 
and transformation. The cooperative model may legitimately present itself to Europe as a 
way of enhancing everyday life and leading by example, especially in moments of crisis.

What, for it, would be the main challenge of this nomination?

Ravenna is a classic example of a medium-sized European city that is faced with complexi-
ties and criticalities associated with current times. It is a city that must mediate and resolve 
conflicts and contradictions. A city that wants to embrace diversity, including it as part of 
its identity, becoming a more enriched city with a new outlook, identity, and culture. A city 
that seeks new challenges, by opening up new paths, finding new approaches, designing a 
new future due to its creative imagination. A city that wants to be transformed through a 
path capable of mobilizing the positive energies of its citizens, promoting innovation, gen-
erating virtuous circles, networking the region’s many virtues. 

Ravenna is historically linked to its remote geographical position: a commercial hub and 
the capital of various empires, although at one time it was surrounded by marshland; today 
it is located far from any main motorways and transport, but it is also possible to describe 
it as riverbed of cultural experiences like no other. Our challenges are both external and 
internal. On the one hand, it is necessary to make Ravenna, like many cities from Italian 
Provinces, undergo a transformation process that will make it accessible and welcoming. 
This must be done in such a way that the outskirts become an added value. It is a very real 
challenge, linked not only to the birth of new urban and regional infrastructures, but also to 
the imagination of a nation that is struggling to shake off a feeling of oppression. Just look 
at any Italian city: service industries and cultural events are located downtown, those who 
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live on the outskirts are excluded. The same principle shapes the way Provinces, Regions, 
and the State are organised. Instead, we should build a polycentric utopia, in which even 
the most remote city is enabled to meet challenges that affect us all. It is no coincidence that 
Ravenna is bidding together with decisive support from all the cities in Romagna, which 
has helped to pave the way for them to establish their own sense of identity and uniqueness. 
Ravenna, as leader of a movement that possesses a variety of centres, points and moving 
tips of a polygon, is capable of being a more versatile city.
On the other hand, the internal challenge is related to a certain way of thinking and living 
that is intrinsic to people born in medium-sized Italian cities, for which all too often their 
own community and way of life act as a protective bubble, where everything that is new, 
different, not well known, is simply regarded as indifferent and in the worst case perceived 
as a threat. The greatest challenge of our bid is to abolish this dichotomous way of think-
ing, where different terms exclude each other: inside/outside, city centre/periphery, native/
foreigner, new/old; a new mindset for those who are able to make the best of what two 
opposite things can bring, trying to make them get on with each other. 

What are the city’s objectives for the year in question?
 

In 2019 Ravenna will be a new city, transformed, a city capable of recovering the value of 
togetherness, in which culture becomes an opportunity for exposure and exchange between 
individuals, groups, and the community to rediscover a new society made up of people and 
ideas. In 2019 Ravenna will once again be a city on water, the Darsena (en. City Dock-
lands. Given the importance of this iconic place, its Italian name will be used throughout 
the bid book) will be the heart of a bright future, the painting of new urban representations, 
where differences come together to generate something new. In 2019 Ravenna will be the 
city where the new generations will be able to choose to live in, to study and to work.

a) A new city model, that is sustainable, smart, and inclusive. Ravenna is a city known worldwide 
for its historical, artistic, and cultural heritage. Considering that Ravenna has this competitive 
advantage in today’s world and seizing the opportunity that has been presented by pursuing 
the ECoC title, the city is now able to redefine the concept of originality and distinctiveness 
that is based both on secular knowledge and togetherness that characterises this region (by 
“region”, throughout the bid book, we refer to the geographical area involved in the bid, that 
is Romagna). Ravenna created its own concept/objective of a smart city: a city that, due to 
the opportunities that have been presented by the ICTs, encourages the participation of its 
citizens in helping define and implement a system of integrated urban policies that are sus-
tainable and aimed at the improvement of the quality of life of its inhabitants. The experience 
this bid has brought about (see sect. I, questions 9 and 15) has shown not only that it is pos-
sible to change the usual decision making process, but also the choices that arise from par-
ticipatory processes are also the most effective ones, longer lasting, wiser, and more equitable.  
The city’s transformation will be most noticeable in the Darsena (see sect. IV, question 3): in 
2019 it will become a smart district, devoted to culture, focusing in particular on contemporary 
culture, sustainability, and the European dimension, through a process of urban regeneration, 
using participatory planning itself as a tool.

b) A new governance for a new vision of the region. The bid was born from an integrated approach to 
regional policy, brought about by a long-term vision that sees culture and knowledge as resources 
for local development. To support this process, Ravenna has defined a governance structure that 
was built for and alongside the region, which involves Romagna’s main political, institutional, 
cultural, social and economic players, as well as grassroots representatives. It is an experimental 

BASIC PRINCIPLESSECTION I
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model, which has been used as an example, for a new joint regional governance, encompassing 
both specific cultural policies and general urban policies. On the one hand, cultural policy should 
be able to horizontally structure the relationship between Municipality, cultural operators, artists 
and citizens, supporting new cultural institutions management, networking the region’s many 
virtues and developing projects and shared programmes, not only within the city cultural system, 
but also between different cultural systems in our region. On the other hand, urban policies should 
be a convergence place of multiple interests, citizen-oriented, enabling interaction between the 
governing bodies and the public and private actors, which hold the know-how, share processes, 
produce innovation, and co-invest in resources, with the aim of defining a new sustainability 
model, based on both technological intervention and innovation management.

c) A new ruling class for a new city management. For Ravenna to play an active role in the 
area’s transformation, it will need new farsighted management, focused on vision, innova-
tion and new policy solutions resulting from the knowledge developed following the experi-
ence attained from the bid. Ravenna will have to provide evidence of its high quality project 
management and new technology management abilities, by cooperating with other major 
players involved in the governance, in order to define a new perimeter and process to attract 
resources, skills, and solutions to generate results and cause an impact. The region will prove 
attractive to its skilled workforce, highlighting their abilities and skills en route to 2019.

d) A European city for European citizens. Thanks to ECoC the region is also strengthening its im-
age on a European level, intensifying joint efforts and relations with other international authori-
ties. We are working, so that in 2019 Ravenna will become not only a tourist destination for 
Italian and European visitors alike, but also a place where its residents and other Italian citizens 
are able to experience an international European flavour and find new tools and ways of 
thinking and living in the city. In particular the young people will find a fertile environment to 
express and fulfil their creative potential through the implementation of new infrastructures and 
job opportunities that will be brought about with the bid. Centers of excellence focusing on con-
temporary art will be created, which will serve as a catalyst for new ideas, leading the region to 
develop and grow, in relation with Europe’s foremost cultural and artistic organizations.

e) More knowledge, more culture, more employment. The ECoC - through links to the 2020 
agenda - has as its objective the creation of new jobs, thanks to the opportunities that 
will open up in the tourism, cultural, and economic fields. By opening up and intensify-
ing exchanges with Europe, the city’s cultural workforce will especially increase its skills. 

THE DARSENA: THE 
FUTURE STARTS HERE

The Darsena is part of the last 
stretch of the Candiano channel 
that joins the city and the Adri-
atic Sea together. This is an area 
historically dedicated to har-
bour activities in manufacturing 
and industrial productivity, but 
since the 1950s it has been af-
fected by a deep process of dis-
posal, induced by geographical 
changes and docks activity. 
The industrial and commercial 
harbour was gradually moved 

towards the sea and the Darsena 
was gradually abandoned. The 
redevelopment of the old har-
bour district primarily assumed 
a strategic value for Municipal 
planning. 
The objective is to reopen the 
door to the sea, making an ur-
ban area which is for the most 
part forgotten, operational once 
again; it is comprised of an ag-
glomeration of industrial ar-
chaeological buildings of rare 
charm waiting to be converted 
back into a cultural hub. 
From September 2011, the area 

was the subject of a participa-
tory process called La Darsena 
che vorrei (en. The Darsena 
I would like) that the Munici-
pality has recently promoted; a 
particularly ambitious project 
because it involves a large area 
of 136 hectares and 8 kilo-
metres of the Candiano chan-
nel. It is the largest participa-
tory project ever designed in 
Italy: 22 focus groups, 2 walks 
around the neighbourhood, 7 
workshops, and 1 Open Space 
Technology (OST) have, so far, 
involved thousands of people.
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Twinning programmes, exchanges, residencies, workshops and seminars will generate new 
forms of know-how and partnership on a design level. The projects that will come to frui-
tion nearing 2019 will be the main tool for the creation of new jobs, directed especially at 
young creative people in the city and region.

f) Ancient & Contemporary. Ravenna and the Romagna region want to make the most of the op-
portunity that comes with 2019 to stimulate a change in the balance in the relationship between 
the past and the present. The past is reinterpreted in an innovative way, free from nostalgia and 
conservative legacies, but as a historical base and source of inspiration for a future yet to be 
built. In other words, it is indeed important to acknowledge the value of the past, but also to 
promote innovation in the cultural proposal and programming; to encourage dialogue with the 
contemporary age; to ensure that all of the right resources are applied properly with regard to 
culture, so that this can act as a catalyst and change for the region’s development policies.

g) Knowing how to do things together. The bid has made Ravenna and the cities of the Romag-
na region undertake the challenge to overcome old provincialism to create and implement 
an integrated network system on a cultural and regional front. The Romagna region is 
the land of togetherness: social cohesion and a tendency for cooperation, which distinguish 
the region. The principle of the bid is based on these features and they are essential for our 
partnerships. This defines all of our actions. Ravenna and cities of the Romagna region 
constitute a unicum, i.e. a place full of history and stories whose main goal is to make the 
region known on a national and European level as a macro-laboratory for experimenta-
tion, capable of producing culture via cooperation and synergies. 

h) Search engine for European culture. We believe it is important to develop a concept of 
ECoC that values the fundamental act of questioning one’s actions as well as that of other 
countries, through an initiative that stimulates an international and artistic response to the 
question, “What is culture?” and more specifically “What is European culture/identity?” 
The answer will be an interesting variety of opinions. Pluralism and non-finitude as op-
posed to settled culture, whose only worry is labelling thoughts.

BASIC PRINCIPLESSECTION I

We stand for Europe flash mob performance for the Europe Day. Ravenna, Piazza del Popolo, 9th May 2013.
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2 Explain the concept of the programme which would be launched if the city was nomi-
nated European Capital of Culture.

A well-known city for the splendour of its ancient mosaics, today Ravenna depicts its future 
using mosaic as a metaphor, forging a new reality that is built upon diversity created by 
the single tiles, whose strengths are born precisely from deep within, from uniting the very 
thing that sets them apart. What metaphor can best be used to symbolise and value prosper-
ity, diversity, and the common aspects of European cultures that form the very base of the 
ECoC programme?

Mosaic of cultures - unifying differences
The concept. 
A mosaic is a picture bathed with light and colour, and made up of many tiles. Without tiles 
mosaic cannot exist, but without mosaic a single tile is lost in its individuality, becoming 
insignificant. It no longer reflects its sense of completeness. We need a complex design to 
give a sense of order and meaning to the individualities of this design; it is used at the same 
time as a working process and a networking process between every tile, between every 
group of tiles to get them to work together, giving it visual meaning: to the mosaic that 
is. Culture is our gateway; it shapes the sense of mobile identity of our individual space, 
balancing between individualism and the need to share. The Mosaic of Cultures is a way 
of promoting a new form of humanism, which Ravenna and its enlarged territory as part of 
the ECoC can serve as a laboratory, observatory, and lookout post. A positive vision of how 
European cultural network of the 21st century is and will be.

How to do it. 
The socio-cultural reality of Ravenna and the region of Romagna represent a constellation 
of experiences, in which the absence of a centre as hierarchical principle stands out. The 
experience brought about by the bid means that our region could take the necessary leap in 
quality to raise awareness of a polycentric system that works underground and requires an 
exceptional push to emerge. 
What are the many ethnic groups that live in the city if not a representation of the people 
living in Europe? How else to interpret the great diversity of voluntary, sports, and artistic 
associations that spread across the region, if not as a small representation in the density of 
European culture? What happened to Ravenna and the region of Romagna up until now can 
be seen as a trend that has been taking place through Europe. Simply by adding different 
elements, from economic artefacts, it tries to create a common sense of political and social 
identity. Conflicts will inevitably be a product of simple addition, which can be found in 
an experimental ground in Ravenna, where it will adopt a polycentric model, its very own 
laboratory working for the continent’s future. The Ravenna and Romagna project aims at 
bridging the gaps between different identities and centres to promote individual growth. 
Such a European laboratory is based on citizens taking part in the decision-making process 
with regard to the community. Continuing with the work that began in this region in recent 
years, we imagin a new politics and policy model, inspired on collective discussion, draw-
ing on the concept of polis as management of the common good, through a system of mul-
tiple networks, whereby individuals meet to discuss and plan for the present and the future. 
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3 Could this programme be summed up by a slogan?

Mosaic of cultures - Mosaic in action
The metaphor of the mosaic evokes a sense of an amalgamation of diversities, interpreted 
as an open and never-ending process, aimed at the creation of new visions for Europe - 
a continent that is going through a terrible crisis, with many uncertainties with regard to 
the present and the future.
Mosaic is infinite because it leaves infinite space speaking both generally and in particu-
lar. It does not have edges or boundaries and is easily expandable by welcoming new peo-
ple and ideas, without ever closing its borders. It is also infinitely peculiar, because there 
are no limits in terms of the number of tiles. It is a mosaic continuously moving, capable 
of becoming ever more abundant. Thus, between two adjacent tiles there will always be 
room for another. This will serve to enrich the mosaic design. In other words, the exist-
ing ties will never mean definitive closures. Mosaic is infinite because it is impossible to 
saturate.
Mosaic takes shape through the movement generating different thematic lines, which, in 
our Programme are called Cinquetracce (en. Five Tracks, as it is the name of the Pro-
gramme, it will be in Italian, while the names of single projects will be translated - see 
sect. II, question 1) - new visions and projects for the future. It was from this innovative 
approach that the themes and the key words for our bid arose: from cultural diversity to 
integration, from oxymorons and contradictions to the ability of imagining our own future 
and making it into a never-ending motion, not to mention the suggestions from the past 
that are being brought back, updated and projected into the future.

4 Which geographical area does the city intend to involve in the “European Capital of 
Culture” event? Explain this choice.

Ravenna’s bid involves the region of Romagna, in particular the cities of Rimini, Forlì, 
Cesena, Faenza and the Union of Romagna Faentina, Cervia, Russi and the Union of 
Municipalities of Bassa Romagna. It is a region enclosed within a 50 km radius, holding 
more than one million inhabitants. 
We have chosen to include Romagna in our bid, because this was clearly the will of the peo-
ple and it made sense in geographical terms. Despite some inevitable complexities, there is 
significant affinity, both historically and culturally. This gave way to specific cooperation 
and made it possible to devise a common plan within the region and its different cities. 
This abundance was productive without being disorganised; neighbouring cities shared this 
without having to adapt. The Romagna region is also the land of togetherness: social co-
hesion and cooperation that characterise our region more so than others (one out of two 
citizens is a member of a cooperative company and the density of social membership 
is among the highest in Europe) are the basis behind our bid and our development model, 
which will be proposed to Europe for sustainable, collective and participatory growth. As 
a testimony of how deep our values of solidarity are and knowing how to work together, 
the Emilia-Romagna Region has demonstrated its extraordinary ability to get back up and 
restart with the reconstruction of the areas that were devastated by the earthquake in 2012. 

BASIC PRINCIPLESSECTION I
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5 Please confirm that you have the support of the local and/or regional political 
authorities.

During 2010, the Emilia-Romagna Region, and all of the municipal bodies included in the 
bid have approved an Agreement in which they have joined the Institutional Committee 
(see box pp. 50-51), committing to working together to develop guidelines to create the bid 
programme. Since 2010, all of the cities within the region have been loyal to their com-
mitment and are equipped with innovative tools so that they can effectively work together. 
Therefore, it has not only been about external support or institutional support, but also about 
a fieldwork, side by side, day after day. More recently, the Emilia-Romagna Region and the 
Municipality of Ravenna have approved a new Agreement to renew and further strengthen 
their position, financial and otherwise, with 2019 in mind (see annex 2). Similarly, all the 
other cities that have supported this bid have sent letters of organisational and financial 
commitment to the bid Programme (see annex 2).

6 How does the event fit into the long-term cultural development of the city and, where 
appropriate, of the region?

Ravenna’s bid for the ECoC comes as a further step in a long process of growth. Culturally 
speaking, this began about twenty years ago with the building of a new strategic city plan. At 
the beginning of the 1990s, after the Ferruzzi group, one of the Ravenna’s economic pillars, 
went bankrupt, the Municipality devised a fundamental strategy to link culture and tourism 
to bring about its economic-social recovery. Firstly, this came about after Ravenna’s most fa-
mous monuments managed to enter the Unesco World Heritage List, and then in a new agree-
ment between the public and private sectors. This agreement gradually paved the way to the 
construction of an extensive network of cultural agreements with major cultural associations 
and the establishment of institutional and cultural foundations for museum, library, and theatre 

The geographical area involved in the ECoC event

THE CITIES INVOLVED 
IN THE BIDDING PROCESS:
RAVENNA, RIMINI, FORLÌ, CESENA, 
FAENZA, LUGO, CERVIA, Russi, Alfonsine, Bagnacavallo, 
Bagnara di Romagna, Conselice, Cotignola, Fusignano, 
Massa Lombarda, Sant’Agata sul Santerno, Casola Valsenio, 
Riolo Terme, Castel Bolognese, Brisighella, Solarolo. 

PIACENZA

PARMA

REGGIO
EMILIA MODENA

BOLOGNA

FERRARA

RAVENNA

• CERVIA
• FAENZA

• LUGO

• FORLÌ
• CESENA

• RIMINI
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management in the city (today, there are over thirty different conventions that bind the Mu-
nicipality to many private cultural organisers, specialising in a variety of areas within cultural 
and artistic planning). Simultaneously, the Province of Ravenna operated efficient networking 
policies, promoting the Romagna Library Hub and the Provincial Museum System.
The bid has acted as a catalyst and accelerator for this cultural development process, work-
ing to ensure that the cultural expenditure, especially in times of economic hardships, was 
intended to be used as an effective productive investment.
In addition, the bid has been included into the main city planning programs, and has played a 
crucial role, in particular, with regard to defining the Piano Operativo della Darsena di città 
(en. Darsena Urban Planning), orienting some of its functions for cultural purposes.
Therefore, the bid has become one of the most important political and administrative priorities 
of the city. The bid comes as a key step in a long term process of economic and cultural growth, 
encompassing all of Ravenna and Romagna. A process wich includes the following elements:

a) a shared consideration of culture as a means/end for local development, linked to tourism, 
economic and social policies;

b) an increase in the number of participants in cultural activities, creating more effective con-
nections with the educational system;

c) a stimulus to promote young talents and to offer them opportunities and a space to express 
their artistic side;

d) an abundance of the occasions and places dedicated to the arts, culture and learning;
e) the development of a more intense and fruitful dialogue with the most advanced artistic and 

cultural experiences of our time, going beyond more consolidated traditions;
f) building a smart city, in which the citizens have innovative tools at their disposal and are 

ready to use them;
g) strengthening a unified vision and producing synergies across the Romagna region: the 

same bid moves in perfect tune with the development programmes in other supporting cit-
ies in Romagna and with the Regional Territorial Plan by the Emilia-Romagna Region. In 
this respect, it should be remembered that the Region has approximately 32,000 culturally 
creative companies, employing 80,000 people that contribute 4.5 % to the regional GDP: this 
is something the Region has invested in and keeps on investing. The bid is the primary tool 
through which the Region’s cultural policies can be redesigned and rebuilt, creating new jobs 
and building a new cultural infrastructure.

7 To what extent do you plan to forge links with the other city to be nominated 
European Capital of Culture?

Ravenna was the first Italian city to build a relationship with Bulgaria, since March 2011, 
when Ravenna 2019 (henceforth Ra2019) Staff met with the main institutions involved in the 
bid for the cities of Sofia, Varna and Plovdiv. Since then, there have been many exchanges 
and collaboration initiatives, with a large delegation from one country visiting another (see 
infographic p. 10). We have developed a Cultural Cooperation Agreement aimed to “fa-
cilitate and promote cooperation in the field of education/training and culture” between 
Ravenna and all of the bidding cities in Bulgaria: Sofia, Plovdiv, Varna, Burgas, Ruse, 
Kjustendil, Veliko Tarnovo, Shumen. There are many actions and sectors through which 
the agreement between the municipalities will come into action, amongst which are: preserv-
ing and restoring cultural heritage, developing tourism, mobilizing cultural workforces and 

BASIC PRINCIPLESSECTION I
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circulating transnational works of art, as well as a constant exchange of information in every 
cultural and educational fields, via direct cooperation between the two countries’ universities 
and other scientific and training institutions. 
Among the projects under construction: the cultural exchange focusing on the mosaic between 
Ravenna and Sofia’s Arts high schools; the cultural and tourist project Erano Ariani (en.They 
were Arians - see sec. II, question 2) with Veliko Tarnovo; the Tango meetings in cities with ports, 
concerning Varna; the joint project with Sofia on the social role of the arts; the cooperation be-
tween the Albe theatre company and the Sfumato theatre company in Sofia; the photo exhibition 
of the iconic places in Ravenna and Shumen; the RavennAntica Foundation mosaic restoration 
plans aimed at different Bulgarian cities (Plovdiv, Shumen, Sofia); the participation of Bulgarian 
artists to the editions of RavennaMosaico - International Festival of Contemporary Mosaic; the 
organisation of street-art events in cooperation with Burgas; the co-production of a traditional 
italo-bulgarian music festival, working with the city of Ruse; the collaboration between Sofia, 
Dimitrovgrad and Forlì within the European project ATRIUM. A great majority of joint projects 
with other Bulgarian bidding cities will come together in the section of the Programme dedicated 
to Bulgarian arts and traditions (Bulgarian Arts Weeks - see sec. II, question 2).

CHRONOLOGY OF THE RAVENNA-BULGARIA MEETINGS
OCTOBER 2009 The first edition of RavennaMosaico - the International Festival of Contemporary 

Mosaic hosts the mosaics created by the Mosaic School for children in Burgas.
MARCH 2011 The Ra2019 Staff goes to Bulgaria to meet the main Bulgarian institutions committed 

toSofia, Varna, and Plovdiv’s bid.
MAY 2011 The Ra2019 Staff attends the conference European Capitals of Culture in Sofia.
OCTOBER 2011 The Copies of the Ancient Mosaics of Ravenna exhibited in Sofia.
NOVEMBER 2011 The Sofia2019 Staff attends the meetings related to Cinquetracce.
OCTOBER 2012 The European project The arts for social change starts, based on the cooperation  

between the social policy Department of the Municipality of Ravenna, the Artist 
Foundation of Sofia and the Cianove Association of Ravenna.

APRIL 2013 The Cultural Cooperation Agreement with the city of Sofia is signed in Bulgaria. 
Cultural Cooperation Agreements were also drafted for other Bulgarian bidding 
cities: Plovdiv, Burgas, Varna, Kjustendil, Ruse, Veliko Tarnovo, Shumen.

JUNE 2013 The Ra2019 Staff attends the conference The Future of Historic Cities promoted by 
the Plovdiv 2019 Foundation and aimed at Italian and Bulgarian bidding cities.

JUNE 2013 The theatre group Orthographe goes to Bulgaria to start the They were Arians project.
OCTOBER 2013 The third edition of RavennaMosaico - the International Festival of Contemporary 

Mosaic is hosting an exhibition of the great Bulgarian artist Iliya Iliev, member of 
the International Association of Contemporary Mosaicists (AIMC).

RAVENNA-BULGARIA: 
HISTORICAL 
AND CULTURAL 
RELATIONSHIP AND 
PARALLEL

The historical, artistic, cultural, 
and political phenomena that are 
part of Bulgaria’s history have 
shown an impressive series of 
interactions with Ravenna and its 
region. The development of Bul-

garian tradition was marked by 
the Roman conquest and, in par-
ticular, from its administrative 
reorganisation within the Roman 
Empire that was East of the Byz-
antine Empire, even if its rela-
tionship with the Catholic Church 
could have continued without 
submitting to the Constantino-
politan influence (their disagree-
ment dates back to 1235). For 
this reason, for example, the dia-

lectic is quite visible also in the 
language of the arts and mosaics 
between orthodox Christianity 
and Catholicism. It appears as a 
phenomenon that characterises 
the Bulgarian region and espe-
cially Ravenna. In the Bulgar-
ian region, religious structures 
from the 4th and 7th centuries 
are set apart and the common 
presence of extraordinary mosa-
ics can be noticed (Sofia, Stara 
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In case your city gets the title, do you plan to cooperate with the other bidding cities in our 
country which have been pre-selected?

Ravenna, the first Italian city to express a desire to run for the ECoC title, believes in the im-
portance that this path holds for the development of regional policies, not only on a local level 
but also on a national level. In 2012, Ravenna invited the other bidding Italian cities for the 
first roundtable to discuss about the ECoC programme (European Capital of Culture. Which 
model best suits Italy and Europe? Ravenna, 14 April 2012), aimed at developing a new 
strategy and a new model of cultural policy for our country. The interesting debate outlined 
the premise to building a common plan on a national level, Italy 2019, which is currently co-
ordinated by the Art and Culture Association of Italian Cities (CIDAC). Within this context, 
a call for the Italy 2019 logo addressed to under 30 young people has been recently launched. 
Furthermore, Ravenna has developed a relationship and will continue doing so with other Ital-
ian bidding cities. In particular, in the course of 2013, a cooperation agreement with the city 
of Matera was signed, in light of the two paths that share the effort of involving the citizens 
themselves and to submit a sustainable project, developing one in the northern-central and 
one in the southern Italy to give an idea of how the nation is undertaking such a crucial feat. 
First concrete result of the Ravenna-Matera agreement was the support to the photo exhibition 
Women who do not tremble, dedicated to the story of the earthquake that devastated L’Aquila 
in 2009 and was carried out by a journalist, a photographer, and a publisher from Ravenna. 

8 Explain how the event could fulfil the criteria listed below. Please substantiate your 
answer for each of the criteria. As regards “The European Dimension”, how does the city 
intend to contribute to the following objectives:
a) to strengthen cooperation between the cultural operators, artists and cities of your country 
and other Member States, in all cultural sectors; 
b) to highlight the richness of cultural diversity in Europe; 
c) to bring the common aspects of European cultures to the fore. 

Ravenna’s bid highlights a European dimension, rediscovered on a local level; a mix between 
a European and international vocation and genius loci, generating a new sense of knowl-
edge and vision for the collective construction of a European future. The artistic and cultural 
projects that shape the bid Programme originate from the joint efforts of regional cultural 
excellences and international contributions to the local territory, enriching mutual abilities, 
skills, tools, and ideas aimed at depicting Europe in a complex and pluralist mosaic. 

BASIC PRINCIPLESSECTION I

Zagora, Hissar, Varna). The late 
ancient period represented for 
Ravenna and for several sites in 
Bulgaria an artistic and majestic 
period of enormous prosperity, 
that was visible not only from an 
architectural viewpoint, but also 
in the impressive production of 
mosaics. The common relation-
ship with the sea must be men-

tioned, especially with regard to 
Varna, which has an archaeologi-
cal complexity and a thousand 
year-old history, starting with the 
Traci settlements if not the late-
medieval ones. This scenario ex-
plains the different methods of 
cooperation between the city of 
Ravenna and Bulgaria. The Fac-
ulty for the Conservation of Cul-

tural Heritage undertook several 
initiatives aimed at enhancing 
the archaeological sites of Ka-
liakra. Due to its vast tradition of 
mutual cooperation, which began 
about thirty years ago, possibil-
ity was made for an Erasmus ex-
change to take place between the 
Faculty of Ravenna and the New 
Bulgarian University.
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EUROPEAN INSTITUTIONAL NETWORKS

The Municipality of Ravenna 
ensures its participation in European 
networks organised by local and 
public authorities, which have 
allowed it in recent years to be the 
main protagonist in the debate on 
administrative innovation, on the 
exchange of positive approaches, 
and on local planning models drafted 
within the European framework.

SERN, Sweden Emilia-Romagna Region Network
Forum of Adriatic and Ionian Cities
Association of Local Democracy Agencies (ALDA)
Local Democracy Agency Verteneglio/Brtonigla
CAMINA, Italian National Association – Friendly cities to infancy and adolescence
National Association of Italian Municipalities - Emilia-Romagna (ANCI)

AICCRE, Italian Association of the Council of European Municipalities and Regions

Women – women of Mediterranean East and South European Network
Energie – Cities
Anna Lindth Euro-Mediterranean Foundation for the Dialogue between Cultures
Mecine (Network between European medium-sized cities)
Elia (European League of Institutes of the Arts
Polis
Arco Latino
European Network of Culture Councillors

a) to strengthen cooperation between the cultural operators, artists and cities of Italy 
and other Member States, in all cultural sectors 

We stand for Europe. The bid represents an exceptional tool for expanding contacts and part-
nerships that Ravenna and the region itself have built up over the years, offering new oppor-
tunities for exchange and for co-creating new artistic productions that will arise on the way to 
2019 (see box p. 14 about the House of Europe). Starting from a mapping of the relationships 
between the Municipality of Ravenna and the main organisations and cultural associations 
in the region that have come together over the years, we have designed a roadmap that will 
allow us to highlight some key plans for upgrading existing joint efforts and building new 
partnerships on a European level. Planning has been linked via tools, for example residences, 
and spaces (see sect. IV, question 3), wich will enable these partnerships to come to fruition.
On an institutional front, Ravenna has joined actively or works together with some valuable 
European networks, promoting plans for cultural cooperation, such as A Soul for Europe, 
Les Rencontres, Eurocities, University Network of the European Capitals of Culture 
(UNECC), the European Capital of Culture Network (ECCN). In particular, Ravenna 
was the only Italian city invited to present the participatory process which shape the bid 
Programme during the Berlin Conference, promoted by the association A Soul for Europe, 
featuring Ravenna’s work as one example of best European practice.
As far as the cultural cooperation promoted by the region is concerned, Ravenna has woven 
a dense network of dialogues, especially with the artistic direction of the Santarcangelo 
Festival, an event amongst the most important in Italy, linked to international performing 
arts and with a strong European vocation. From 2014 to 2016 the Festival, in collaboration 
with Ra2019, will be involved in two European training and production projects: Shared 
Space, suggested by the Prague Quadrennial with Kiasma Museum in Helsinki and the 
Victoria and Albert Museum in London; and Create to Connect, suggested by Bunker 
Production of Lubljiana, in partnership with the Nordrzon Festival in Groningen, the Maria 
Matos Theatre in Lisbon, La Villette in Paris – to name but a few. 
For the 49th edition of the Santarcangelo Festival, in 2019, it is expected to build synergies 
within the framework of the Romagna Atelier of Europe (see sect. II, question 2), which 
will host international artists for a period of training and production, but also foreign artists 
dealing with other themes related to the bid theme Towards The Open Sea, focusing par-
ticular on Bulgaria (for example the residences, exchanges and workshops on both sides of 
the Adriatic Sea by Adriatic Coast To Coast). 
Regarding cultural and creative industries, Ravenna’s bid is backed and maintained via the 
relationships and partnerships in woven together in the Romagna Creative District - a net-
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work of creative professionals that intends to find and create opportunities for partnerships 
and growth through a regional network. In 2012 KEA Brussels entered the RCD among the 
15 best practices in Europe.

b)  to highlight the richness of cultural diversity in Europe

Dialogue between differences. The strength of the mosaic of differences is based on the instru-
ments and the vision created by knowing how to work together. The key essence of the planning 
of the bid is precisely the fruit of a shared working method that has become part of the principal 
way of operating of the region. The Festival of Cultures is a test , as well as the project in the pipe-
line for Intercultural Quarters (see sect. II, question 2) and all the initiatives dedicated to cultural 
diversity within the city, first of all those among the Bulgarian community, which will play a 
special role in 2019, thanks to the Bulgarian Arts Weeks (see sect. II, question 2).
The main event through which we will celebrate cultural diversity will be European Propaganda 
(see sect. II, question 2). This is a project on the language of communication and European identi-
ty, which will be taking place showcasing popular choreography in Piazza del Popolo in Ravenna. 
Many other projects acknowledge the value of diversity. Among which, we can include 
gender differences and abilities in The Ravenna of Differences (see sect. II, question 2) or 
those inspired by the different religious cultures in Heresy vs. Orthodoxy (see sect. II, ques-
tion 2). In addition, the abundance of linguistic heritage will have a special place in the 
Dante in all the languages of the world project, in which the Divine Comedy will be uttered 
in every world language. The various visual arts can be seen at the exhibition of European 
Artists in Emilia-Romagna (see sect. II, p. question 2).

c)  to bring the common aspects of European cultures to the fore 

Different, but at the same time alike. The House of Europe is one of the projects that, togeth-

We stand for Europe flash mob performance for the Europe Day. Ravenna, Piazza del Popolo, 9th May 2013.

BASIC PRINCIPLESSECTION I
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er with the new cultural hubs that will be based in the Darsena (see sect. IV, question 3), wants 
to act as a platform for co-production and co-creation in an interdisciplinary way. The House 
of Europe will be the centre for discussion on common aspects of European culture. Among 
the various projects that will highlight interrelations and affinities between European cultures, 
we would like to point out the following: The Adriatic Coast to Coast with its photographic 
mappings will bring together the two shores of the Adriatic Sea; the Network of Port Cities in 
Europe highlights the common traits of some European cities with port; Storytelling Children 
is dedicated to children’s imagination; AgriCulture will deepen the relationship between the 
land and food in European cultures. In addition, all of the projects related to Dante Alighieri 
will offer the opportunity to explore the imaginary of European literature; whilst the visionary 
spirit of  European cinema will be highlighted by works about Federico Fellini; the exhibition 
on the Golden Age will retrace the recurrent use of a colour linked to Ravenna in different ages 
and artistic expressions. Even in European Propaganda, an analysis of European populism 
will highlight a political and cultural inspiration that has crossed an entire continent. 

Can you specify how this event could help to strengthen the city’s links with Europe?

The bid will lead directly to closer ties with Europe by strengthening existing relationships 
and creating new contacts and partnerships with cities that have lived or live in this exciting 
adventure of the ECoC (see sect. I, question 10). It opens up new opportunities for discussing 
contemporary issues, be they on the arts front or on urban policies front. To become the ECoC, 
the city, its citizens, cultural operators and economic forces will enhance their skills, due to a 
greater sense of openness towards their neighbours on a European level. This will be achieved 
via sharing their projects, methods, tools, and skills. European programmes like Comenius 
and Lifelong Learning are an example of how this crossover can enrich everyone’s skills 
(see sect. I, question 10). In addition, conferences and seminars will provide a further oppor-

THE HOUSE OF EUROPE

The House of Europe is a real place 
that will be set up in the city cen-
tre (see sect. IV) with the aim of 
sparking off a discussion both on 
the continent itself and on its sense 
of identity. The House is where the 
European adventure will take place 
(cit. Zygmunt Bauman), a place 
open to the people of Ravenna, to 
Italy and, to the world - a point of 
reference for permanent and par-
ticipatory activities. The House of 
Europe will be the headquarter 
of Ra2019, providing an informa-
tion point on events, on the bid and 
of the capital’s potential year, as 
well as hosting exhibitions, vid-

eos, and materials from previous 
ECoCs. The centre’s activities will 
be tailor-made: European history 
lessons (wars, philosophy, town 
planning, arts, travel etc.), meet-
ings with European key players 
that tell you about their Europe, 
cooking and music laboratories, 
and narratives of European culture. 
In addition, the House of Europe 
will host debates, seminars, and 
conferences with international ex-
perts and European stakeholders, 
in order to tackle important issues 
such as European identity, new job 
creation, renewable energies, new 
technologies, the different mean-
ings of ‘smart city’, with a particu-
lar focus on the issues and topics 

that relate to the construction of 
a new idea/model of a contempo-
rary small to medium-sized city 
(to organise thanks to the joint ef-
forts with Organza - Network of 
medium-sized creative cities) and 
to sustainable tourism in the Adri-
atic Coast (possibly working with 
NECSTouR - Network of Euro-
pean Region for a Sustainable 
and Competitive Tourism). 
The House of Europe will also 
provide services to the commu-
nity: an info point on European 
programmes aimed especially at 
young people, a European the-
matic library, and free workshops 
for European calls for projects, 
etc.
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tunity to expose ourselves to ideas and innovation by the exchange of best practices. 
Furthermore, the plan for an European Centre in Cooperative Studies is a concrete contribu-
tion that Ravenna wants to offer Europe, proposing the cooperative model as a development para-
digm, especially during a period of deep crisis like the one that Europe is currently going through.
In particular, those who excel at the avant-garde theatre and in mosaic conservation represent 
two fundamental levers for further cooperation on a European and international level. Numer-
ous initiatives have been promoted, for example, by the International Centre for Documenta-
tion on the Mosaic of Ravenna created in 2003 (the result of a wider INTERREG III A Adri-
atic Crossborder Operational Programme, UNESCO Sites of Adriatic Sea), the RavennAntica 
Foundation and the RavennaMosaico - International Festival of Contemporary Mosaic, 
since 2009 a showcase of the best contemporary productions on an international level. 
Within the theatre of innovation, the Festival of Santarcangelo and the Albe theatre com-
pany will represent the excellent calibre with which we work. For us, these serve as an 
evidence of the reliability of our proposal. We can count on partnerships that have already 
been made, but thanks to 2019, it will be possible to increase these exponentially and be-
come a working model for others. The Albe will supervise a theatre project for Mons 2015 
and is working closely with La Rose de Vents-Festival NEXT (Villeneuve d’Ascq-Lille) 
and other European facilities. With them we are planning a week of Bulgarian theatre with 
the director Javor Gardev and the Theatre-Laboratory Sfumato in Sofia. We are working 
with Romeo Castellucci and with the Socíetas Raffaello Sanzio in Cesena, making use of 
the countless international relations of the group by 2019. Still referring to the theatre, we 
will count on the international partnerships the theatre group Fanny & Alexander has been 
developing in the performing arts: from the collaboration with the Academy of Fine Arts in 
Brussels to the Perfect Performance Festival in Stockholm. 
In the field of cinema, the Mosaic of Europe Film Fest, which has already been in charge 
of promoting European cinema for years, will intensify its efforts, dedicating each edition, 
from here until 2019, to the countries which have recently joined the EU. In terms of comic 
books, we will work to further promote Komikazen, an International Comic Book Festi-
val (which in the past has brought artists such as Joe Sacco, Marjane Satrapi and others to 
Ravenna). In terms of contemporary music, we plan special editions of Transmissions - 
Festival of the new sounds, entrusting the 2019 edition to a great European musician. There 
are many other possible European streams planned for the bid cultural Programme (see 
sect. II): from concerts dedicated to The Roads of Friendship - Ravenna Festival directed 
by Riccardo Muti to cultural tourism activities in northern Europe as envisaged in They 
were Arians; from photo mappings of the Adriatic Coast to Coast to the urban underground 
arts of the Network of Intercultural Quarters; from the European school exchange of Dante 
2.0(19) to the workshops for young European artists in the Romagna Atelier of Europe; 
from video productions related to childhood managed by international artists in Storytelling 
Children to tourist activities (Couchsurfing 2019 and We Camp For Europe!). 

TWINNINGS AND FRIENDSHIP AGREEMENTS
ALFONSINE Nagykata (Hungary), Spello (Italy), San Vito in Cadore (Italy)
BAGNACAVALLO Neresheim (Germany), Aix en Othe (France), Strzyzúw (Poland)
BAGNARA DI ROMAGNA Saint-Drèzèry (France), Adelmannsfelden (Germany)
BRISIGHELLA Zwingenberg (Germany), L’Aurance et Glane (France)
CASOLA VALSENIO Bartoloma (Germany), L’Aurance et Glane (France)
CASTEL BOLOGNESE Abtsgmünd (Germany)
CERVIA Jelena Gora (Poland), Aalen (Germany), Mahon (Spain)
CONSELICE Velika Plana (Serbia), Bourguin Jaillieu (France), Letenye (Hungary), Bitritto (Italy)

FAENZA Bergerac (France), Schwabish Gmund (Germany), Amarussion (Greece), Timisoara (Romania), 
Rijeka (Croatia), Talavera della Reina (Spain), Gmunden (Austria)

FUSIGNANO Biddulph (United Kingdom), Cote St. Andrè (Spain)

BASIC PRINCIPLESSECTION I
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TWINNINGS AND FRIENDSHIP AGREEMENTS
LUGO Choisy-Le-Roi (France), Kulmbach (Germany), Wexford (Ireland), Nervesa della Battaglia (Italy)
MASSALOMBARDA Porec (Croatia), Marmirolo (Italy)
RAVENNA Chartres (France), Chichester (United Kingdom), Speyer (Germany)
RIOLO TERME L’Aurance et Glane (France), Oberasbach (Germany)
RUSSI Bopfingen (Germany), Beaumont (France), Saluggia (Italy)
SOLAROLO Rhemese Notre Dame (Italy), Kirchheim Am Ries (Germany), L’Aurance et Glane (France)
CESENA Saint Martin d’Heres (France), Martin (Slovakia)

FORLÌ
Bourges (France), Karlsruhe (Germany), Viersen (Germany), Plock (Poland), Koszalin (Poland), 
Peterborough (United Kingdom), Dudley (United Kingdom), Alcala de Henares (Spain), Szolnok 
(Hungary), Komlo (Hungary), Aveiro (Portugal)

RIMINI Saint Maur des Fosses (France), Seirang (Belgium)

Building European Networks

ROVINJ

ZAGREB

ASILAH
morocco

SKOPJE

BERLIN

UPPSALA

STAVANGER

PATRAS

MARSEILLE

PAPHOS

GDANSK

TALLINN

UMEÅ

SPEYER

VELIKO TARNOVO
VARNA

ISTANBULTIRANA

SOFIA

SARAJEVO

BELGRAD
RAVENNA

DURRËS

ATHENS

LIVERPOOL

AARHUS

ADRIATIC COAST TO COAST

INTERCULTURAL QUARTERS NETWORK

THEY WERE ARYANS

NETWORK OF PORT CITIES IN EUROPE

THE ROADS OF FRIENDSHIP
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9 Explain how the event could meet the criteria listed below. Please substantiate your 
answer for each of the criteria. As regards “City and Citizens”, how does the city intend to 
ensure that the programme for the event: 
a) attracts the interest of the population at European level; 
b) encourages the participation of artists, stakeholders in the socio-cultural scene and the 
inhabitants of the city, its surroundings and the area involved in the programme; 
c) is sustainable and an integral part of the long-term cultural and social development of the city.

Culture acquires an added value as a common good and as a practice capable of trans-
forming and developing a region. We believe that one of the main objectives of the bid re-
sides in returning the city to its citizens, a process which is intended to create new places 
and opportunities for meeting, dialogue, openness, and mutual exchange between individu-
als, groups and within the community. We have worked and we will continue working, in 
order to strengthen the relationship between citizens and their city as well as Europe, thus 
increasing that civic sense which made Ravenna win the European Civic Award for the 
highest participation rate in 1979 European elections (as also in ’89 and ’94).

a) attracts the interest of the population at European level

Ravenna, an attractive and participatory ECoC. The bid has a double objective of involv-
ing and attracting not only artists from all over Europe, through residencies, workshops, 
mobile initiatives, but also citizens and travellers, Italian and foreign, in the year that will 
be dedicated to developing the vision of Mosaic of cultures. Ravenna will be a meeting and 
exchange point for cultural workers and also for tourists who wish to experiment the city 
in a new way, via creative learning and by getting involved culturally and artistically. For 
Ravenna, tourism is vital and is a sector of great economic importance: it adds considerably 
to the economy of the region and we believe that this is a hidden potential that has yet to be 
developed. In particular, we have decided to invest in a specially designed 2019 Welcome 
programme, part of the region’s integrated approach to growing international tourism. It 
will serve as leverage to actively involve all of the key economic and institutional play-
ers who have a direct relationship with tourists. It will also involve the citizens of Ravenna 
who will become ambassadors for their city and Romagna, via raising awareness and 
sharing their efforts to promote the region. Evidently, the cultural Programme will contain 
innovative quality proposals, which are attractive for all (see sect. II, question 1 and 2; and 
annex 1).

b) encourages the participation of artists, stakeholders in the socio-cultural scene and the 
inhabitants of the city, its surroundings and the area involved in the programme

Cultural and artistic organisations in Romagna were the first to get involved in the bid; 
they were called to play a pivotal role in the planning process aimed at bringing the Pro-
gramme into fruition. More than three hundred meetings took place, there were almost 
thirty working groups, thousands of cultural workers and artists were involved (see 
sect. I, question 12 and 15). 
We are very proud of the remarkable coming together of arts organisations in our region. 
This was mainly due to one truly remarkable initiative that of the coordination of activities 
and the stimulus carried out by Creative Councils, which were present in all the support-
ing cities: a synchronised, shared and networked operation, which promises to become an 

BASIC PRINCIPLESSECTION I
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outstanding model for participatory planning processes. The cities of Rimini, Forlì, Cesena, 
Faenza, Cervia and the Municipalities of the Bassa Romagna have produced a planning 
matrix, which is both synthesis of a joint work and capable of expressing shared region’s 
interests and vocations under the name of 2019 (see annex 1, table Romagna Matrix). 
Since the beginning, the bid has involved citizen of the entire region as key players, thanks 
to its participative methods (see sect. I, question 15). Many of the project proposals that 
compose the artistic and cultural Programme are the outcome of a permanent collaboration 
that has engaged hundreds of citizens. The open call, along with working groups, pro-
duced more than 400 ideas, discussed in the course of Agorà2019, a creative participatory 
lab, in which collective intelligence was stimulated through comparing creative ideas (see 
box p. 19). Ideas will become projects en route to 2019, by means of a process of continu-
ous comparison and exchange between citizens, the Ra2019 Staff and the local authorities. 
In particular, young people have been called on to play a key role in designing the Ravenna of 
the future, through initiatives that have directly involved the schools in the area. For example, the 
competition I will tell you about my city in 2019: images and words for Europe involved more than 
25.000 students of all ages. The 2019 year will lead the path of cooperation with young generations, 
that will be actively stimulated whilst bidding for the cultural and artistic programmes. Students 
represent an important lever for the mobilisation and spread of cultural awareness at a community 
level and the building of the cultural assumptions of new generations. At the same time, the his-
torical memory of older generations, those who saw the birth of the city and the region 100 years 
ago, are part of our cultural heritage and are a valuable resource for future generations. Dialogue 
between younger and elderly people helps to acquire knowledge of the past, to live in the present 
and build our future. This is one of the topics addressed by the bid theme Generation 19/19.
An important role in the citizens’ relationships and involvement will be also fulfilled by the 
volunteer association V!RA2019, which has been supporting preparatory actions for the 
bid since 2012. 
Finally, Ravenna has planned the Ravenna in the World project with the aim to create a 
network of contacts through objects, people, places related to Ravenna, increasing the city’s 
visibility around the world and developing opportunities for sharing experiences. The pro-
ject was launched at the Columbia University of New York in March 2013.

The volunteers of V!RA with the Ra2019 Staff.
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c)  is sustainable and an integral part of the long-term cultural and social development of the city

Ravenna and Romagna want to take the chance 2019 is offering to create an integrated sys-
tem made up of citizens, the city and the region, which shall bring together their resources, 
skills, and expertise to build collectively and with greater synergy a new future. The bid is 
the opportunity for extensive urban regeneration, as well as infrastructure development that 
will affect mainly the Darsena (see sect. IV, question 3). Thanks to the creation of a new 
smart district, Ravenna will change its face, to acquire new and renewed sense of identity 
of a city born on the sea, then forgotten and then rediscovered. 
Goals and projects of the bid must be adequately supported by the new cultural infra-
structure that will be implemented in the path approaching 2019 (museums, exhibition and 
performance spaces, parks dedicated to artistic installations, green spaces, temporary re-
use, etc.), creating new employment opportunities especially in creative industries, which 
will bear witness to the lasting effects of the bid. 
Partnerships on a local, national, and European level, are this bid’s cornerstone and will be fur-
ther developed in order to create a permanent network, able to sustain in the long-term actions 

BASIC PRINCIPLESSECTION I

AGORÀ2019. 
COLLECTIVE 
INTELLIGENCE 
AND CREATIVE 
COMPARISON: MIXING 
TECHNOLOGICAL, 
SOCIAL AND CULTURE 
INNOVATION.

Ravenna, April 2013: 
Agorà2019, the word to cultu-
re, gave us a taste of deliberative 
democracy that has allowed citi-
zens to produce ideas that drive 
our projects; these will be cultu-
ral guidelines for our cities in the 

next 10 years. The participatory 
method suggested by Marianella 
Sclavi (Politecnico in Milan) and 
Villaggio Globale, which have co-
ordinated the three working days, 
has allowed a radically innovative 
approach to planning without spea-
kers, well-defined programs, insti-
tutional tables, and microphones. 
The Open Space Technology 
(OST) made for Agorà2019 has 
allowed citizens, groups, associa-
tions to discuss the ideas submit-
ted to the open call, by an hori-
zontal organization.
The search for interactions and 

intersections among the 400 ideas 
produced 10 working groups in the 
morning and 9 in the afternoon, 
creating unexpected connections. 
With the closing plenary session 
this collective treasure has beco-
me shared heritage through an 
Instant Report, delivered to those 
present. The OST key concepts 
were: sharing, transversality, de-
sire to get to know one another to 
build more elaborate ideas, ma-
king contacts to continue working 
together. This is a particular side 
of democracy, that is a public and 
reasoned discussion.

Agorà2019, the word to culture. Ravenna. Arteficerie Almagià, 19th – 21st April 2013.
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and the strategies behind the bid. For example, membership of European networks such as A 
Soul for Europe or the ECoC Network will strengthen the visibility and prospects for the re-
gion’s development, thanks to the best practices exchange, as well as the opportunity to cooper-
ate with other cities and other forms of working in a broad cultural and artistic sense, and more. 
Ra2019 is also an opportunity to accelerate the social cohesion process; in particular, the 
bid Programme insists on the integration of foreign citizens and focusing, as well, on the 
gender issue. With regard to the latter aspect, a goal for the near future is to make Ravenna 
and Romagna a point of social, cultural, and economic European reference to carry out any 
projects and ideas that value female talents as a resource for the region’s development and 
growth. Finally, the bid experience will act as a catalyst to activate and mobilise the city’s 
creativity. New generations will be called on to play a leading role in building the city, the 
region and Europe’s future. Young people in particular represent the tools to raise aware-
ness on recurring themes linked to the identity and European citizenship.

10  How does the city plan to get involved in or create synergies with the cultural 
activities supported by the European Institutions? 

In creating its own cultural policies, and in general regional development policies, Ravenna 
has always been inspired by Europe, trying to implement on a local level the priorities, which 
were defined by community institutions. As can be seen by the large number of funded pro-
jects (see infographic p. 22), which throughout the years have been drafted in Ravenna thanks 
to the ERDF, ESF funds etc., the city has created a pool of resources, skills, and competences, 
which have placed Ravenna amongst the most renowned Italian cities in this field. 
To support the bid Programme actions, tools, and projects, Ravenna will try to make the 
most of European funds (the forthcoming 2014-2020 cycle with a particular focus on Crea-
tive Europe, Horizon 2020, COSME, Europe for citizens and Erasmus for all pro-
grammes), to diversify the total budget for the event and for the benefit of citizens, artists, 
and the local workforce for fruitful exchange with Europe. 
In particular, on the basis of the main themes discussed for the bid, preference will be given 
to those synergies with European institutions that will highlight the following topics.

Cultural and creative industries
In light of the main European references on the subject, such as the Digital Agenda for 
Europe – one of the seven flagship initiatives of Europe 2020 strategy – and at the same 
time within the EU Innovation Programme Framework, Ra2019 will undertake specific 
actions to strengthen the role of cultural and creative industries as a catalyst for innovation 
and structural change. To this end, the Municipality of Ravenna will benefit from joining 
the MADLER project (participatory models of local digital agenda in Emilia-Romagna 
Region) within the Guidelines of the Online Regional Plan. 
In particular, Ravenna will seek to promote entrepreneurship and access to funds, improv-
ing the framework’s conditions, to determine the needs for research and skills, defining new 
concepts of clusters and support mechanisms making them more efficient for business and 
innovation. Some examples:

- Awarding prizes for planning and tax reliefs regarding specific activities, in collaboration 
with the Ravenna’s Provincial Labour Office.

- Supporting sustainable initiatives;
- Identifying disused spaces and making them available for associations, non-profit organisa-
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tions, and organisations managed by young people that submit projects linked to new digital 
technologies aimed at design, communications, and creativity. Here it will be possible to have 
low cost access to new technologies, benefiting from new training opportunities and exchanging 
experiences. It is also possible to use fully equipped work stations, stimulating local economy;

- Using text messaging and email on a local level for cultural and creative activities (dates 
and venues for concerts, websites to find information, like box-office information, etc.), 
with the possibility for users to select specific themes; 

- Sharing positive and critical experiences through ad hoc platforms, also through virtual 
themes, video conferences, and online committees;

- Support for identifying needs for innovation and spread of concepts that suggest that any 
innovation method or product may constitute a cultural matter.

Mobility and movement of cultural and creative works
Promoting the mobility of artists and cultural workers is fundamental if cultural and crea-
tive industries are to thrive. It contributes significantly to their professional skills and/or 
to their artistic development, providing new opportunities and improving their chances of 
employment especially through the participation to residences, festivals, tournées, exhibi-
tions or international literary events. 
Mobility may also have more direct positive effects on the results obtained from cultural and 
creative industries by offering them new opportunities through programmes that improve 
their export strategies, promote traineeships abroad or reinforce personnel training skills. 
In addition, the circulation of the works is beneficial to the European public, because it opens 
new perspectives, stimulates individuals and society helping them to understand and live in 
a complex environment (a set of skills, including intercultural communication, which is of 
the utmost importance in today’s world), as well as appreciating the abundance of cultural di-
versity and finding out for themselves what they have in common. Finally, the mobility of art-
ists, cultural workers, and works of art is essential for the circulation of ideas across linguistic 
or national borders and gives everyone a broader sense of cultural diversity.

11 Are some parts of the programme designed for particular target groups (young 
people, minorities, etc.)? Specify the relevant parts of the programme planned for the event

An important aspect in the creation of the bid Programme takes place via identifying the 
purpose for which the project is intended, those who will benefit from it, the target audience 

BASIC PRINCIPLESSECTION I

EUROPOLY – The European Union Identity Trading Game. Ravenna, S. Maria delle Croci, October 2012.
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and anyone else who will benefit from this directly or indirectly.
For this purpose we have considered:

- Specific needs of special categories.
- The community’s or institutions’ needs implemented directly or indirectly from the event. 
- Public and private stakeholders with specific interests related to the bid.

In particular, thanks to the use of the open call and working groups, it has been possible to identify 
needs and interests of different origin. The collective input of participatory planning, together 
with the relationship with the region, have tackled issues dealing with gender policy (Women’s 
House), intercultural policy (Foreign Citizens’ Representation, Città Meticcia - intercultural 
association), sexual orientation policy (Arcigay, Italian gay and lesbian association), volunteer-
ing policy (Board of Volunteers, V!RA2019, Aclisti volunteer association), education policy 
(local schools, student associations), sport policies - all of these - have formed the basis for the 
bid Programme. Two main projects within the Programme, The Ravenna of Differences and In-
tercultural Quarters (see sect. II, question 2) plan to deal with minorities, developing initiatives 
on gender, sexual orientation, ethnic, religious, cultural, mental, and physical differences promot-

CULTURE
PROGRAMME 

Project Oralites - Our
Common Heritage. 

The project aims to protect the 
Oral Tradition as a common 

heritage by providing tools and 
support for its preservation, 

retrieval and diffusion. Partner: 
Birgu, Evora, Idanha à Nova, 

Mértola, Ourense and 
Sliven.

RAVENNA 
AND EUROPE
some European

projects

LLP-COMENIUS
BACAURAVENNA:
CONFLUENCES

INTERCULTURELLES ET
ARTISTIQUES - Project on didactic
methodologies concerning Cultural

Heritage and the importance of Heritage 
education as an innovative method for 

involving the younger generation 
through the key tool of the Art

Laboratory, focusing on the
techniques of mosaic

and fresco.

TWINING 
PROGRAM 

Cultural cooperation
projects with two

districtsof Istanbul:
Beyoglu e Saryier.

SMART CITIES
AND COMMUNITIES AND

SOCIAL INNOVATION (MIUR –
HORIZON 2020) RIGERS creating an

integrated interoperable Web-GIS platform 
can reduce environmental impact and energy 

consumption of the territory. REGAL innovative 
solution for the production of electrical and 

thermal energy, based on the use of non 
programmable renewable sources (i.e. the sun) and 

on the existing network infrastructure. PICO 
(related to Cultural Heritage) conservation and 

data processing for the evaluation and 
assessment of risks connected to tangible 
cultural heritage; enhancement of intan-

gible cultural heritage through apps 
and softwares.

SERN
NETWORK 

Programme “Europe 
for Citizens” - Project: 

“Young flow - Network on 
dialogue between young 

people and public Institution” 
(Flow4YU) and project “Active 
citizenship and intercultural 

dialogue with migrant 
people” - DIAMI.

HERMAN. 
MANAGEMENT OF 

CULTURAL HERITAGE IN 
CENTRAL EUROPE.

(City of Eger, Province of
Treviso, Ufficio Nazionale per il 

Patrimonio Culturale, Municipality of 
Regensburg, Municipality of Lublino, 

Cracovia Institute for Urban 
Develpment, Marco Polo System 

GEIE, City of Ravenna, 
Province of Ferrara).

COOPERATION
AND DEVELOPMENT 

Project EXEBICION – art for 
social change. The goal of the 

project is to create and implement an 
innovative model for working with 
children and youth at risk using the 

methods of the art, to achieve a social 
change. An international network sharing 
successful models will be formed in order 

to help socially excluded groups - ART 
SOCIAL NETWORK - Artist 
Foundation in Sofia and 

Bulgarian Cianove 
Association.

RETE 
MECINE 

Project Europe 2020 
– Programme “Europe for Citi-
zens”: The project is based on a 

path of confrontation and exchange 
through lectures on 4 key themes of

the Europe 2020 Strategy (Smart
growth, Sustainable growth, 

Inclusive growth). Partner: Speyer,
Chartres, Roskilde, Joensuu,
Evora, Delft and Linopings.

IPA ADRIATIC OPEN MUSEUMS 
strengthen and enhance the role and 

knowledge of cultural heritage in order to achieve 
sustainable economic development based on knowledge 

and promotion of cultural heritage (Public Museums and Art 
Galleries - City of Udine; Kobariški muzej; Pokrajinski muzej Koper - 

Public museum ofCapodistria; Pomorski muzej – Sea Museum; Sergej 
Mašera, Piran – Pirano; Province of Rovigo; Province of Venezia; Province of 

Gorizia; Art Museum - City of Ravenna; Oddelek za kulturo - Mestna Občina Ljubljana; 
Foundation Aquileia), ADRIFORT: (Adriatic Fortesses and Military Areas) The project has 
a lasting partnership for the management of natural and historic heritage of the coastal 
areas of the Adriatic, through the construction of a virtuous model of management and 

conservation of forts for sustainable socio-economic development, encouraging synergies for 
the recovery, enhancement and the promotion of fortified heritage areas IPA Adriatic (City of 

Venezia; Municipality of Pula, City of Ravenna, Municipality of Kotor, Pula University, Municipality 
of Corfu, Chamber of commerce and Industry of Tirana, Regional Directorate of National Culture in 

Tirana, Puglia Region, Municipality of Piran, Ca’ Foscari Venice University, Istria Region), 
ADRIMOB: The project is aimed at encouraging the development of sustainable transport system 
along and between the Adriatic coast (Province of Brindisi; Province of Pesaro e Urbino; Province 

of Pescara; Province of Venezia; City of Rovinj; Autorità Portuale di Bar; Unità Regionale di 
Thesprotia Region Epiro; KIP Intermodal Transport Cluster; Ministero dei Trasporti Sloveno; 

Autorità Portuale di Bari; Municipality of Durazzo; City of Rab; Province of Rimini; City of 
Cesenatico, ADRISTORICAL LANDS: promoting the use of cultural values in order to 

stimulate a process of creation of a territorial identity for the development of sustainable 
tourism (Region Molise, Province of Ravenna, Region Veneto, Region Abruzzo, Region 

Marche, Murate del Veneto Association - Monselice, Province of Bari, Informest – 
Gorizia, Association “Le Marche segrete” Onlus – Castel di Lama, 

Confesercenti Region Abruzzo – Pescara, Regional development agengy of 
Split – Dalmatia County, The Tourist Board of Hercegovina – Neretva 

Canton – Mostar, Marittime Museum of Pirano, Municipality of 
Lezha, Culture Minister MNG – Podgorica. Associati: 

Ministry of culture, conservation departiment 
Split).
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ing open-mindedness and mediation to benefit the society as a whole. Through campaigns and 
specific activities, dealing with raising awareness about cultural heritage, the Programme 
will also seek to involve all types of individuals, particularly those less involved or who do 
not have a lot of experience in art and culture. Several initiatives have been developed to 
involve children (Storytelling Children, CorpoGiochi - BodyGames) and for young people 
(We Camp for Europe!, Dante 2.0, Cinema Zero miles), as well as direct actions promoting 
dialogue and transgenerational relationships (19/19 The Tree of Life, Active Hosting for 
Europe!) and creating new ways for generating contacts between areas that are usually not 
perceived as cultural (Take me to the Port, AgriCulture). 
The Programme also provides for large outdoor events, easily accessible, high-impact, and 
emotional, creating opportunities where citizens and tourists can meet (We dance from dusk 
till dawn - Dancing Romagna, Midsummer Night Beach, European Beach Games).
The Programme has also taken into account the work that has gone into the Creative Eu-
rope programme that focused on audience expansion, which were particularly designed 
for planning and highlighting characteristics such as: education, accessibility, user co-pro-
duction and co-creation, with a particular focus on the use of new technologies and digital 
strategies for the development of the audio-visual sector.

12 What contacts has the city or the body responsible for preparing the event 
established, or what contacts does it intend to establish, with: 
- cultural operators in the city? 
- cultural operators based outside the city? 
- cultural operators based outside the country? 
Name some operators with whom cooperation is envisaged and specify the type of exchanges 
in question

The Ra2019 project has been able to count from the beginning on a cultural system of 
integrated networks within the city. The result of nearly two decades of cultural policies 
aimed not only at promoting the cultural traditions that were established, but also innova-
tive forms of dialogue in contemporary times. Contacts with cultural operators in Ravenna 
and Romagna have been reinforced also through the network constructed by the 2019 Test 
Runs (Prove Tecniche di 2019), an experiment that has extended cooperation to artistic 
and cultural organizations operating in the region, linked to the bid. On an international 
level, the bid can count on a prestigious network of contacts, developed over the years by 
the region’s cultural operators, especially in the field of production, processing and pre-
serving mosaics, as well as with regard to the arts, theatre and performing arts.

- cultural operators in the city
Cultural operators in the city have been involved from the beginning as an integral part of 
project management, and took an active part of the Programme construction through working 
groups (see table pp.25-26). In December 2009, the bid was presented for the first time to the 
associations and cultural institutions that convened at the General States of Culture, which 
then became a permanent structural governing body (see infographics pp. 50-51). Since then, 
a collective and participatory path has been built en route to 2019. Cultural operators 
have taken a leading role in defining the bid draft plan. Using a map of all the cultural or-
ganisations/associations of the cities involved, they were all met by the Staff, at first to raise 
awareness and subsequently to take an active part in the negotiation of proposals for cultural 

BASIC PRINCIPLESSECTION I
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programming in 2019. There have been hundreds of meetings, workshops and collective 
brainstorming, all held with local operators to reflect on the themes, content, ideas and chal-
lenges for the bid. To these were added the countless informal meetings that Ra2019 Staff 
has had daily in the city, and with the citizens, operators, and artists. The bid was and still is 
the issue most commonly talked about in the city. All the initiatives that are taking place 
in the territory use the 2019 logo, and when we talk about future we are talking about 2019. 
In 2012, a long programme of events was created for the first time, called 2019 Test Runs (Prove 
Tecniche di 2019), with the purpose of promoting and networking those cultural organizations 
of Romagna, which share the bid’s innovative nature, anticipating the flavour of what will be the 
2019 Programme. The 2019 Test Runs represent an experiment of choral planning of a cultural 
programme shared and experienced by many public and private bodies: theatre, music, cinema, 
environment, various art forms, photography, reading, travelling, installations, exhibitions etc. 
Ravenna has already defined project ideas included in our bid Programme (see table pp. 25-
26; and sect. II, question 2).

- cultural operators based outside the city 
The cultural operators of Rimini, Forlì, Cesena, Faenza, Cervia and of Bassa Romagna 
were also heavily involved in the process, both through membership in the 2019 Test Runs and 
through working groups coordinated by the Creative Councils based in the cities of Romagna 
(see table pp. 26-28). During the years of preparation pursuing the ECoC title, everything took 
shape gradually - a Romagna laboratory with images, words, thoughts, sounds, visions that 
through the exchange and comparison generated a challenging set of proposals, languages, and 
ideas. Romagna, in many cases, has already designed proposals included in our bid Programme 
(see annex 1, Romagna Matrix). Furthermore, the partnerships with national artists and cul-
tural operators will be reinforced and new relationships will be activated en route to 2019.

- cultural operators based outside the country
There are many views of exchange and collaboration that culturally connect Ravenna and Romagna 
with cultural workers outside of Italy. Just to cite an example, the Ravenna Festival programmes 
have hosted the most famous worldwide artists, who could come back to Ravenna in 2019. Hence, 
we have produced projects that have been included into our artistic and cultural Programme. 
Among the artists already involved we can mention: Dejan Kaludjerovic for Storytelling 
Children, Ghislaine Avan for Dante in all the languages of the world, Fabrice Melquiot 
for Literary Ball, Serena Korda for European Propaganda, Daniel O’ Sullivan, Stephen 
O’Malley and Mark Titchner for Red Desert Festival, Simon Rumley, Sean Hogan, An-
drew Parkinson and Andreas Marschall for Cinema Zero miles and Street Cinema.
Our Programme also provides ways of cooperating with cultural workers from many European 
and extra-EU cities. These include: Skopje, Berlin, Marseille, Bilbao, Asilah and Sofia for the 
First International Festival of Intercultural Quarters; Veliko Tarnovo, Speyer and Uppsala 
for They were Arians; Aarhus, Patras, Paphos, Varna, Marseille, Tallinn, Gdansk, Stavan-
ger, Umeå for the Network of Port Cities in Europe. There is also an ongoing collaboration 
proposed with the Sweden’s first-ever women’s history museum opening in Umeå in 2014.
There will also be youth orchestras in Sarajevo, Istanbul, Athens, Tirana, Belgrade for the 
Roads of friendship by Ravenna Festival. We are establishing partnerships with some of the 
most important European museums for the exhibitions on the Golden Age and European Art-
ists in Emilia-Romagna. Of course we will pay particular attention to our relationship with 
Bulgaria and many cultural workers and artists from that nation will be hosted during the 
Bulgarian Arts Weeks, which will take place throughout 2019.
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Cultural operators involved in the bid

INSTITUTIONS AND/OR ASSOCIATIONS 2019 TEST RUNS OR SHARED PROJECTS 2019 PROGRAMME

Accademia di Belle Arti (Academy of Fine Arts) - Dante 19/21 
- Art/Tra Transits 
- Extra-ordinary mosaics

Accademia Italiana della Cucina 
(Italian Cooking Academy)

- Gastronomic people's Fest

Acli / Arci /Endas (Cultural and Recreational Clubs) - Choral House
AIMC - International Association of Contemporary 
Mosaicists

- Ravenna Mosaico 2011 and 2013 - Solar Mosaics 
- Extra-ordinary Mosaics

Altrimenti (Cultural Association) - Corposamente 2012 and 2013 - Visions of Eternity - Romagna Edition
ANPI, Associazione Mazziniana, Fondazione Casa di 
Oriani,Fondazione Museo del Risorgimento, Istituto 
Storico della Resistenza, Società Capanno Garibaldi

- Walks of Freedom

Arar – (Ravenna Stargazers Club) - Days of Complexity
Archdiocese of Ravenna and Cervia - Ra2019 Visual Hub - Heresy vs Orthodoxy
Arcigay (Gender Association) - Reverse Day/Coming out
Associazione Italo-Bulgara CIANOVE 
(Italo-Bulgarian Association)

- Art for social change - Bulgarian Arts Weeks 

Bronson Produzioni (Cultural Association) - Transmission 2012 and 2013 
- Beaches Brew 2013 
- Literary Ball 2013

- Byzanthium Contemporary Orchestra 
- Transeurope Express Recording 
- Romagna Atelier of Europe 
- Red Desert Festival 
- European Propaganda 

Canterini Romagnoli (Cultural Association) - We dance from dusk till dawn
Cantieri (Cultural Association) - Esercizi in Darsena/Nutrimenti per la Crescita - 

2012 and 2013
- Ammutinamenti - 2012 and 2013 

- Romagna Atelier of Europe 
- The House of the Arts for children 
- BodyGames 

Capit (Cultural Association) - Innovative Spaces and Relational Spaces
Casa delle Donne (Women Center) - Friendly Revolution
Centro Dantesco (Dante Center) - Ravenna for Dante 2012 and 2013 - Dante 19/21 

- Museo Dantesco (Dante Museum)
Centro Relazioni Culturali (Cultural Association) - Ravenna for Dante 2012 e 2013 - Dante 19/21 

- Innovative Spaces and Relational Spaces
Circolo Cinema Sogni (Cultural Association) - Corti da Sogni 2012 e 2013 - Cinema Zero miles/ Street Cinema 

- Bulgarian Arts Weeks
CISIM – Cooperativa Libra – Lato Oscuro della Costa 
(Cultural Association)

- Romagna Express 2019 - 2013 
- Festa della Repubblica ed. 2012 and 2013 
- Old School Night 2012 
- Ravenna viso-in-aria 2013

- First International Festivals of Intercultural Quarters
- Innovative Spaces and Relational Spaces

Città Meticcia (Intercultural Association) - Festival delle Culture 2012 and 2013 - Are we Europeans? 
- First International Festivals of Intercultural Quarters

Club Arti e Mestieri (Arts and Crafts Club) - Cinquetracce 2011 - Gastronomic people’s Fest
Comune di Ravenna - Rappresentanza Cittadini 
Stranieri (Ravenna Municipality - Delegation of 
Foreign Citizens)

- Festival delle Culture 2012 and 2013 - Are we Europeans? 
- First International Festivals of Intercultural Quarters

Comune di Ravenna - Ufficio Cinema 
(Ravenna Municipality - Cinema Office)

- Per non morire di televisione 2012 and 2013 
- Mosaico d’Europa Film Fest 2012 and 2013 
- Ravenna Nightmare 2012 and 2013

- Cinema Zero miles/Street Cinema 
- Bulgarian Arts Weeks

Comune di Ravenna - Ufficio Turismo 
(Ravenna Municipality -Tourism Office)

- Notte d'Oro 2012 
- Puppets and Folk - Tales from Europe - Oral 
tradition city network 2012 

- Visions of eternity 2012 and 2013 
- Ravenna Mosaico 2011 and 2013

- We Camp for Europe! 
- Red Desert Festival 
- Welcoming exhibition 
- We dance from dusk till dawn 
- Midsummer Night Beach 
- Couchsurfing 2019

Cooperativa Atlantide (Environmental Organization) - Port Museum
- Welcoming Exhibition

Cooperativa E (Theatre Companies: Fanny & 
Alexander, Gruppo Nanou, ErosAntEros, Menoventi)

- Fèsta 2012 and 2013 
- Ravenna viso-in-aria 2013 
- Mundus - White Hole 2013 - Motel (LP) 2012

- Dante 19/21 
- Red Desert Festival 
- Literary Ball 
- The Atlas of the Imaginary 
- Romagna Atelier of Europe

Dante in rete (Education Network) - Dante 19/21
Fernandel Editore (Publishing House) - Talking about Ravenna 2012 and 2013 - Bulgarian Arts Weeks
Fondazione Casa di Oriani (Foundation) - European Propaganda 

- European Documentation Centre on Cooperation
Fondazione Cassa di Risparmio (Foundation) - Ravenna for Dante 2012 and 2013 - Dante 19/21 

- Guiccioli Palace
Fondazione del Monte (Foundation) - Rasponi delle Teste Palace
Fondazione Flaminia (Foundation) - Europe Day 2012 - Are we Europeans? 

- We Camp for Europe!
Fondazione Museo del Risorgimento (Foundation) - Guiccioli Palace/Museo del Risorgimento
Fondazione RavennAntica (Foundation) - Classe Museum/Archaeological ark 

- The Roman Spoon River
Fondazione Ravenna Manifestazioni (Foundation)
(Ravenna Festival)

- Allegromosso - Ravenna Festival 2012 
- Mundus - Ravenna Festival 2013 

- The Roads of Friendship by Ravenna Festival
- Red Desert Festival

Giaccardi Associati (Education) - Ravenna Future Lessons 2012 - The bRAin - Happiness’ notebooks
Istituto Musicale Pareggiato G. Verdi (Music Inst.) - Innovative Spaces and Relational Places
Istituto Storico della Resistenza (Historical Institute) - 19/19 The treee of life 

- European Propaganda 
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Istituzione Biblioteca Classense (Library) - Ravenna for Dante 2012 and 2013 - The Atlas of the Imaginary 
- Adriatic coast to coast 
- Bulgarian Arts Weeks 
- Museo Dantesco 
- Palazzo Guiccioli/Museo Byron

Istituzione Museo D'Arte della Città 
(City Art Museum)

- Critica in Arte 2012 - European Artists in Emilia-Romagna 
- The Golden Age in the Arts 
- Extra-ordinary Mosaics 
- European Propaganda

Jazz Network - Ravenna Jazz 2013
La Crisalide d'Aria (Cultural Association) - Frattale - 2013 - Active Hosting for Europe!
Legambiente Ravenna (Environmental Organization) - Days of Complexity
Legacoop, AGCI, Confcooperative 
(Cooperative Network)

- Documentation Centre on European Cooperation
- European Centre in Cooperative Studies

Marte 
(Cultural Association)

- 80 Mesh - 2013 - Solar Mosaics 
- Extra-ordinary Mosaics

Mirada
(Cultural Association)

- Komikazen 2012 
- Ram, Young Artists in Ravenna 2013

- European Propaganda 
- Art/Tra Transits

Opera di Dante (Cultural Association) - Ravenna for Dante 2012 and 2013 - Dante 19/21 
- Dante Museum

Orthographe (Cultural Association) - Effetti Collaterali 2012 - Paradoxes 2013 - They were 
Arians - preview 2013

- They were Arians

Osservatorio Fotografico (Photographic Observatory) - Greetings from Ravenna 2012 
- Workshop with Gerry Johansson 2013

- Adriatic Coast to Coast 
- Art/Tra Transits

PA.GI.NE. (Cultural Association) - GiallolunaNeronotte 2012
Panda Project (Cultural Association) - Corposamente 2012 and 2013 - Dante 19/21
Provincia di Ravenna - Assessorato ai Beni Culturali 
(Province of Ravenna - Cultural Department)

- The bRAin - Innovative spaces and relational places

Ravenna Cinema (Cultural Association) - Per non morire di televisione 2012 and 2013 
- Mosaico d’Europa Film Fest 2012 and 2013 
- Ravenna Nightmare 2012 and 2013
- Ravenna2019 Visual Hub

- Cinema Zero miles/ Street Cinema 
- Bulgarian Arts Weeks 
- European Propaganda 
- Red Desert Festival 
- Memories Film Collection

Ravenna Poesia (Cultural Association) - Bulgarian Arts Weeks
Ravenna Teatro (Theatre Companies: Teatro delle 
Albe and Drammatico Vegatale)

- Effetti Collaterali 2012 
- Artebebè 2013 
- Non-scuola 2012 and 2013 
- Fèsta 2012 
- Non lontano da qui - 2012 
- Pantani - 2012 
- Primavera eretica - 2013 
- Ravenna viso-in-aria 2013

- Dante 19/21 
- Bulgarian Arts Weeks 
- Romagna Atelier of Europe 
- The House of the Arts for children

Ravenna Screen (Cultural Association) - Rocca Cinema 2013 - Ravenna City of Water
- Street Cinema/Cinema Zero miles

Slow Food - Gastronomic people’s Fest
Soprintendenza Beni Archeologici 
(Archaelogical Heritage Office)

- Innovative Spaces and Relational Places 
- Red Desert Festival 
- The Roman Spoon River

Soprintendenza Beni Architettonici e Paesaggistici 
(Architectural and Landscape Heritage Office)

- Ra2019 Visual Hub - Innovative Spaces and Relational Places 
- Red Desert Festival

St/Art
 (Cultural Association)

- Portuali - Anteprima 2013 - Bulgarian Arts Weeks 
- Ravenna City of Water

Strativari 
(Cultural Association)

- Offset 2012 and 2013 
- Fahrenheit 39

- Graphic Design Biennale

Tanti Cosi Progetti 
(Theatre Company)

- Homunculus 2012 - The House of the Arts for children 
- Dante 19/21 
- Storytelling Children

Teatro del Drago 
(Theatre Company)

- Puppet and Folks - Tales from Europe 2012
- Effetti Collaterali 2012 
- Casola è una favola - 2013

- The House of the Arts for children 
- Storytelling Children

Teatro Socjale (Cultural Venue) - Cinquetracce 2011 - Innovative Spaces and Relational Places 
Trail Romagna (Sporting Club) - The Trails network
Università per Adulti Bosi Maramotti 
(University for Adults)

- 19/19 The Tree of Life 
- Are We Europeans?

Università degli Studi di Bologna - Sede di Ravenna 
(Bologna University)

- Innovative Spaces and Relational Places 
- Days of Complexity 
- The Roman Spoon River

Villaggio Globale (Social Organization) - Agorà2019: the word to culture 2013 - Ravenna Common Ground 
- Public Space Meeting

V!RA 2019 (Volunteers for Ra2019) - Romagna Express 2019 – 2012 
- New Cultural Routes / artists at work 2013 
- Europe Day 2013

- Capital Twinning

Associazione Italiana Città della Ceramica 
(Italian Association "Towns of Ceramics" )

- Argillà Italia 2012 - Arginet 

Do Nucleo Culturale 
(Cultural Association)

- Nuovo 2012 and 2013 - Romagna Atelier of Europe 
- Active Hosting for Europe!

E.Studio 
(Cultural Association)

- Urban Knitting - Transits. A place for cultural gatherings. 
- Active Hosting for Europe!

In_ocula 
(Theatre Company)

- Wam 2012 e 2013 - Transits. A place for cultural gatherings 
- Bulgarian Arts Weeks

Iris 
(Dance Company)

- Wam 2012 e 2013 
- La formidabile memoria di un danzatore calvo 2012 
- La formidabile passeggiata di un danzatore calvo 2013

- Transits. A place for cultural gatherings 
- Bulgarian Arts Weeks

INSTITUTIONS AND/OR ASSOCIATIONS 2019 TEST RUNS OR SHARED PROJECTS 2019 PROGRAMME
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ISIA Istituto Superiore per le Industrie Artistiche 
(Design Institute)

- European Propaganda 
- Romagna Atelier of Europe

MEI (Music Network) - Supersound 2012
Menoventi (Theatre Company) - Wam 2012 e 2013 - Fèsta 2012 and 2013 - Dante 19/21 

- Transits. A place for cultural gatherings 
- Bulgarian Arts Weeks

MIC (International Ceramics Museum) - Settimana del Contemporaneo 2012 and 2013 
- Romagna Express 2019 - 2013

- Romagna Atelier of Europe 
- Temporary Faience 
- Transits. A place for cultural gatherings 
- Active Hosting for Europe!

Museo Zauli (Ceramics Museum) - MCZ Birthday 2012 
- Contemporary Week 2012 and 2013

- Romagna Atelier of Europe 
- Temporary Faience
- Active Hosting for Europe! 
- Bulgarian Arts Weeks

Teatro Due Mondi (Theatre Company) - La libertà è una casa - 2012 - Transits. A place for cultural gatherings
Tesco (Cultural Association) - Nuovo 2013 - Romagna Atelier of Europe

Biblioteca Malatestiana (Library) - Chi ha letto il Decamerone 2013 
- Malatestiana Agrarian Treaties 2013

- On writing
- The Squares of Knowledge 
- No Copy Festival

Centro Cinema San Biagio (Cinema Center) - Piazze di Cinema 2012 and 2013 
- Cliciak 2012 and 2013 
- Backstage Film Festival 2012 and 2013

- The Squares of Knowledge

Comune di Cesena - Ufficio Cultura 
(Municipality of Cesena - Cultural Office)

- Allegromosso 2012 
- Centenary Alan Touring 2012 
- Centenary Giovanni Pascoli 2013 
- Street Food Festival 2012

- The Squares of Knowledge 
- No Copy Festival - AgriCulture

Katrièm (Cultural Association) - Borgo Indaco 2013 - Storytelling Children
Legacoop Forlì-Cesena, Istituto Romagnolo Ricovero 
e Cura (Research Center)

- Settimana del buon vivere 2012 and 2013 - Wellness Valley

Socìetas Raffaello Sanzio (Theatre Company) - Puerilia 2012 and 2013 
- Mántica 2012 and 2013 
- Non lontano da qui - 2012

- La cavallina storna 
- The announcement of things 
- Romagna Atelier of Europe

Teatro Bonci (Theatre) - National School Theatre Festival 2012 
- Chi ha letto il Decamerone 2013

- On writing 
- Agridesign International Festival

Teatro Valdoca (Theatre Company) - On writing 
- Bulgarian Arts Weeks 
- Romagna Atelier of Europe

Acli Valli (Cultural Club) - L’Occidente nel labirinto 2012 and 2013
Area Sismica (Cultural Venue) - Lupo 2012 

- Third Festival of contemporary Italian music 2013
- Red Desert Festival

Ass. Giorgio Regnoli 41 (Cultural Association) - Innovative Spaces and Relational Places 
- Romagna - Main Square of Europe/ European Week 
of Temporary Culture

Ass. Spazi Indecisi (Cultural Association) - Cicli Indecisi 2012 
- Totally Lost 2013

- European Propaganda 
- Romagna - Main Square of Europe

Casa del Cuculo, Khatawat, Madamadorè, Pensiero e 
azione, Sunset Soc. Coop. (Cultural Associations)

- IlROF 2012 and 2013 - Romagna - Main Square of Europe

Città di Ebla (Theatre Company) - Lupo 2012 
- Ipercorpo 2012 and 2013

- Choral House 
 - Romagna Atelier of Europe

Comune di Forlì - Ufficio Cultura 
(Municipality of Forlì - Cultural Office)

- Green European Night 2012 and 2013 
- Atrium 2013

- Choral House 
- European Cultural Operators Stock Exchange 
- Dancing Romagna 
- European Propaganda

Masque Teatro (Theatre Company) - Wolf 2012 - Crisalide 2012 and 2013 - Romagna Atelier of Europe - Days of Complexity
Musei San Domenico (Museum) - European Artists in Emilia-Romagna
Naima Club (Venue) - Harbour City Music Festival
Romagna Creative District (Creative Network) - Back to the new future 2012 - Creative Vision for 2019 - The bRAin 

- European Cultural Operators Stock Exchange 
Sedicicorto (Cultural Association) - Sedicicorto 2012 e 2013 - Bulgarian Arts Weeks
Università di Bologna - Campus di Forlì - 
Dipartimento di Interpretazione e Traduzione (Un. of 
Bologna)

- European Translation Award

Cartoon Club - Cartoon Club 2013 - Romagna - Main Square of Europe

Comune di Rimini - Ufficio Cultura e Turismo 
(Municipality of Rimini - Culture and Tourism Office)

- La poetica dei toni grigi 2012 
- Paolo Ventura 2013 
- Lorenzo Mattotti 2013

- We dance from dusk till dawn 
- Romagna - Main Square of Europe / European 
Week of provisional culture 

- Midsummer Night Beach 
- Transforming Heritage

FAR (Modern and Contemporary Art Factory) - La poetica dei toni grigi 2012 - Paolo Ventura 2013 - 
Lorenzo Mattotti 2013

- European Artists in Emilia-Romagna - Transforming 
Heritage

Fondazione Fellini (Foundation) - Cinema Zero miles / Street Cinema
- Dante 19/21

Motus (Theatre Company) - Dante 19/21
Sagra Malatestiana (Festival) - Special Events 2012 and 2013 - Bulgarian Arts Weeks
Smart Academy (Cultural Association) - Amarcort - Bulgarian Arts Weeks
Teatro della Centena (Theatre Company) - Voci dell’anima 2012 - Bulgarian Arts Weeks

INSTITUTIONS AND/OR ASSOCIATIONS 2019 TEST RUNS OR SHARED PROJECTS 2019 PROGRAMME
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Comune di Cervia - Uffici Cultura e Turismo 
(Municipality of Cervia - Culture and Tourism Office)

- International Convention on City Garden 2012 
- Photographic Exhibitions dedicated to 100 years of 
Milano Marittima 

- World Master Sand Sculptures

- Capital for a day 
- The world’s greatest sand sculpture 
- Salt Eco-museum in Cervia 
- Smart and livable city 
- Midsummer Night Beach

Drammi Collaterali (Cultural Association) - Drammi Collaterali 2013 - Bulgarian Arts Weeks

Comune di Bagnara di Romagna, Unione dei Comuni 
della Bassa Romagna (Public Administration)

- Popoli Pop Festival 2013 - Cre-Active Outskirts 
- Capital for a day

Lugo Contemporanea (Cultural Association) - Contemporary Lugo 2012 - Cre-Active Outskirts
Primola Ass. cult., Unione dei Comuni della Bassa 
Romagna (Cultural Association)

- Arena delle balle di paglia 2012 and 2013 
- Nel Senio della Memoria 2013

- Cre-Active Outskirts 
- Capital for a day 
- The Trails network

Unione dei Comuni della Bassa Romagna (Union of 
the Municipalities of the Bassa Romagna)

- Selvatico 2012 - Cre-Active Outskirts 
- Capital for a day 
- Romagna Atelier of Europe 
- The largest ephemeral labyrinth in the world

Unione dei Comuni della Bassa Romagna, Comune 
di Lugo, Controsenso, Discanti editore (Cultural 
Association)

- Librinchiostro 2012 - Cre-Active Outskirts

Unione dei Comuni della Bassa Romagna – Comune 
di Massalombarda (Municipality of Massalombarda)

- Riot Fest 2012 and 2013 - Cre-Active Outskirts 
- Capital for a day

Ass. Culturale Vaca (Cultural Association) - Libri mai mai visti 2012 - Cre-Active Outskirts
Le Belle Bandiere - Russi (Cultural Association) - Sonhos n. 2 2012 - Cre-Active Outskirts 

- Capital for a day - Romagna Atelier of Europe
Museo dell’Arredo Contemporaneo (Design Museum) - Cre-Active Outskirts

Arboreto – Mondaino (Cultural Venue) - Romagna Atelier of Europe
Casa Artusi, Comune di Forlimpopoli (Municipality of 
Forlimpopoli)

- Festa Artusiana 2013 - AgriCulture - Gastronomic people’s Feast

Città Teatro – Riccione (Cultural Association) - Fu.Mo Futurismo Morcianese 2013 - Romagna - Main Square of Europe
Santarcangelo dei Teatri – Santarcangelo (Festival) - Santarcangelo 2012 and 2013 - Romagna Atelier of Europe
Savignano Immagini - Savignano sul Rubicone 
(Festival)

- Si Fest - Adriatic Coast to Coast 
- Romagna Atelier of Europe

Many other organizations will be involved in the 2019 Programme, especially those having an agreement with the Municipality of Ravenna and supporting Ravenna’s 
bid : Accademia Bizantina, Accademia Perduta, Associazione Angelo Mariani, Associazione Culturale Norma, Associazione Polifonica, Associazione Poveri d’Arte, 
Emilia-Romagna Concerti, Ensemble Mariani, Istituto Friedrich Schurr, Orchestra da Camera di Ravenna, Mikrokosmos, Teatronnivoro.

13 In what way is the proposed project innovative? 

One of the more challenging aspects of the path to becoming ECoC is the chance to be able 
to experiment, using new tools and actions, creating new relationships, connecting the 
cultural dimension to social and economic challenges, by encouraging artists, organisa-
tions, and citizens to read and develop their own view of the city. 
The experience of the bid process has enabled a collective and widespread learning pro-
cess, inspired by a learning by doing approach that is already giving results. On the basis 
of what we are learning and experiencing, while taking advantage of the lessons passed on 
to us by previous ECoCs, we would like to share our experience with other cities and try to 
add something to the development of a new contemporary small and medium-sized city 
model, which makes the region’s involvement one of its driving forces. We have already 
set up working groups (see sect. I, question 15) that are producing new cultural concepts 
as a tool and practice to be able to connect our citizens, so that they can create the city’s 
future together.
The innovative city model (see infographic p. 30), that we are building for the region, uses 
some of the concepts and tools that emerge from recent studies sponsored by the European 
Union on medium-sized cities (see in particular the Green paper on Unlocking the potential of 
the Cultural and Creative Industries, EC, 2010, and the results of the project Creative Clusters 
in low-density Urban Areas, 2011), trying to adapt them on the territorial peculiarities. 
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Our innovative route originated by building our vision, the Mosaic of cultures, that is the 
result of a careful analysis of the region (see table below), and an attentive listening to 
ideas, thoughts, and expectations suggested by the citizens over the years. 

ELEMENTS OF REGIONAL ANALYSIS

Regional assets

A rich historic, artistic and cultural heritage
A social capital density among the highest in Europe
A propensity for cooperation, which was historically born in Romagna
Entrepreneurial spirit joined by the ability of knowing how to work together
Well-being and quality of life
An ability to network people, groups, communities, cities together

Weak points

Excessive influence of the past
Geographical isolation
A conservative mindset
Indifference and scepticism
The migration of young people

At the same time, our 2019 artistic and cultural Programme is the result of the shared and 
participatory process that has involved thousands of people in the region over recent years 
(see sect. I, question 15): a multitude of languages, forms, and expressions that has been 
produced and promises to produce a living Mosaic of cultures, with a variable composition, 
a mosaic that is ready for the future and for changing (see sect. II).
Mosaic of cultures, Mosaic in action wants to express an innovative model for a creative 
city that provides a system of people, places, structures, tools, producing a new culture able 
to generate a positive effect on the economy and society (see infographic p. 30).
Let us take a detailed look at the components of the model.

Creative people: creative people share common values such as creativity, meritocracy, diversity, 
openness, and mobility. Our aim is to stimulate civic creativity by participatory processes (see 
box p. 19), but also individuality, within groups and communities, trying in particular to uphold 
local talents and attracting new ones.
Creative tools: the city is creatively experimenting with new tools and practices via IcT (social 
networks, open source, open innovation etc.), participatory planning methods such as Open Space 
Technology (OST), civic crowdfunding, and a new model for the evaluation – The Kaleidoscope – 
founded by involving citizens, groups, communities, public and private companies, etc. (see sect.VI).

TRADITIONAL CITY MODEL INNOVATIVE CITY MODEL

Top down bureaucracy Creative bureaucracy

Functional work organisation Flexible work organisation

Producer oriented services Citizen oriented services

Weak role of women and minorities Active role of women and immigrants

Static cultural model Dynamic cultural model 

Hierarchical idea Networking idea

Passive citizen Active citizen

Creation and Production Co-creation and coproduction

Sector planning Cross-fertilisation and participatory planning

Traditional Tourism Cultural and creative tourism

Mosaic of cultures, a new city idea

BASIC PRINCIPLESSECTION I
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Creative places: creative people need a space that encourages experimentation, innovation and 
entrepreneurship in the cultural and creative sectors; i.e. meeting places and workshops with the 
user and producer at its heart and open to innovation, where different disciplines - art, science, 
technology, and business - come together to produce new processes and ideas, thanks to the use 
of technologies and social networks (see sect. II, question 2). To this extent, the creation of crea-
tive spaces and places (artist residences, live-work houses, creative incubators, meeting spaces 
and co-working, fab labs, etc.) are strategic to attracting new talent and residents. 
New spaces will be created from abandoned buildings, located predominantly in the heart of the 
Darsena (see sect. IV, question 3), with a low investment cost that maintains an informal char-
acter and facilitates flexibility of use to host even temporary projects (workshops, installations, 
exhibitions, cultural events, etc).
Creative structures: the success of the interaction between creative people, tools, and places 
largely depends on the characteristics of the regional governance. In terms of the governance di-
mension, creative cities require radical innovations: creative governance promotes and facilitates 
multilevel decision-making process, capable of being both rational and instinctive, i.e., capable 
of organizing but also mobilising and integrating competitiveness and cohesion. Combining a 
mix of viewpoints, from the traditional hierarchical-type to the network-type thinking, from sep-
arated sectors to cross-fertilisation - this is what we have been doing and are trying to do in the 
region. As evidence of this (see sect. I, question 15), the years of preparation have activated and 
mobilised the creative forces, but also the economic and social organisations of the city, creat-
ing the necessary conditions for an innovative constructive dialogue. The bid has taken the form 
of multi-level governance (see sect. III, question 1.1) that has facilitated interaction between 
citizens, communities, organisations, and institutions, but also between different sectors/areas 
(economy, culture, sport, environment, equal opportunities, etc.), toward a single large collective 
goal “2019”. In particular, promoting the participatory processes The Darsena I would like and 
Agorà2019, has made it possible for all citizens to become part of a community, investigating, 
learning, researching and designing, by creating a new relationship with institutions. 

The combination and interaction between creative people, tools, places and structures accord-
ing to our model promote the generation of a new culture, which acts as second strategy for 
regional development (World Cities Report 2012 ) and has an impact also on the economic and 
social dimensions.

Creative PlacesVISIONCreative Structure

Creative People

Creative Tools

Spillover
Effects

CULTURE

ECONOMY

SOCIETY

OUTPUT OUTCOME
Creative city Citizens as creative assets
Creative ethos Economic development
Citizens empowerment Social inclusion

Network-type thinking New jobs
Connections between people and 
places

Active role of women and minorities

Flexible partnerships Activities/services carried out in informal 
environment and friendly spaces

Being a contemporary city. An innovative model.
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14 If the city in question is awarded the title of European Capital of Culture, what would be 
the medium- and long-term effects of the event from a social, cultural and urban point of view?

Cultural Dimension
The bid represents the mid-point of a path that will allow creating an ever expanding virtuous 
network and a real national culture reference system, in which citizens and associations are 
able to cooperate disregarding their professional backgrounds. This process is already visible 
in the city, enhanced by past cultural policies and by current bid activities. The ECoC title 
will consolidate the existing structures, whilst it has to reinforce the new ones in the follow-
ing years, when we will re-establish a sense of normality after the decisive impulse of 2019.

The House of Europe (see box p. 14) will become a permanent structure for dialogue and the 
definition of the value of culture for creating a European political and social future. What is 
culture for? What is its value in a world of conflict? Why is it that only in the word, the arts, 
and listening can we find the means to solve conflict? To keep debating on these issues the 
House of Europe will host artists, philosophers, and writers, mostly for events promoting 
actions and debates - as opposed to closed production - in continuous dialogue with all the 
social places, starting with schools but also with all the other similar structures in Europe.

Cultural Institutions and making culture. The ECoC will produce an enlargement not only 
of cultural supply but also of a system of infrastructure devoted to culture (see sect. IV, ques-
tion 3). The ECoC also stimulates the reorganisation of current cultural institutions and 
their activity; it will strengthen collaboration channels and it will introduce innovations in 
management tools, thinking more and more in terms of an Area Vasta (en. Romagna Metro-
politan Area). The institutions will respond to a wider plan focused on the variety of different 
cultural realities and making culture will spread on a wider scale among citizens and take on 
an increasingly important role in society. Ravenna and Romagna will be able to make the best 
use of their local talents and will become a propulsive centre for culture in an international 
context, welcoming artists and cultural workers from all over Europe.

Cultural heritage. The ECoC project will create the necessary conditions for a wider use of 
cultural heritage. This will increase the number of visitors and tourists: the property own-
ers and managers of monuments will do everything possible to facilitate the tourist routes, 
including the introduction of a single card.
Heritage will not only be properly preserved, but it will also be fully appreciated. For all Raven-
na’s main monuments, starting with those included in the UNESCO list, plans for sharing and 
using the places will be made, which will enforce the need for protection, but will establish a 
dialogue with citizens and tourists. The goal is to create short circuits between the past of those 
to which they bear witness and the current time which asks us to interpret them as a living being.

The university system. The University will play an important role in supporting the dissemina-
tion of knowledge on topics particularly close to Europe, but with a local impact: each depart-
ment/discipline and the crossover between different disciplines will become a common base 
for the development of different parts of the city and the connection of the city and the region 
to Europe. The bid will serve to consolidate and enhance the experience that is already in place 
in terms of collaboration between the outreach centres (departments and subdepartments) of 
the University of Bologna in the cities of Romagna. Ravenna, Rimini, Forlì, Cesena and Faen-
za will contribute on the basis of individual vocations (Cultural Heritage and Natural Sciences 
in Ravenna, Agriculture in Cesena, Languages and International Relations in Forlì, Scientific 

BASIC PRINCIPLESSECTION I
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Innovation in Faenza) to promoting cultural and scientific debate through a mosaic of initia-
tives, debates, seminars, conferences on the topics concerning the bid, the results of which will 
be published in a special edition volume, dedicated to 2019. In particular, the Department 
of Cultural Heritage in Ravenna will deepen its ties to the Bulgarian University through an 
exchange programme, aimed at training and research for students, teachers, and researchers 
(including programmes such as Erasmus, Leonardo and funding from Horizon 2020). The 
transmission and sharing of knowledge will happen via unusual channels, with cycles of les-
sons held in places and some rather unusual spaces, such as roads, squares, ports, aimed at 
capturing and also involving people who normally have little contact with the University. 

Social & urban dimensions
The bid contributes to the activation of a process of appropriation of public space by citi-
zens, cultural operators and artists in order to express themselves and encourage social 
interaction between different targets. The strategies in use are planned to generate a process 
of empowerment in the communities that will be differentiated on the basis of the needs 
and social priorities emerging from various groups of citizens. The new city model that we 
intend to build will, in fact, solve social emergencies in a new interesting smart way, in 
order to be inclusive and sustainable. 

a)  In terms of labour policies, we will be implementing innovative forms of co-working, 
start-ups and incentives for creative talents; 

b)  women and work - concerning the gender gap, the bid will affect the acceleration of cer-
tain processes, thereby diminishing inequalities; with the implementation of cultural and 
welfare policies, promoting the entry, consolidation and equal representation of women in 
the economy is, above all, a cultural factor;

c)  on the social policies front, measures will be put in place to promote social housing as well 
as the car sharing. The whole city will be equipped with free wi-fi; socially useful work 
will become an instrument for implementing the program; detainees will enjoy awareness-
raising activities on the Programme’s themes for the bid; conditions will be improved for 
access and usability of cultural events for those with disability;

d)  schools will adopt the content and tools for the bid in their annual programmes, so that 
2019 becomes an opportunity for students of all age groups to raise awareness and knowl-
edge on European issues, particularly related to citizenship and European identity, through 
laboratories with multidisciplinary learning; 

e)  with regards to entertainment, scheduling will multiply, and the bid could serve to pro-
mote, on a European scale, a harmonisation of regulations on public entertainment;

f)  There will be new spaces and opportunities for meeting, exchanging, comparing, and col-
labotarion between cities, regions, citizens, economic and cultural workers and artists, espe-
cially regarding the urban regeneration of a specific area as a whole, the Darsena, which will be-
come a smart district, in which cultural, economic, and tourism vocations will come together 
to produce a fertile environment for innovation and creativity (see sect. IV, question 3); 

g)  the voluntary sector plays an important role. An example is the V!RA2019 association, 
which in 2019 will have reached its peak, and could serve as a catalyst for all those who 
want to make a contribution to the implementation of the bid Programme;

h)  city centre neighbourhoods will come together with the suburbs becoming a means to re-
discover and re-appropriate urban spaces reviving the concept of society and the interaction 
of traditions and cultures, so that Ravenna is not only a laboratory of new cultural produc-
tions, but also one for integrating diversities;

i)  the bid Programme, which brings together the city of Ravenna and the rich hinterland of the 
Romagna region with its cities, Rimini, Cesena, Forlì and Faenza provides a unique path to 
connect these cities and create a new urban space, characterised by a diffusion of cities across 
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a large area collaborating together in terms of resources and services. The bid Programme thus 
opens up the possibility of a real “area vasta” (metropolitan area) of common governance; 

l)  with regard to visitors, particular attention will be given to the weaker social groups, so that 
the city is accessible to all. Ravenna will arrive at 2019 by making the most of its support 
and hospitality services, those of accessible accommodation for people with disabilities. 
Tourism represents not only an economic factor of extraordinary importance, but also a 
tool of knowledge and personal emancipation. In particular, social tourism ensures that 
everyone has access to the tourist experience, regardless of personal, social, and economic 
conditions or those of any other nature that would hamper its success. To achieve these 
goals it is vital to take into account the needs and diversity of different types of users.

 Do the municipal authorities intend to make a public declaration of intent concerning 
the period following the year of the event? 

With regard to post 2019, the Municipal Authorities are ready to commit themselves to 
ensuring:

a)   that the part of the Programme connecting 2019 to 2021, especially with regard to the 
events on Dante, will be carried out;

b)   that the work for the renewal of the Darsena will be completed;
c)   that the coordination policy among the cities in Romagna and the public institutions, the 

socio-economic and cultural sectors, and volunteer associations in Ravenna will go ahead;
d)   that the experiences of participatory planning and the involvement of citizenship with 

regard to specific issues of public interest will continue;
e)   that part of the budget that was set aside for the ECoC programme will be preserved for 

cultural activities, thereby increasing the amount set aside in the pre-2014.

15 How was this application designed and prepared?

A shared, sustainable, and multitalented bid
Cities are not ECoC right from the start, they become ECoC. This means that to become a 
ECoC one must first build a path. The city must demonstrate the ability to imagine its own 
future by being guided by a vision, by having goals and by setting out strategies to develop 
the objectives. The planning needs to be supported by an appropriate governance structure 
and a budget, as well as the right methods and tools. The Programme must involve citizens, 
developing participatory processes that stimulate creativity and learning, and have a more 
European and international outlook, building relationships with other cities, in a mutual and 
continuous exchange of culture and experience. To create new practices, tools, and methods 
for managing complexity, but, especially, to also leave a legacy for future generations, one of 
concrete planning through which to construct their own present and plan their future.

Building a bid with and for the region. Our path began in 2007, when the city of Ravenna 
sent to the then Presidents of the Commission and European Parliament Barroso and Poet-
tering and the former Italian Prime Minister Prodi, a letter expressing its interest to run for 
the title of ECoC 2019.
Since then, a path of awareness and active involvement in all the region has been built: 
primarily the cultural organisations which are part of the General States of Culture, the first 
time being in 2009; the cities of Romagna - all members of the Institutional Committee - 
through agreements signed in 2010; the different components of society and the economy, 
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such as interest groups, business associations, universities, dioceses, Chambers of Com-
merce, also convened for the first time in 2009. So far, we have counted more than 300 
meetings with the various representative bodies of culture, economy, society, tourism, etc. 
throughout Romagna, and over 200 organizations officially supporting the bid (see table 
pp. 36-37 - history of the bid).

A homemade bid. From the beginning, the bid was entrusted to young professionals in the 
region, preferring not to delegate to external consultants. We believe that the bid belongs to the 
city and its resources, representing a lever for development not only of the region, but also of 
young and talented professionals that are part of it. The homemade approach today has become 
one of the key strengths that characterises our bid as compared to other Italian bidding cities. 
In detail, Ra2019 Staff started to take shape in 2010, when it was created and given the task 
of coordinating the activities for the bid, first selecting young professionals from the region. 
Since 2010 the Staff has been supported by the Creative Council, responsible for defining 
the bid guidelines, which consists of a selected team of local cultural workers, in general 
under 40 years of age. The same approach for the use of local talents has also determined 
the composition of the Creative Councils of the cities of Romagna that support the bid. A 
constant work of coordination and mediation have characterised all of the preparation for 
the bid: a heritage and a wealth of ideas of interdisciplinary character and a network on the 
future of Ravenna and Romagna which have never been seen before.

The development of the vision, our idea of the future. The concept and vision which form 
the basis of the artistic and cultural Programme have been drawn up by the joint work of the 
Staff and the Creative Council, through meetings, at first monthly and then weekly, charac-
terised by a process of collective brainstorming, based on shared decisions. Thus the Cin-
quetracce were created (see sect. II, question 1 and 2), then discussed with citizens through a 
cycle of laboratories that saw the participation of thousands of citizens and more than 60 key 
speakers among artists, cultural operators, and intellectuals both of regional and international 
fame (among others Marc Augé, Zygmunt Bauman, Hanif Kureishi, Irene Tinagli, Pre-
drag Matvejevic), all of whom have developed visions, ideas, planning, in a word ‘tracks’ 
for the Ravenna of the future (November-December 2011). 
Participating, ergo we are. In preparation for the bid, we have experimented innovative 
tools from a methodological point of view, in order to find the right balance between the 
broad territorial involvement and the quality of the artistic and cultural Programme. There-
fore, we decide to use an open call for ideas aimed at citizens, using as examples the suc-
cess stories of Turku and Riga, but accompanied with thematic and disciplinary working 
groups. In fact, if on the one hand, the open call is a tool which ensures the democratic 
legitimacy of the process, on the other hand it is unlikely to be very effective in the results 
if it is properly guided, as was done by the working groups that have contributed to defining 
the main artistic and cultural Programme lines (March - October 2012). 
The 400 ideas gathered by the open call (see infographics p. 35) were compared and debated 
in the course of Agorà2019: the word to the culture (see box p. 19); with the intention of mak-
ing them develop creatively. Through the OST, creative participatory space, ideas have become 
shared heritage, a bank of ideas that will remain open throughout the path to 2019, continuing to 
collect the plans from the city and its citizens. This constitutes the first important result of the bid. 
Even schools have contributed to the planning for the bid, through joint effort in the compe-
tition I will tell you about my city in 2019: images, and words for Europe: open to students 
of any level in Ravenna. The contest has motivated approximately 25,000 young people to 
express their own imaginative vocation on the bid themes in relation to the city and to Europe. 
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The future is now. 2019 is distant objective, but at the same time nearby. We believe that the 
construction of the path that will lead us, as we hope, to 2019 should provide the general build-
ing blocks of what will be the ECoC year, so that the region’s cultural workers, but also the city, 
can progressively prepare for their important aim, developing an awareness of the greatness of 
the event both from a methodological and content viewpoint. We invented the 2019 Test Runs: a 
calendar of events for Romagna, which have never before been carried out, which puts together 
the artistic and cultural initiatives that are closest to the innovation-oriented nature of this bid. 
These Test Runs, which will continue in the path approaching 2019, have collected hundreds of 
events, promoted by more than fifty cultural organizations in Romagna, which serve as a testi-
mony to real places, languages, forms and expressions linked to the contemporary word. More 
and more cultural associations are asking to get involved in the next 2019 Test Runs editions.

A bid without border. Ravenna in these years has strengthened its position on the inter-
national level, by establishing contacts in particular with Bulgaria (Sofia, Plovdiv, Varna, 
Veliko Tarnovo, Burgas, Shumen, Ruse, Kjustendil) already in 2011 (see sect. I, question 
7), but also with other ECoCs, past and future, by promoting study visits and meetings to 
compare its content, methods, and tools used in the European programme (e.g., the Capi-
tals face to face meetings). Among these are Lille 2004, Luxemburg 2007, Liverpool 2008, 
Linz 2009, Istanbul 2010, Ruhr 2010, Pecs 2010, Turku 2011, Tallinn 2011, Maribor 2012, 
Marseille 2013, Kosice 2013, Riga 2014, Mons 2015, Aarhus 2017. In particular, we have 
invited several European experts to discuss these matters with the Ra2019 Staff and the 
territory during the workshops dedicated to the bid (Phil Wood, Trevor Davies, Hertling, 
Ulrich Fuchs, Hanns Schmidt, Adam Chmielewski, Nuria Preciado, Oliver Scheytt). 
The exhibition of the Copies of Ancient Mosaics of Ravenna, was hosted by European in-
stitutions – the European Parliament and the European Commission – has stopped in some 
of the most significant ECoCs in recent years: Linz in 2009, Pecs in 2010, Turku in 2011, 
Maribor in 2012, Marseille in 2013, and Riga in 2014. 
Ravenna, thanks to the bid, has strengthened its collaboration overseas, namely, with the Co-
lumbia University in New York, but also with Turkey, China, and the East, through numerous 
contacts activated by the University, by cultural organisations and companies in the region.
Last, but not least, Ravenna has built a strong relationship with all the Italian candidate cities, 
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believing in the great opportunities that the ECoC offers our country, to give new and impor-
tant stimuli for the development of the culture and of the region. In this regard, Ravenna, the 
first Italian city to declare its intention of running for the ECoC title, was also the first city to 
promote a conference on the ECoC theme, inviting all interested Italian cities to discuss con-
tent, tools, methods, paths of construction of the bid and to define a model of ECoC capable 
to representing the best of our country in the 2019 European cultural stage (European Capital 
of Culture: Which model best suits Italy and Europe? Ravenna 14 April 2012).

Communicating to become. The actions of the bid were accompanied by a strong communication 
campaign which took shape since 2010 with the designing of the logo Ra2019 - by public tender 
- visible throughout the city and the region through elements of urban decor. The communication 
strategies have been developed both on the material and immaterial level (see sect. V). It has al-
lowed 2019, from this day, to become the lowest common denominator not only of cultural ini-
tiatives, but for the economic and social world, entering at full speed the collective imagination. 
One of the most successful actions we have from the point of view of communication has been 
the initiative Romagna Express 2019, a historic train that has travelled for a week between the 
main cities of Romagna, bringing into the region content and themes of the bid, in addition to 
the objectives of the ECoC programme, thanks to a photo exhibition in the wagons.

A joint, shared, and lived cultural Programme. From meetings, laboratories, workshops, 
seminars, formal and informal interactions amongst Ra2019 Staff, citizens, cities, cultural 
workers, and local artists, European and international guests, children, young people and the 
elderly, have generated a number of languages, forms, expressions, perspectives, approaches, 
disciplines that have produced a living three-dimensional Mosaic of cultures, a Mosaic in ac-
tion, in constant construction oriented towards the future and change. This is how the Ra2019 
cultural and artistic Programme has taken shape (see sect. II). 

HISTORY OF THE BID 
2007—2013

• 2007, FEBRUARY The Mayor 
Fabrizio Matteucci writes to the 
Prime Minister Romano Prodi, the 
President of the European Parlia-
ment Hans-Gert Poettering and the 
President of the European Commis-
sion José Manuel Barroso. Ravenna 
formally commits to the bidding 
process for the European Capital of 
Culture 2019.
• 2007, OCTOBER Technical and 
political meetings take place in 
Brussels with the leaders of the The 
Directorate General responsible for 
Education and Culture, with Italian 
MEPs and with the Italian diplo-
mats of the European Union.
• 2007/2009 The bid is shared with 
institutions, the region and its citi-
zens. The alliances with the Prov-
ince of Ravenna and with the city 
of Forlì, Cesena and Rimini are es-

tablished.
• 2007/2009 Reports and meetings 
are initiated with cities that have 
been or will be ECoC.
• 2008, MAY The publication 
Ravenna, Towards the bid for the 
European Capital of Culture 2019, 
manifesto of the willingness and 
the reasons for the bid is launched.
• 2009, MAY The exhibition The 
Copies of the Ancient Mosaics of 
Ravenna takes place in Linz, ECoC 
2009. It then moves to Pécs (April 
2010), Kosice (July 2010) and to 
Brussels, hosted at the European 
Commission (Sept. 2010) and Par-
liament (Nov. 2010).
• 2009, 12 DECEMBER General 
States of Culture take place, a meet-
ing with institutions and cultural as-
sociations’ awareness in Ravenna, 
in light of the bid.
• 2010, 15 MAY The Institutional 
Committee settles in Ravenna. Sen-
ator Sergio Zavoli is called onto the 

presidency.
• 2010, SPRING Public selection 
of two professional profiles, com-
mitted to the coordination and plan-
ning of the bid activities.
• 2010, SPRING Call for tender for 
the logo of Ra2019 . 
• 2010, 29 MAY Capitals face to 
face: meetings with the Mayor of 
Pécs and the Director of Liverpool 
2008.
• 2010, 7 OCTOBER Capitals face 
to face: meeting with the represent-
atives of Marseilles 2013 and Mons 
2015. 
• 2010, 25 OCTOBER The Crea-
tive Council is called. It is formed 
by nine young cultural experts from 
Ravenna. 
• 2010, 10 NOVEMBER The Bid 
is submitted to Brussels, in the 
presence of the President of Emilia-
Romagna Region, Vasco Errani. 
• 2011 Creative Councils are set up 
in each supporting city (Faenza and 
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Forlì, Cesena and Rimini).
• 2011, 10 FEBRUARY A focus 
group is organised on the subject of 
Tourism and the European Capital 
of Culture.
• 2011, 28 FEBRUARY Thinking 
hearts in the city, initiative aimed at 
school directors, coordinators and 
teachers. The participatory process 
La Darsena che vorrei (en. The 
Darsena I would like) is launched.
• 2011, MARCH The relationship 
with Bulgarian candidate cities for 
2019 is started.
• 2011, MARCH - MAY Ra2019 
Staff takes part in the internation-
al events of the ECoC network in 
Brussels and Sofia. 
• 2011, AUGUST The Ra2019 
Staff goes to Tallinn and Turku 
(ECoCs 2011) to meet the bidding 
organisations.
• 2011, 15 OCTOBER The Ra2019 
Staff organizes Becoming a Capi-
tal: the cases of Tallinn and Turku 
2011.
• 2011, 22 OCTOBER Becoming 
a Capital: the cases of Marseilles 
2013 and San Sebastian 2016. The 
second meeting on ECoCs takes 
place.
• 2011, 3 NOVEMBER - 3 DE-
CEMBER The bid themes are 
investigated and discussed in the 
context of Cinquetracce, dialogues 
for the Ravenna’s bid, throughout a 
series of meetings outlining the bid 
guidelines.
• 2012, FEBRUARY A public se-
lection for cultural experts is an-
nounced to carry out activities re-
lated to the bid. 
• 2012, MARCH Creation of the 
2019 Test Runs: a calendar of cul-
tural and social events towards the 
bid. 
• 2012, MARCH-OCTOBER  
Creation of an open call for ideas 
and of 28 working groups in the 
whole Romagna territory.
• 2012, APRIL The conference on 
the European Capital of Culture: 
which model for Italy and Europe? 
is organised in Ravenna. This is the 
first roundtable with Italian bidding 
cities.

• 2012, JUNE Opening of the wall-
painting created by Ericailcane at 
the Darsena.
• 2012, 23-27 JULY For the first 
time Piazza del Popolo hosts Cine-
ma in Cinquetracce + Side Effects: 
a series of screenings related to the 
main topics of the bid.
• 2012, 8-12 OCTOBER Romagna 
Express 2019: the train for Europe-
an Capital of Culture is in motion 
towards 2019 starts its journey.
• 2012, 12 OCTOBER The compe-
tition for the title of ECoC: the case 
of 2016. Meeting with Wrocław 
and Segovia.
• 2012, 15 OCTOBER The Ra2019 
Staff takes part in the Annual Meet-
ing European Capitals of Culture 
organised by the European Com-
mission in Brussels.
• 2012, 9-10 NOVEMBER Raven-
na is the only Italian city invited to 
Berlin Conference, a biennial event 
organized by the cultural associa-
tion A Soul for Europe and dedi-
cated to the theme City In Europe 
- Towards a Europe of citizens.
• 2012, 13 NOVEMBER CIDAC 
(Cities of Arts and Culture Asso-
ciation) organizes a national meet-
ing in Rome to present the project 
Italy 2019 proposed by the cities of 
Ravenna, Matera, Perugia, Assisi, 
Siena and Venice.
• 2012, 4 DECEMBER The 
Ra2019 Staff attends the info day at 
MiBAC (Ministry of Cultural Herit-
age and Activities) with representa-
tives of the European Commission 
and of the Minister of Culture, Mr. 
Ornaghi.
• 2012, DECEMBER The compe-
tition I will tell you about my city in 
2019: images and words for Europe 
concludes 2012. It is addressed to 
the schools of Ravenna and prov-
ince in order to involve young peo-
ple in the bid.
• 2013, JANUARY The Ra2019 
starts the drafting of the bid book.
• 2013, 15 FEBRUARY The bicy-
cle world tour of two young people 
from Ravenna (Magio Bike Tour) 
starts, with the goal of travelling 
over 100,000 miles, in 5 years, 

through 5 continents, bringing the 
symbol and the spirit of Ra2019 in 
the world.
• 2013, MARCH The bid arrives at 
the Italian Academy, a prestigious 
institution of the Columbia Uni-
versity in New York. It is also the 
opportunity to launch the project 
Ravenna in the world.
• 2013, MARCH The agreement of 
cooperation with the city of Matera 
(also bidding for the ECoC title) is 
ratified.
• 2013, APRIL The agreement of 
cultural cooperation with the city of 
Sofia is signed in Bulgaria.
• 2013, 19-21 APRIL Agorà 2019, 
the word to culture: a meeting with 
citizens and cultural experts of the 
Romagna territory.
• 2013, 9 MAY Ravenna celebrates 
Europe with the initiative We stand 
for Europe (see ph. on p. 5 and p. 
13). It is a choreography that gath-
ers more than 400 young people in 
the main square.
• 2013, 12 JUNE The Ra2019 Staff 
welcomes a delegation of Riga 
2014.
• 2013, 19 JUNE The Ra2019 Staff 
goes to Plovdiv and attends a con-
ference together with many Italian 
and Bulgarian candidate cities for 
2019. 
• 2013, 4 JULY Follow up of the 
participatory event Agorà2019 and 
sharing of the bid draft with the 
citizens.
• 2013, 5-7 JULY The Project 
Manager Nadia Carboni is invited 
to join the conference Capital Cul-
ture – The Cities 2020 organised by 
Guimarães 2012.
• 2013, 15-19 JULY The second 
edition of Cinema in Cinquetracce 
is launched.
• 2013, 23 JULY The Ra2019 Staff 
goes to Marseille to the opening 
of the exhibition of the Copies of 
the Ancient Mosaics of Ravenna, 
hosted by the city of Aubagne and 
meets the Marseille 2013 team.
• 2013, 20 SEPTEMBER The bid 
book is submitted. Celebrations 
take place in a symbolic venue for 
the bid, the Darsena.

BASIC PRINCIPLESSECTION I
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SECTION II

1 What structure does the city intend to give to the year’s Programme if it is designated 
European Capital of Culture (guidelines, general theme of the event)? How long does the Pro-
gramme last?

Our Programme has a fractal pattern based on the metaphor of the Mosaic of Cultures: 
the smallest tile is shaped on the basis of a larger picture, which in return bears traces of 
each single tile. We are putting in place a process which has already begun and which has 
the potential to become a permanent way of working. Mosaic of cultures provides an overall 
structure, a diverse pattern which has been carefully constructed as a framework for our 
themes, projects and events. This structure is characterised by a mosaic of visions based 
on the coexistence of cultural diversities.Within this framework, we have created the Cin-
quetracce (en. Five Tracks) - a series of stream themes that branch into specific projects and 
events, as described below (see infographic p. 39).

From Threshold to Threshold is the first track. It is the path of hospitality, of cultural, 
sexual and gender diversity, of living together and of new spaces for collective action. The 
Dance of Opposites focuses on conflict and on the contradictions of our daily life: from 
interpersonal relationships to social organisations, we want to understand the way in which 
culture can represent an opportunity to bring together differences, without denying quarrels 
or pretending they do not exist, and using the instruments of politics, science, history, reli-
gion, and art. Toward the Open Sea, our third track, looks to the Adriatic Sea, to Bulgaria 
and to Europe, in order to create new cultural routes and trace paths and migration. How-
ever, how can we deal with problematic imaginary visions, both in Italy and in Europe? We 
need to go back to Imagine the Imaginary. This track will create new alphabets together 
with the young generations, listening to what arts can envision, foreseeing a new model of 
a smart city open to technologies and new businesses. Ravenna and Romagna are histori-
cally known for their spirit of cooperation: is this still the case? Could this sense of identity 
become a European model, where we can state: “I Transform, therefore we are” (the fifth 
track)? We can think his over by looking at the history of our port, investing on the renova-
tion of the Darsena, focusing on agriculture and cultural work as the building blocks for an 
Italian and European vocation of working together. 

The Programme is the result of many people working together in a long and rewarding pro-
cess. The routes and the events which helped to shape the bid Programme, along with the 
draft, discussion and review process, have established a way of collaborative working which 
will continue in 2014 should we receive a positive outcome in the pre-selection process, and 
from 2015 to 2019 if Ravenna should be the chosen city. Our dialogue will continue not just 
to develop and deliver the bid Programme, but to deepen the programme’s architecture we 
are presenting, as we believe that the Mosaic of Cultures must remain in action. It will 
be a multi-annual Programme including preparatory or build-up events starting in 2017, a 
vibrant core programme for 2019 together with a number of projects for 2021 and beyond 
which are still being worked up. 
We will now follow these Cinquetracce, consisting of 18 thematic streams; each of them 
giving birth to projects and events. This process can also be done in the opposite direction: 
starting from each single event and going back to the projects, the thematic streams and the 
tracks from which it originated. Whether it is at beginning or the end, Mosaic of Cultures 
will be at the heart of it.

STRUCTURE OF THE PROGRAMME FOR THE EVENT
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2  What main events will mark the year? 
For each one, please supply the following information: 
- Description of the event
- Date and place
- Project partners
- Financing 

Each of the 18 thematic streams contains glimpses of some of the events we intend to organize 
for 2019, even if more time will be needed to define and articulate fully our planning. Some of 
the most developed events and projects at this stage that best exemplify the Programme are pre-
sented in more detail in Annex 1. In this section these projects are highlighted with a number 
and an asterisk. Among them, we have selected the main events on the basis of their European 
vocation and of the wide participation of citizens along with synergies with the other cit-
ies in Romagna that support the bid. In addition, we plan to organise three large mainstream 
events: our Opening, to be organised between December 2018 and January 2019 (We dance 
from dusk till dawn – Dancing Romagna)*1; a celebration when we will be midway to 2019 in 
the form of a huge friendly gathering (Midsummer Night Beach) followed by a major festival 
dedicated to beach sports (European Beach Games)*2. And finally, a closing event as ideal 
passing of the baton to the capitals of 2020 (European Propaganda Parade) *3.

FROM THRESHOLD TO THRESHOLD
 1. The Ravenna of Differences

Ravenna faces one of the main issues in the society of today: to accept, integrate and give 
value to differences in terms of ethnic, gender and sexual orientation, as well as to different 
physical and mental abilities. 
With The Friendly Revolution we propose a change of cultural paradigm that starts from 
small but important daily gestures, organising participatory processes with local associa-
tions (The Women House and others). We focus on the issue of gender with Another day in a 
woman’s life over a 24 hours span (with events such as readings, lectures, and meetings) of 
which its counterpart is An extraordinary day in a man’s life. Sexual diversity is at the heart 
of Let’s get out of the closet, where heterosexuals are required to perform a false “coming 
out” and then fill in a simple and anonymous questionnaire on the reactions of friends, col-
leagues and family. 

 2. Intercultural Quarters: diversifying European diversity
Cultural, language, and religious diversity is at the heart of the European integration pro-
ject. The quarter is the first level of the community and of the social sphere; it is a labora-
tory that is already functioning to make a more diverse Europe. This thematic stream aims 
to build a Network of Intercultural Quarters in Europe in order to start a permanent dia-
logue and an exchange of knowledge, reflecting locally a global vision for the development 
of a new European identity. The new European network of intercultural quarters intend to 
connect Ravenna to Skopje, Berlin, Marseille, Bilbao, Asilah and Sofia via the First Inter-
national Festival of Intercultural Quarters.*4 The historical vocation to interculturality will 
also be rediscovered through The Roman Spoon River, a project dedicated to the encounters 
between different cultures and ethnic groups in the ancient Port of Classe during the Augus-
tan Age. We are planning a public arts museum and an installation project which will bring 
visitors back to Ravenna as it was in Roman times.

 3. Innovative Spaces and Relational Places
Our identity and our history speak to us of a land devoted to welcoming and meeting peo-
ple. This has fed both recent and past mythology, from Fellini’s “vitelloni” to amusement 
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parks and entertainment places on the Adriatic coast. Everything speaks of hospitality: from 
gastronomy to tourism, from architecture to knowledge. Starting with a proposal from the 
Rimini area we intend to make our region the European capital of meeting, of knowledge, of 
exchange in light of international challenges, creating a fluid relationship between cultural 
places where people can meet and places which are not dedicated to culture but which are 
revitalised. Transforming Heritage is Rimini’s flagship initiative. Meetings, workshops, ur-
ban mappings will make us rethink traditional cultural places (libraries, museums, theatres), 
potential cultural places (amusement parks, beach bars, discos etc.) and traditional Romagna 
sites (seaside colonies, artisan shops, and the Houses of the People - Case del Popolo). 
Conservation moves into production, promotion and report, while the empty spaces become 
temporary hubs, according to a new model that establishes a new strategy for reusing empty 
spaces. The Malatestiana Library in Cesena will promote a project named Squares of knowl-
edge. In the project Art/Tra Transits we conceive of the city as huge space of hospitality, pro-
duction, and exhibition in which hospitals, markets, civil registries, town squares become 
spaces for exhibition, urban dancings, films and concerts. We think of a Special Welcoming 
Programme, which will connect these events to local companies operating in the fields of 
tourism and food and drink. It will also include, among other things, an Exhibition on Hospi-
tality to show tourists the main attractions in the Romagna area (mosaics, beaches, ceramics, 
Dante, trekking, sports, etc.), a Ra2019 menu, which will be proposed by local restaurants 
and the project Romagna - Main Square of Europe! European Week of Temporary Culture. *5 
Finally, we intend to forge partnerships to invite European travellers to stop at Ravenna, 
cooperating with Couchsurfing Italy and offering a package for young people under the age 
of 35 entitled We Camp for Europe!
Small towns and villages will be at the centre of our path hosting performances in arenas 
created with bales of straw, in Romanesque churches, museums showcasing farmland his-
tory. We give importance to the folklore festivals of the region: the project Capital for a Day 
encourages locals and tourists to see the Romagna from a new perspective. Moreover, we 
intend to promote creativity with the project Cre-Active Outskirts. This is where the pro-
posal of the Contemporary Museum of Furniture in Russi comes in. The museum, a unique 
structure that houses a historical collection of works from 1880 to 1980, will organise a cy-
cle of workshops for children and will hold a prize for design (the Sottsass Prize, dedicated 
to the architect who designed part of the structure in the 1980’s). The prize is open to young 
European artists and organised in collaboration with the most important design-conscious 
international museums. 
Welcoming also means accommodating artists and cultural workers, so we think that we 
can transform Romagna into a large Atelier of Europe *6, through residences in multidis-
ciplinary centres of production, workshops of artists, galleries, theatres etc. The city of 
Faenza will initiate an active hospitality initiative on behalf of the citizens, in order to bring 
together those who make art and those who enjoy it (Active Hosting for Europe!) *7 

THE DANCE OF OPPOSITES
 4. European Propaganda, or on the massification of diversity

From the definition of complexity (Morin) and adventure (Bauman), today Europe risks being 
identified with the sacrifice deriving from economic constraints. The ECoC must deal with 
current issues that affect social, educational and political principles within the European com-
munity and help create a new Europeanism. Born after the end of a war, today Europe is going 
through a crisis that undermines the foundations of any sense of belonging beyond localism. 
We want to highlight again the discussion on “What is Europe?” through permanent actions 
(see box p.14) and thanks to European Propaganda, an aesthetic / ideological short-circuit 

SECTION II STRUCTURE OF THE PROGRAMME FOR THE EVENT
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to reverse the language of communication of totalitarian regimes. Birthplace of Benito Mus-
solini, only Romagna can today force the limits of a propaganda trying to turn diversity into 
a mass product, provided that it is able to deal with its controversial history, as Europe must 
also do. In this way, we approach our goal of a European and Italian identity made up by a 
Mosaic of Cultures. In cooperation with the most important publishing houses in Italy, we 
propose during 2019 a cycle of conferences on preeminent international authors committed to 
discussing Europe and its meaning. This thematic stream includes an exhibition on the design 
of propaganda during the 20th century, a street art convention, film reviews, a didactic exhibi-
tion providing a critical view on the history of Fascism and on contemporary populism and a 
mass event in public spaces which will mix happening, flash mob, and parade. *3

 5. Science, between Nature and Culture
Our project includes several initiatives dedicated to science, with particular emphasis on the 
theme of Science of Complexity, which allows interaction between different subjects (phys-
ics, sociology, biology, etc.) while avoiding reckless generalizations. These initiatives will 
focus on the complexity of natural systems, the complexity in human beings, and the way in 
which the recent digital revolution is changing our ability to understand and transform our 
society and environment. We will organise a major scientific conference on the Science of 
Complexity, accompanied by exhibitions. This work adapts well to the region’s peculiarities 
and will investigate the wet zone, Piallassa and Pinewoods through our attempts aimed at 
protecting biodiversity. From an educational point of view, for school and non-specialist, 
we will promote astronomy, scientific gadgets and toys, and non-conventional formats such 
as meeting on the road. The events aim at building a future City of Science, where the bid 
for the EcoC would provide a decisive impulse. All of these initiatives will be included in a 
unitary proposal called The days of Complexity. *8

 6. Heresy vs Orthodoxy
Acting as a bridge between East and West, Ravenna is also the ideal place for the unfold-
ing of the comparison between religious values in the Mediterranean. In 2007 Ravenna was 
chosen to host the work of the Bilateral Catholic-Orthodox Commission. The dialectical re-
lationship, however, is not just a historical issue, symbolized by the ancient heresy of Bishop 
Arius and by the importance of the Archdiocese of Ravenna inside Catholic hierarchy, but 
it unfolds also on an abstract level. It is enough to mention the constant propensity to politi-
cal heresy of the local population, from the Risorgimento (the period which lead to Italian 
unification) to the Resistance period (during World War II), to understand how it is linked 
to a sense of identity. Arian heresy will be at the heart of Erano Ariani (They were Arians), 
a project of artistic and tourism exchange between Ravenna, Veliko Tarnovo, Nikopolis, 
Speyer, Uppsala, in search of the barbarian pillars that hold up the continent, following the 
achievements of Wulfila (the Arian Bishop who lived in the 4th century), author of the first 
complete gothic translation of Greek/Hebrew Bible, carried out in Ravenna, the bridge be-
tween historically conflicting cultures and religions.
Looking at the Catholic Archdiocese in Ravenna and its Archiepiscopal Archive (one of the 
largest in Europe), but also at the Orthodox community that meets annually in Ravenna and 
at the Islamic community - which has built a mosque in the city and the region - it will be 
possible to find projects, locations, and events to tell the history, customs, traditions of religious 
cultures (along the lines laid out also by the Museum of Three Religions in Bertinoro) and 
their places of worship, microcosm that reflects a more general situation in Europe. For this 
fascinating project we have begun a dialogue with a number of interlocutors who will develop 
these concepts in more detail should Ravenna 2019 succeed at the eventual pre-selection stage. 

 7. Silence vs Noise
Ravenna was perceived as the city of silence (Gabriele D’Annunzio), without sounds and 
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without shadows (Henry James), almost a ghost town. Conversely - perhaps not casually 
-, Ravenna hosted the birth of noisy aesthetics that through Futurism epidemically spread 
across Europe. Ravenna, painted as a dead city, is in fact a place for experiments. In Raven-
na, the cinematography of Futurism was born, thanks to les enfants terribles Ginna & Corra. 
It is in Ravenna that Michelangelo Antonioni shot Red Desert, composing a soundtrack of 
noises in a landscape of industrial conflicts and early Christian archaeology. John Cage’s 
Train - whose motto was In Search for the Lost Silence – stopped in Ravenna and made the 
opposition silence/noise more memorable in this area. These historical experiences have 
traced a path and have also marked our future goals. Inverting the relationship between 
silence and noise is our objective, through which a series of residencies for sound artists 
and researchers in the so-called field of soundscaping, in cooperation with young photog-
raphers, will transform Ravenna into a European hub on this topic. We expect to make the 
interior of Basilicas a place of ecstatic-aesthetic meditation, where video and sound artists, 
can work, commissioning a cycle of specific work sites for all the churches in Ravenna. 
These initiatives will all be part of a festival that will be called Red Desert Festival. *9

TOWARD THE OPEN SEA
 8. Sweet anxiety of the East 

Sweet Anxiety of the East is a quotation from the restlessness poet Eugenio Montale (Dora 
Markus), and it is something you can breathe in Ravenna. This poetic quotation brings 
back to life the memory of the Adriatic Sea and gets us closer to Bulgaria and to the east-
ern geography of Europe. The Adriatic Sea is a liquid place of plural identity, a historical 
contact zone between Europe and the East. In the course of history hypertrophic identities 
then came, to create barriers and boundaries in regions which no longer had boundaries 
and for people who were not accustomed to them. But now the Adriatic Sea represents a 
perspective and a possibility for the emergence of a European identity. The Adriatic Sea 
is an intimate sea (Predrag Matvejevic). Crossing the Adriatic Sea - even if only with your 
eyes - brings people of this continent closer, completing Europe. Crossing the Adriatic 
Sea changes Europe by changing the balance between its voices, in the creation of a har-
monic polyphony that does not fear dissonance. Residences, laboratories, workshops, pho-
tographic initiatives, urban mappings will be at the centre of the multi-year project Adriatic 
Coast to Coast. A historical multimedia exhibition will introduce the history of the Adriatic 
people: their customs and traditions, art, tourism, fishing, their cities and their wars. These 
initiatives will give birth to a major Adriatic Culture Festival. *10 The rediscovery of the 
ties with Istanbul, ancient Byzantium, will be another topic of interest, allowing us to 
strengthen our relations with Turkey, a geo-politically crucial country on Europe’s door-
step. Are we Europeans? this is the question to which we want to give a permanent answer, 
organising ongoing activities for Europe and for its citizens (see box p. 14). A project for the 
Education to active European citizenship for younger people and Le vie dell’amicizia (The 
Roads of Friendship) *11 by the Ravenna Festival are two events at the heart of the thematic 
stream, along with the Twinning ECoCs initiative, a proposal of our volunteer association 
V!RA2019 to coordinate exchanges with similar European associations. The Transeurope 
Express Recording will be born: every year, starting in 2014, a band from Romagna and a 
European one will work to produce 7 inch vinyl records in Ravenna, producing 6 records 
up to 2019 and beyond. Finally we examine our relationship with Bulgaria, applying all the 
necessary tools to shape new concrete maps for cooperation and mutual understanding. *12 

 9. New Cultural Routes
We trace new cultural routes by looking at the ports and at the strong relationship Euro-
pean citizens have with the water. Moving Toward the Open Sea we create a map not only 
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able to open a dialogue between the two shores of the Adriatic Sea, but also to connect the 
anthropological, social and cultural migration across an aquatic Europe. We want to draw a 
map to describe the mobility of artistic production, to promote exchange and fair trade, to 
stimulate a new way of imaging the aqueous identity of the continent. We will start with the 
ambition to build a new Network of the port cities in Europe, looking at those European sea 
cities that have a historical port, with particular emphasis on the ECoCs (Marseille, Patras, 
Aarhus, Paphos, etc.) and looking at the Baltic Corridor, a wide area of commercial oppor-
tunities which may become a cultural opportunity as well: from Ravenna to Gdansk through 
Austria, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Poland, up to Stavanger, Tallinn, Umea. We will look 
also at Ravenna’s neighbouring Italian ports. We think of a great Meeting of European port 
fairs, with the installation of a Temporary Store in the form of urban containers in which 
the products from the ports could be put on sale. We think of meetings and exchanges with 
European cities linked to the local popular dances and with a particular focus on Tango, that 
could be associated to a Music festival of the port cities in Europe, under the artistic direc-
tion of the Italian songwriter Vinicio Capossela. On the other hand we investigate the water 
identity within our continent: we will produce a series of documentaries about water as an 
additional element for gathering and for storytelling. We will study the relation between 
water and work (Ravenna city of water, coordinated by Maria Martinelli); we will propose 
International sailing meetings, halfway between sports and crafts, in order to recover the 
sports tradition that has made our city stand out in the nineties with Il Moro di Venezia. 

 10. The Trails network 
The Trails network is a dense trekking network that promotes the culture of moving con-
sciously in a city born in water, but that today finds itself on earth. A city that was trans-
formed over the centuries leaving traces of architectural urban hydrographical and envi-
ronmental layers. From the Ravenna in the Roman era to the Ravenna in current times, 
we want to walk alongside Romagna inhabitants, Italians, sport enthusiasts and European 
tourists, making the act of walking a tool for living collective and social sports experiences, 
together with gastronomy, trebbi (the ancient habit of gathering and talking) and other cul-
tural events among the flora and fauna in the region. Between pinewoods and forests we 
retrace the steps of Saint Romualdo, from Classe to the hermitage of Camaldoli. Walking in 
the Apennines, from Ravenna to Forlì and then on the Muraglione Pass to Florence, passing 
through Marradi, we will think of Dante Alighieri on the way to exile and to the poet Dino 
Campana, author of Canti Orfici. The water channels, valleys, and rivers will lead us to the 
sea with paddles and canoes or towards the sea, thinking of the sailing tradition of Ravenna. 
With the project Walks of Freedom we will recall the places of the Risorgimento and Re-
sistance, which have marked the social fabric of our region *13. These paths will be made 
active after the pre-selection stage, in cooperation with the Trail Romagna Association.

IMAGINE THE IMAGINARY
 11. Generations 19/19

Training and raising young generations to become adults and citizens, even through schools 
and interaction with an older generation, is a way of cultivating our future, Europe, and of 
redefining European citizenship. Nutrimenti per la crescita (Food for life and growth) is 
a project that moves inside and outside academic boundaries, crossing into the world of 
adults and children. CorpoGiochi (BodyGames) by Monica Francia/The Cantieri Associa-
tion is a project which develops a holistic view of teaching by integrating the knowledge of 
our body into the school curriculum and connecting it to other similar European methods. 
The invitation to read and play is the engine for learning which will be incorporated in the 
creation of the House of the Arts for Children. Then we will spread the Crumbs of Civiliza-
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tion, publishing a new alphabet of things: children and adults will describe what inhabits 
the city’s soul through a pedagogical method. Let’s talk about ourselves will produce a cul-
tural map of Ravenna built by the children, but available to grown ups, also investigating 
the many languages spoken in Romagna. Storytelling Children by Dejan Kaludjerovic are 
movies starring children. *14 19/19 - The Tree of Life is a bridge with the elderly, in which 
we create paths to listen and dialogue through storytelling, memoires, and written rhetoric, 
via social networks and telegraphs.

 12. SmArt Ravenna
Ravenna’s great challenge in the next 20 years is to plan and prepare itself as a large com-
plex and ever changing organism. Ravenna Common Ground will implement a bottom-up 
methodology with a map of the region’s community, mobile and flexible, useful for citi-
zens, tourists, policy makers, economic and cultural workers. We will produce The Notes 
for Happiness using the WGP indicator (Welfare Gross Product), a map of the places with 
a high emotional rating and those for a new design is needed. Concretely, these paths will 
constitute a solid support for The bRAin - the collective intelligence of Ravenna, a social 
space in the Darsena that will collect initiatives enhancing innovation in the business and 
economic field, a space for creative start- up, co-working for freelance digital workers. 
Initiatives will, therefore, be created related to crafts, online economy, social media, and 
design, such as a Graphic Design Biennale that gives value to the competences of the Stra-
tivari Association, creating an archive and a European point of reference for insiders. The 
Graphic Design Biennale will include meetings and presentations and will be structured 
in sections: projects of visual identity for companies and public institutions, posters, com-
munication campaigns for cultural events etc. Next are the projects already outlined in the 
public administration (PICO, Herman, Open Museum, etc., see infographic p. 23) and some 
initiatives already in place in the region that will be boosted thanks to 2019 (Romagna Cre-
ative District, a network of creative industries for the region, a bridge of dialogue between 
similar interregional European groups).

 13. The Atlas of the Imaginary 
Ravenna is a city of vision, in which it is easy to be surprised by epiphanies (as told by 
Jung, who was prey to a mirage while observing the mosaics to the point of not being able 
to distinguish reality and imagination). Creating Collective Memories is to transform the past 
into an instrument of knowledge for the present. We will build a movie library of memories 
divided by themes (crisis, interculture, conflict, etc.) through collecting oral testimony di-
rectly and reordering material in an archive. A website will be used as a database and will be 
accessible to everyone. Annually we will award a prize for short films and start courses on 
visual literacy in schools. Collective imaginations will try to extend the boundaries of what 
is real and imaginary. The Fanny & Alexander theatre company is working on a large Atlas 
of the Imaginary inspired by the Aby Warburg method, an archive of figures and of old and 
contemporary images divided by definitions, built by a continuously expanding internation-
al team. The figures represent a splinter of the collective imagination and will be physically 
available at the Classense Library. The announcement of things is an initiative by the theatre 
company Socíetas Raffaello Sanzio that reflects on otherness, through two special editions 
of festivals such as Mántica and Puerilia, hosting European companies engaged in vocal 
research and in the relationship between the arts and childhood. New imaginations will be 
provided by specific thematic focuses on movies: on the works of Federico Fellini and Mi-
chelangelo Antonioni and the origins of evil with reviews on vampires, monsters, and ghouls 
from the Balkans to Persia. From a literary point of view, we wonder if writing can be seen 
as the common language in Europe. We imagine an annual festival to be held in Cesena at 
the Malatestiana Library, entitled On writing. Between Ravenna and Forlì a European Trans-
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lation Award will be created *15 to highlight new entries in literature and new young trans-
lators, while thanks to the European network of the French playwright Fabrice Melquiot, 
Italian and European authors will work on the Literary Ball, writings on the city, which will 
end with a public celebration midway between reading and collective dance. Choral Visions 
transforms the ECoC into a productive hub with new works of art, and into a large exhibition 
space. La cavallina storna by Romeo Castellucci, will be presented exclusively for Ra2019. 
*16 As for contemporary music, concerts at UNESCO sites and international cooperation 
will emerge with the establishment of the Byzantium Contemporary Orchestra, made up of 
musicians from Italy and Europe thanks to the coordination by Bronson Production. Mo-
saic is something of great interest and experimentation to us, because in Ravenna the first 
solar mosaic will be born since man’s history. *17 Extra-ordinary Mosaics is also dedicated 
to mosaics. The project originated from the idea that our contemporary dimension is mar-
keted anthropologically by the experience of the fragment. *18 We will also organise two 
major international exhibitions, between Ravenna, Rimini, and Forli, dedicated the Golden 
Age in the Arts *19 and to the European Artists in Emilia-Romagna. *20 As for the movie 
industry, we are studying various projects on how to combine production and training, as 
in Cinema Zero miles, where great international masters shall come to the city for moments 
of dialogue with the region and young film-makers. The work of teachers and students will 
lead to 100 productions of Street Cinema. *21 We must not forget crafts, amateurs, and ar-
tistic creativity: in 2019 Ravenna will see the greatest sand castle and the largest ephemeral 
labyrinth of the continent (a natural path will be formed inside corn fields).

 14. Dante 19/21
Dante, father of the Italian language and an emblematic figure for the European culture, is a 
key issue of our proposed Programme. The presence of the Tomb of the Sommo Poeta (Great 
Poet) in Ravenna and the fact that our city was the place where Dante wrote some of the most 
important Cantos of Paradise and, according to some people, the most of part of the Divine 
Comedy, are important features in the history and identity of Ravenna and Romagna. This 
bond acquires a symbolic significance when one considers that in 2021 we celebrate the 7th 
centenary of the death of Dante Alighieri, for which there are a series of activities that will 
begin even before 2019 in Ravenna (as the preamble to the Dante Museum) and in other Ital-
ian cities linked to the life and work of Dante, above all Florence. 
The Dante item develops across a series of participatory paths, which will go from 2019 up 
to 2021. With the Divine Comedy 19/21 we will be staging the whole Comedy. *22 We will 
also produce New images for Dante, commissioning 100 young European artists with visual 
works of art dedicated to the poet to create a great exhibition in 2019. We would also like to 
produce a new Illustrated Divine Comedy, paying attention to the language used in graphic 
novels and graphic journalism. Then we will continue with the reading of the translations of 
Dante in all the languages of the world, started in 1998, which has already been translated 
in 50 languages. The aim is now to make a film in which the entire Divine Comedy is read 
by 3,000 people of all nationalities and languages, in cooperation with the French filmmak-
er, choreographer, and video artist Ghislaine Avan. The scientific and academic initiatives 
will explore, through conferences and meetings, hidden links between Dante and Federico 
Fellini, while as far as school is concerned, we are designing a twinning European project 
called Dante 2.0(19) *23

I TRANSFORM THEREFORE WE ARE
 15. The tenacious Identity

Ravenna’s port, the Darsena, central to many initiatives included in the bid book, should be 
firstly returned to its people, making it a model for Italy and Europe. Firstly we would like to 
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give value to the history of business industries involved in the port sector of Ravenna, with the 
idea that it is necessary to strengthen the relationship of identity between the community 
and businesses. The entrepreneurial history of Ravenna has often taken on board the concept 
of working together, even in a difficult exchange between the players involved in managing the 
territory and the political assets. Take me to the Port reconstructs the history of the port through 
various paths that we would like to include in the design of a new Port Museum: the visual iden-
tity of the port (photographic exhibitions), history (stories of workers and entrepreneurs, with 
new publications) and experiences (guided tours in factories, open days, new public signs) will 
all be part of the project. From the harbour we move to the cooperative world, that has acted as 
a guide for development and also as a metaphor of community life. Thus the European Centre 
in Cooperative Studies and the first European Documentation Centre on Cooperation will be 
born. They could be managed by an academic and multidisciplinary team and coordinated by 
the Alfredo Oriani Library of Contemporary History in Ravenna, which will use techniques 
related to political storytelling. 
The project Profilopubblico.it follows a similar theme of political storytelling. It was originally 
set up for trades unions, mayors, councillors, and open discussions at a local community level 
and going between on line and off line which is but a splinter of the broader Policy/Polis. This 
is meant to create an exhibition/museum of politics - from Renaissance to the Resistance, from 
Garibaldi to to the partisan couriers and trade unionism. We will investigate the history of 
Romagna and Italy through all of these movements which organise and work for the common 
good. The project’s aim is to get back to a structure which is closer to citizens given that we live 
in a period of great dislocation and distance between the people and their politicians. From here 
we reveal the holy places of social cohesion thanks to the proposal of Forlì’s Creative Council: 
Regional mapping of the Houses of the People - Case del Popolo, and of the Arci Clubs (en. 
Cultural and Recreational Clubs) have been suggested. Workshops, performances, and Euro-
pean exchanges will be organised to attract new audiences, while a series of social lunches 
based on the neighbourhood model of feasts in fishermen’ huts, in centres for the elderly, in the 
Arci clubs and railway recreational clubs have also been suggested.

 16. The Darsena I would like
The Darsena (en. City Docklands) is a part of Ravenna, of particular urban and architectural 
interest. Reversibility and temporary re-use, green mobility, culture and co-working, fab-labs: 
the Darsena will become a paradigm of a contemporary smart district. Green public areas 
will be given life through joint actions with Guerrilla Gardening, while prototypes for a smart 
European mobility are still being designed such as public paddle boats allowing to navigate 
the urban part of the channel and bicycle shelters with interactive electronic information pan-
els (distances that can be covered by cycling, weather info, cultural events etc.). A “third land-
scape” space of will be preserved, an area that will be under observation and free to develop at 
least until 2019. As proposed by Marinella Sclavi (Politecnico, Milan), there will be a public 
space for meetings with the aim of making it a European exchange and comparison hub for 
urban participatory planning. On this item, there will be an annual technical meeting to design 
new works of public art that will be installed in the Darsena. 

 17. AgriCulture 
AgriCulture, proposed by Cesena’s Creative Council thanks to its historic international expe-
rience in the field, focuses on a primary cultural and economic criticism of our contemporary 
age, related to sustainable development. The memories of European farmers form the basis 
for a discussion on caring for the environment via an International convention, which will give 
value to oral traditions, customs and dialects. People caring and gastronomic projects will be 
developed in a programme of events as an off salon in urban and rural areas: urban pic-nics in 
unusual places, synergies to disseminate gastronomic culture to a zero food-mile (free eno-
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logical classes, outdoor cooking lessons to make puff pastries, and free tastings of traditional 
foods). There will be a collaboration with Forlimpopoli’s Casa Artusi, (Pellegrino Artusi, the 
most famous Italian gourmet, is from Romagna), allowing a special edition of Artusi Festi-
val to be designed by linking it to traditional European cuisine. All of this will culminate in a 
great gastronomic feast of the people, which should be perceived not as festival but as a social 
space open to citizens from Romagna and Europe. *2 Finally, more attention will be given to 
aesthetics by organizing the First Agri-Design International Festival. *24

 18. Hidden Cultural Heritage. The system of cultural work in Romagna and Europe
The system put in place for cultural work and heritage in Romagna has been suggested as the 
very backbone of Ra2019 by Forlì’s Creative Council. It starts with the assumption that cul-
tural heritage must be interpreted as having a double meaning envolving both the historical, 
cultural, aesthetic, artistic sphere (regarding goods), and the complex knowledge and skills 
required by the cultural work (concerning people). The project aims to explore the processes 
through which goods and people are linked and qualified as cultural, in such a way as to 
create an effective tool for triggering the cultural work sphere and improving the skills of 
cultural workers. This project fits into a wider debate linked to the creative and cultural in-
dustries in Italy and Europe. It starts with the creation of a virtual community through a topo-
graphical web platform capable of mapping cultural heritage in Romagna. A open source 
database is supposed to be implemented to promote the relations between people and cultural 
heritage. As a second step we would like to continue the discussion on an international scale, 
by defining a cultural heritage model that favours new relationships and networks within the 
European cultural heritage field, leading to an international meeting or the First European 
cultural workers exchange *25 A result of this would be the triggering of new training pro-
cesses, workshops, and ad hoc seminars for cultural operators.

3 How does the city plan to choose the projects/events which will constitute the Programme 
for the year? 

As our bidding process has confirmed (see sect. I, question 15), the involvement and partici-
pation of citizens and professionals in the cultural, social, and economic fields have played a 
key role in developing the Programme presented in this section, producing a unique richness 
from a design viewpoint. Ravenna is trying, albeit with all the difficulties that such an opera-
tion would cause, to create a realistic and sustainable model for a participatory planning of 
the Programme, where it is possible to go from the idea stage to the project stage (see info-
graphics p. 49). Through an open call along with working groups from the whole region, then 
with the OST of Agorà2019 (see box p. 19), we have already put in place a virtuous circle of 
co-production design, which not only resulted in more than 400 project ideas, but also cre-
ated the conditions for a model that has already been tried and tested, and which highlights the 
importance of both listening and participation. This model is based on a flat organization, 
where those who take part in the process are a source of ideas and not passive users: the event 
planning is therefore the result of a bottom-up approach, whilst at the same time retaining 
the need to have a general coordination, capable of shaping the vastness of the actions of the 
bid. We have experienced in these years the huge potential of this collective way to proceed, to 
the point that, in some cases, projects have not been really selected, but simply negotiated and 
reviewed in within an overall picture which requires a constant series of small adjustments. 
From a methodological point of view, the bidding process design entails two phases (see 
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infographics below):
a) Phase I (2012-2013): Open call for ideas, guided by the working groups and synthesised using 

the participatory planning tools.
b) Phase II (2015-2019): Open call for projects, through which those who have submitted their 

ideas at the first step will present executive projects, while providing an opportunity to submit 
new projects as well.

In the second phase we will require everyone to provide details regarding the sustainabil-
ity of their projects and the financing method that - together with the artistic and cultural 
quality - will represent the major criteria for accessing the co-financing of Ra2019. We 
are also carefully studying the developments of some innovative projects in the field of 
crowdfunding, for example the initiative What to do by the Doppiozero association (2012) 
that has presented awards to projects that demonstrate an active involvement in their com-
munities and concrete economic sustainability. We think, therefore, that crowdfunding is a 
realistic aim open for debate, and we would like to think that, if we were chosen, Ravenna 
will become, in 2019, also the European Capital of Collective Financing. 
Some parts of our Programme (those most directly related to the implementation of new pub-
lic works and artistic infrastructure) may receive some financing that can be traced through 
reward-based models in match funding with institutions, which would serve as a control 
mechanism and would cooperate with the private and public sectors to identify the sustain-
able ideas to work through. To this end, we would like to cooperate with both the Italian 
Crowdfunding Network, one of the main associations working on this field, and the Fun-
draising Festival, the most important Italian event related to fundraising tools and methods 
which takes place in Forlì. 
We are planning seminars, workshops, meetings open to both cultural operators and citi-
zens, concerning tools, methods and opportunities about fundraising, thanks to the support 
of academics from the University of Bologna.

THE BIDDING PROCESS: FROM IDEAS TO PROJECTS

OPEN CALL FOR IDEAS – OC I
2012 - 2013

IDEAS

Application Bid

PROJECTS

ECoC Programme

OPEN CALL FOR PROJECTS- OC II
2015 - 2019
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1 Organisational Structure

1.1  What kind of structure is envisaged for the organisation responsible for 
implementing the project? What type of relationship will it have with the city authorities?

The bid is backed by a governance, built for and with the region, which involves the main 
political, institutional, cultural, social and economic players of Ravenna and Romagna (see 
infographics and box pp. 50-51). Management has been working consistently to reach our 
goals for this programme, coordinating the framework programme with the Municipality of 
Ravenna and has placed its shares in institutions that have been especially created to manage 
our bid. We have chosen not to be an autonomous body for this phase, with an independent 
legal entity because, by acting from within the Municipality that represents all of its citizens, 
we guaranteed transparency and democratic control which is both necessary and appro-
priate for the bid. This has resulted in some heavier bureaucratic and procedural measures, 
but on the other hand, it has facilitated a feeling of sharing on the part of citizens and the 
political, economic and social authorities. If the city would be named the ECoC, the project 
management would come together under an autonomous structure, conceivably a founda-
tion or an association, which will be given the task and responsibility of implementing 
the programme (see infographics p. 51). A single autonomous body can more easily obtain 
and invest its resources as well as manage more directly the complexities related to the pro-
gramme both in terms of public and private institutions that support the bid. This newborn 
organisation will have as members both public and private institutions supporting the bid.
The operational structure of this new organisation will try to capitalise on the experience 
gained by human resources employed during the bid process, widening the number of pro-
fessionals that will be part of the new team and offering both growth opportunities for young 
people within the region, as well as work prospects for professional development for those 
with more experience.

THE GOVERNANCE IN DETAIL

Staff 2019

The Ra2019 office deals with addresses, directions, coordination and management activities 
related to the bid. The Staff, led by Alberto Cassani, Coordinator of Ra2019, is comprised of Na-
dia Carboni (Project Manager), Marcella Montanari (responsible for communication and Events 
production) and Cristina Calandrini (responsible for the Secretariat and organisation). They 
work jointly with, Alberto Marchesani, Christopher Angiolini, Lorenzo Donati and Maria Grazia 
Marini, head of tourism and cultural activities for the city.

Creative Council

The concerned party that deals with the main guidelines for the bid, including Christopher 
Angiolini of Bronson Productions, the historian Andrea Baravelli, the journalist Elisa Battistini, 
the Professor of the Academy of Arts in Ravenna Maria Rita Bentini, the theatre critic Lorenzo 
Donati, writers Alessandro Fabbri and  Tahar Lamri, the artistic director of the Ravenna Festival 
Franco Masotti and the young businesswoman Marianna Panebarco. Also within the Committee 
are representatives from the Creative Councils originated in every founding city (Valentina Ridolfi 
for Rimini, Paola Casta for Faenza, Franco Pollini for Cesena, Elisa Giovannetti for Forlì, Giuseppe 
Masetti for the Union of the Municipalities in Bassa Romagna, Daniela Poggiali for Cervia).

SECTION III ORGANISATION AND FINANCING OF THE EVENT

INSTITUTIONAL 
COMMITTEE

GENERAL STATES OF CULTURE

ADVISORY COMMITTEE

STAFF 2019
Management Structure

CREATIVE COUNCIL
Programme Management

V!RA 2019
Ravenna 2019 volunteer association

The Ra2019 governance
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THE GOVERNANCE IN DETAIL

Institutional Committee

An institution to address political issues, chaired by Senator Sergio Zavoli and is comprised of 
the Mayors and Councillors of culture for governmental institutions within the region that sup-
port Ravenna’s bid, namely the Region of Emilia-Romagna, Ravenna Province, the Municipalities 
of Cervia, Rimini, Forli, Cesena, Lugo, Faenza, Union of Romagna faentina, Russi and the Union 
of Municipalities in Bassa Romagna.

General States of Culture An advisory body that brings together the main cultural organisations of Ravenna.

Advisory Committee
An advisory body composed of about sixty business associations, the local departmental 
offices, the University, banking foundations, the Archdiocese, port authorities, the Chamber of 
Commerce, voluntary sector organisations and the various other academic institutions.

V!RA2019 (Volunteers for 
Ravenna 2019)

An association of young volunteers that originated in 2012 to support activities for Ravenna’s bid 
for the European Capital of Culture.

1.2  If an area around the city is involved in the event, how will the coordination between 
the authorities of the relevant local and regional authorities be organised?

Currently, the coordination rests with the political and institutional authorities within cit-
ies and region, that support the bid. It is guaranteed by the Institutional Committee, which 
serves as the main headquarter for actions to be performed. Joint effort, instead, takes place 
within the Creative Council in Ravenna, which is open to coordinators of the Creative 
Councils in other cities and the region. Furthermore, the Ra2019 Staff is supported by the 
Emilia-Romagna Region EU Office in Bruxelles, which has been coordinating relation-
ships with EU Institutions for 19 years.
If Ravenna became the ECoC, coordination between the authorities would be carried out 
by the Board of Directors of the Foundation, or, in any case, by the new organisation we 
are planning to set up. All cities and the region, together with the Emilia-Romagna Region, 
would be represented. The coordination of the Programme would be the responsibility of 
the Creative Council, using a new organisational chart.

1.3  According to which criteria and under which arrangements has or will the artistic 
director of the event been chosen? What is or will be his/her profile? When will he/she take 
up the appointment? What will be his/her field of action?

A joint, artistic, democratic, collective direction that was created and grows with the region.
As we have tried to explain in section I, our approach is structured from the very beginning 
to maximise the region’s resources, showcasing potential and increasing individual skills.
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As for Human Resources, the Ra2019 Staff is comprised of people originating from the 
region: some have attained and developed their skills locally, others have developed their 
careers elsewhere, both nationally and internationally, and then returned to Ravenna, bring-
ing new stimuli and perspectives. Integration and knowledge, which have originated from 
our multidisciplinary team, have created the conditions for an open, democratic, and crea-
tive path in which all decisions regarding the most important steps and the most significant 
measures have been considered as a whole.
We believe that our strength lies precisely in a realistic and sustainable bid, based 
on a permanent dialogue with the region, involving an innovative Programme, able 
to reflect the characteristics of our reality from a critical or beneficial point of view.The 
artistic and cultural Programme is the outcome of a process of coordination and constant 
comparison between the Ra2019 Staff and the region - a path that has requested, and will 
require in the future, a collective effort for our model in construction for the bid (see sect. 
II, question 3). Therefore, today we believe it is best not to entrust an external artistic di-
rector with the programme’s supervision, but to value young professionals that have come 
in recent years and have grown professionally: each and every one of them on the basis of 
their own abilities that has followed the planning process, listening and speaking with the 
region every day. This was a difficult process, but exciting and full of satisfaction. This bid 
has brought value and enhanced our team’s skills and capabilities and, therefore, we believe 
that it should not be lost. 
Thus, our aim is to maintain an artistic collective direction, currently represented by the 
Creative Council, which makes it possible to enhance our sense of both capability building 
and professionalism, taking into account the management of each main track in the pro-
gramme (see sect. II, question 1). In line with the bid Programme, the artistic direction will 
probably be articulated in a matrix structure, which will intersect with professionalism 
and disciplinary affiliations, fostering different themes and disciplines coming together. 
Specific projects are expected to be composed of curators, artists and intellectuals of inter-
national recognition. 

2 Financing of the event

2.1  What has been the usual annual budget for culture in the city over the last 5 years 
(excluding expenditure for the present ECoC application)? Please fill in the table below.

Year Usual annual budget for culture in the city 
(in millions of euro) 

Usual annual budget for culture in the city
(in % of the total annual city budget)

2009 13,086 9,5

2010 13,171 9,1

2011 12,580 8,9

2012 12,674 8,8

2013 12,558 7,5

2.2   Please explain the overall budget for the European Capitals of Culture project (I.E. 
funds that are specifically set aside for the project). Please fill in the tables below.

Total expenditure 
(in millions of euros) 

in the budget

Operating expenditure 
(in millions of euros)

Operating expenditure 
(in %)

Capital expenditure 
(in millions of euros) Capital expenditure (in %)

453,400 45,000 9,9 408,400 90,1
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[In case the city is planning to use funds from the usual annual budget for culture to co-finance 
the ECoC project, please indicate the amount wich will be taken from the usual annual budget for 
culture from the year of submission of the bid (2013) to the ECoC year included (2019): euros].

In so far as the commitment of the Municipality of Ravenna is concerned, it is expected 
to also use part of the funds coming from the usual annual budget of culture. In particular 
2018 and 2019 will converge as a draft for the ECoC with a budget that generally equals 2.5 
millions euros (1 million in 2018 and 1.5 million in 2019). These resources will be used to 
carry out the project promoted by municipal cultural institutions in the bid.

Total income in the budget 
(in millions of euros)

From the public sector 
(in millions of euros)

From the public sector 
(in %)

From the private sector 
(in millions of euros)

From the private sector 
(in %)

45,000 36,000 80,0 9,000 20,0

Income from the public sector In millions of euro In % Please specify (see 2.5)

National Government 9,000 25,0 Estimated

Municipality of Ravenna 9,000 25,0 Guaranteed

Region of Emilia-Romagna 9,000 25,0 Planned

European Union 1,500 4,0 Planned

Other 
(cities and supporting bodies) 7,500 21,0 Planned

2.3   Please explain the operating budget for the ECoC project. Please fill in the tables below.

a) Overall operating expenditure:

Operating 
expenditure 
(in millions 

of euros)

Programme 
expenditure 
(in millions 

of euros)

Programme 
expenditure 

(in %)

Promotion and 
marketing

(in millions 
of euros)

Promotion and 
marketing 

(in %)

Wages, 
overheads, 

administration 
(in millions 

of euros)

Wages, 
overheads, 

administration 
(in %)

Other 
(please specify)

45,000 32,000 71,1 7,000 15,6 6,000 13,3 /

b) Planned timetable for spending operating expenditure:

Timetable for 
spending

Programme 
expenditure 
(in millions 

of euros)

Programme 
expenditure 

(in %)

Promotion and 
marketing

(in millions 
of euros)

Promotion and 
marketing

(in %)

Wages, 
overheads, 

administration 
(in millions 

of euros)

Wages, 
overheads, 

administration 
(in %)

Total 
(in millions of 

euros)

2014 0,300 0,9 0,200 2,9 0,200 3,4 0,700

2015 0,300 0,9 0,500 7,1 0,500 8,3 1,300

2016 1,200 3,8 0,500 7,1 0,600 10,0 2,300

2017 4,000 12,5 1,000 14,3 0,700 11,7 5,700

2018 8,500 26,6 1,800 25,8 1,200 20,0 11,500

2019 14,700 45,9 2,000 28,6 1,800 30,0 18,500

2020 1,000 3,1 0,500 7,1 0,500 8,3 2,000

2021 2,000 6,3 0,500 7,1 0,500 8,3 3,000
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2.4   Overall capital expenditure:

Capital Expenditure
(in millions of euros)

Funding of new cultural 
infrastructure or upgrading 

existing facilities (including 
museums, galleries, theatres, 

concert halls, arts centres etc.)
(in millions of euros)

Urban revitalization (renovation of 
squares, gardens, streets, public 

space development etc.)
(in millions of euros)

Infrastructures investment in the 
underground, rail stations, 

dockyards, roads, etc.)
(in millions of euros)

408,400 99,800 164,100 144,500

a) Financing new infrastructure for culture or improving existing infrastructures:

Project Budget (in millions of euros)

Classense Library 1,600 (final clearance of a total of 7,400)
Oriani Library's restoration 1,000

Classe Archaeological Museum and Park 4,000 (final clearance of a total of 24,000)
The House of Europe in Rasponi delle Teste Palace 11,000

Byron Museum and the Risorgimento Museum 
in Guiccioli Palace 12,000

Dante Museum new set-up 0,500
Centre for Eco-Innovation Studies 0,850

Agorà-Space 2019 15,000
Temporary Art 0,500

PGR - Seeds of Creativity 12,000
Shooting Gallery-Home of Urban Arts 1,500

Gym Culture, Forlì 0,950
AgriCulture Museum, Cesena 12,000

Municipal Theatre Amintore Galli, Rimini (restoration) 23,200 (a total of 27,700)
The House of Transits, Faenza 1,800

Villa Malerbi, Lugo (Music school's restoration) 1,600
Salt Eco-Museum, Cervia 0,300

b) Urban redevelopment:

Project Budget (in millions of euros)

Baronio Park 1,500 (2° clearance)
Kennedy square 1,150

Antiche Carceri Square 0,450
Covered Market 7,000

Darsena and connection to city centre 150,000
Coastal area 4,000

c) Infrastructures:

Project Budget (in millions of euros)

Bologna-Ravenna-Rimini rail 2,500
“Dante’s Train” Ravenna-Firenze rail 1,000

Passengers Terminal 1,000 (1° clearance)
City Port Development 140,000

Among the strategic interventions in road infrastructure, the By-Pass of Candiano Channel and the 
European route E45/E55 are also being developed. Concerning the first one, its realization through 
project financing (total amount: 264 millions of euros) depends on a national funding (about 70 
millions of euros) that it has been previewed by CIPE but it’s not operating yet. Regarding the 
Candiano Channel, the high cost of this measure (the Cesena Porto Garibaldi tract is estimated to 
be over 1 billion euros) and the involvement of several partners, both public and private, do not 
allow us to provide further details about feasibility and timeframe of the project. 
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2.5  Have the public finance authorities (city, region, state) already voted on or made 
financial commitments? If not, when will they do so?

The Municipality of Ravenna has made the bid part of its strategic objectives. Funding is, 
therefore, guaranteed by a political commitment of the current administration that will be 
formally confirmed in future institutional budgets. The resources that are expected from the 
Region of Emilia-Romagna, and other cities supporting the bid (Rimini, Forli, Cesena, 
the Province of Ravenna and the municipalities that are part there of) on the other 
hand, are the results of a consultation that, after the approval of a first Agreement (May 
2010), led to defining a new agreement with the Region (see annex 2) and signing a letter 
of commitment by the city Mayors in other cities of Romagna (see annex 2).
In so far as Italy as a State is concerned, there is no formal commitment from the govern-
ment, which could still be requested by bidding cities that have joined project Italy 2019. 
Our forecast for the State (9 millions which equals 20% of the operating budget) is based 
on an estimate as to what the maximum would be of the average percentage of States inter-
vening in favour of their European capitals of culture. It should be noted that this estimate 
includes allocations that are much lower than those granted by the Italian government in 
Genoa 2004 (20 millions which equal 55% of the total expenditure). In any case, it is evi-
dent that, if the State decides not to intervene or to intervene on a lesser scale, the Munici-
pality of Ravenna is prepared to take on the load where necessary to bring the Programme 
to fruition.

2.6  What is the plan for involving sponsors in the event?

In the operational budget, we have estimated the resources from the private sector to be 
9 millions euros (equal to 20% of the total budget). This figure includes an estimate of 
revenue from cash receipts equal to about 2 millions euros and estimates the remaining 7 
millions as revenue from sponsors, donations or other forms of financing by private citizens 
or businesses. This is a feasible prediction, considering that each year the receipts for the 
main events for shows or exhibitions in Ravenna alone are estimated at about 2 millions 
euros and their sponsorship, mostly locally, amount to about 3 millions euros per annum. 
To reach the target set by the operating budget, however, it is necessary to create a plan that, 
by following the subscription campaign started in 2011, we can expand the intervention of 
private sponsors to develop an effective initiative in this direction.
This plan will follow the subsequent guidelines:

a) research of international and national donors, by using fundraising tools. It will offer the 
visibility that the ECoC and our communication plan is able to guarantee. This is done both 
to strengthen relations with organisations that are already involved or who have been get-
ting involved as cultural sponsors in Ravenna, starting with identifying organisations that 
operate in our region or in the field or themes listed in our bid Programme;

b) new partnership form request of special financial channels from banking foundations and 
credit institutions that already support cultural activities in cities;

c) promoting a flagship initiative involving businesses and economic players in the city and 
region in support of the bid that fixed different levels of financial support, perhaps by linking 
it to individual cultural projects created by individual firms or companies;

d) valuing some economic realities particularly relevant to the history of the cities involved 
that are the key actors, or even those who support some of the projects in the bid (for example, 
the project The tenacious Identity devoted to major companies operating in the port or that of 
the European Centre in Cooperative Studies). In such cases, working together on issues that 
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intersect individual goals can result in financial contributions or sponsorships;
e) experimenting with forms of civic crowd-funding involving the people in the financing 

of certain projects. Although it is difficult to determine the financial impact, however it is 
also worth trying, as it is consistent with the idea of horizontal participation and active citi-
zenship that inspires our entire campaign.

2.7  According to what timetable should the income be received by the city and/or the 
body responsible for preparing and implementing the ECoC project if the city receives the 
title of European Capital of Culture? Please fill in the tables below.  

a) Income to be used to cover operating expenses:

Source Year 2014 Year 2015 Year 2016 Year 2017 Year 2018 Year 2019 Year 2020 Year 2021

European Union 1,500

Government 3,000 4,500 0,500 1,000

City 0,300 0,700 1,000 1,000 2,000 2,000 1,000 1,000

Region 0,100 0,100 0,300 1,500 2,500 4,000 0,500

Private Sector 0,300 0,500 1,000 1,700 2,000 2,500 0,500 0,500

Other Cities 1,500 2,000 4,000

TOTAL 0,700 1,300 2,300 5,700 11,500 18,500 2,000 3,000

b) Income to be used to cover capital expenditure:

With regard to income to cover capital expenditure, an investigation is underway to deter-
mine sources and timeframe of interventions. 

2.8  Which amount of the usual overall annual budget does the city intend to spend for 
culture after the ECoC year (2019) (in euros and in % of the overall annual budget)?

After our Programme comes into effect, which will take place in 2021, the Municipality 
intends to stabilise our budget for culture and to attain a figure that increases the average 
balances from what we have set aside between 2009 to 2013 by 10%; therefore rounding 
off to a figure of 14 millions euros per annum.
In parallel, we are committed to consolidating within our culture framework financial assis-
tance of some of our Ra2019 sponsors. Approximately an additional 1 million euro would 
be added with regard to our situation pre-2014. 
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1  What are the city’s assets in terms of accessibility (regional, national and international 
transport)?

The road network
Ravenna is connected to the national motorways through an orbital road (SS16 Classicana, 
SS309 DIR, SS67) that connects to motorways A14 dir and A14 and to the routes depart-
ing from them.
In Ravenna, other national roads converge and connect to other roads outside the Region: 
SS16 Adriatica, E45-E55 Orte-Cesena - Ravenna-Mestre (that consists of SS309 Romea), 
SS67 Tosco-Romagnola and the former SS253 S. Vitale - all converge with the orbital road 
of Ravenna.
The Regional Integrated Transport Plan (PRIT), lasting till 2020, identifies an infrastructural 
system whereby the great network connecting regional and national roads aid regional mobility.
The E45 Orte-Cesena plays a strategic role in relation to the Adriatic corridor. The PRIT 
forecasts the potential of the European route E45-E55 to be determined by redevelop-
ing the Orte-Ravenna as a motorway, as well as building a new motorway route, the New 
Romea, an alternative to SS309 (E55) from Ravenna to Mestre. The Autonomous National 
Roads Company (ANAS), in order to realise this project, has identified a Promoter, whose 
task will be to start the bid for the construction and management of the financing project.
It is also expected the redevelopment of the SS16 Classicana with interchanges, the con-
struction of the bypass of Candiano Channel, the redevelopment of the SS67 up to the 
harbour and of the SS309 DIR.
The completion of works along the SS16 Adriatica will also improve the accessibility to 
Ravenna.

The railway network
The improvement of Ravenna’s intersections with the national railway network has an es-
pecially important role in regional programming and it is provided in the arrangements and 
agreements defined with the Government.
Before 2019 the management of the regional passenger railway service will be carried out 
by a single company, according to a European tender notice, for a 15 year period. Duties 
will include carrying out an investment of around 600 millions euros to be added to the 240 
millions euros that have already been invested for stock renewal.
This situation will lead to considerable improvements of the railway service, achieving a 
network of rail links between Ravenna, Bologna, Rimini, and Forlì on a European scale.
In particular, a fast connection will be developed, linking to the whole of the Adriatic coast 
(Rapid Coastal Transportation) between Ravenna and Rimini that becomes a large metro-
politan city during the summer.
By 2015/16, thanks to a joint commitment of the Municipality, the Province and the Emilia-
Romagna Region, a direct line from Ravenna to Florence called Dante Alighieri’s Train 
will be estabilished, joining the two cities related to the poet. Under a redevelopment point 
of view, railway lines from Ravenna to Faenza to Florence will have an unquestionable 
value in terms of history and landscape.
 
The airport system
The airport hub of Bologna, thanks to the substantial investment of the last years, is today 
one of the most important Italian airports – (considering the number of passengers and the 
number of national and international flights and destinations).
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Thanks to the monorail connection to Bologna’s central station, by 2019 it will be possible 
to reach the Guglielmo Marconi Airport from the centre of Ravenna, in about 90 minutes. 
Through the Rapid Coastal Transportation it will be possible to reach the Federico Fellini in-
ternational airport in Rimini from Ravenna. The Rimini airport is a reference for the Adriatic 
Coast of the Emilia-Romagna Region, it specializes in low-cost and charter flights, especially 
from April to October, connecting many European cities with the Riviera and with Romagna.
The expected development in the railway service over the next few years and its integration 
with the Local Public Transport (TPL), will allow the realisation of a network of integrated 
wheel and rail transport system, capable of ensuring the connection with the entire regional 
airport network.
A shuttle link in the summer period, connecting Cervia and Ravenna via several daily trips 
to the Guglielmo Marconi Airport in Bologna is already available.
 
Local public transport
The Emilia-Romagna Region and local authorities are committed to interconnect the cities 
of Romagna, as well as to Bologna through its coach services that may be also achieved 
with the involvement of private investors.
 
Cruise Terminal
The management of the new Cruise Terminal at the Port of Ravenna was entrusted in 2009, 
to a group of companies (Royal Caribbean, Guglielmo Marconi Airport in Bologna, Venice 
Passenger Terminal and the Bassani Society of Venice) by Ravenna’s Port Authority.
On August 24th, 2010 the Azamara Quest ship made landfall in Ravenna and inaugurated 
the first functional part of the Cruise Terminal, consisting of two of the four planned land-
ing places, that can moor vessels up to 350 meters in length with a draft of 10.5 meters. For 
the remaining season in 2010, about 10.000 passengers disembarked at the port, in 2011 
and 2012 over 150.000 passengers disembarked. For the next few years, it is expected a 
further increase of passengers and the redevelopment of the Passenger Terminal.

2  What is the city’s absorption capacity in terms of tourist accommodation?

The Ravenna’s tourism is at the heart of Romagna’s tourism - the largest national tourist 
basin and one of the most important in Europe. The cities that support Ravenna’s bid and 
Regions Emilia-Romagna, besides contributing to the Project and the Programme, paint a 
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wonderful and hospitable picture. The region also can boast a great deal of tourist skills and 
professionalism, together with innovative system management, common to the different 
stakeholders and workers of the sector. The tourism in Romagna is still today the driving 
engine and the reference model for the local economy. It is able to offer both quality and 
large availability for accommodation in Ravenna, in the other art cities and on the coastline.
The followin table shows the data for 2012: the number of bed accommodations in the area 
of Ravenna and the supporting cities are 311.308.

3  What projects are to be carried out between now and the year for which the city 
is applying for the title of European Capital of Culture in terms of urban and tourism 
infrastructure, including renovation? What is the planned timetable for this work?

Ravenna accepts the challenge for the future, being aware that it still has a long way to go 
in terms of infrastructure and tools to tackle this new sector. The bid for the ECoC has a 
strategic function, becoming at the same time a boosting and a joining element, thanks to 
which, a path has been opened getting together institutions, citizens, and Ra2019 united for 
a common goal: redesigning the city to make it homogeneous and accessible from its his-
toric centre to the sea in one single regional system. Always in accordance with the concept 
of a smart city, finding the right balance between green spaces and culture. 

THE DARSENA
The Darsena (en. City Docklands) is the focus of the city’s future development: a place that wel-
comes culture, the economy’s think tank and the green and smart soul of the city. The design of the 
area, that overlooks the sea and is at the same time fully integrated in the historical centre, helps to 
draw new horizons of participation, integration, and aggregation.
The participatory planning has played a role of great importance and it has involved, in the last 
months of 2011, citizens, specialists, and private companies (see box p. 4). The ideas and propos-
als collected along the way, mediated through the dialogue with professionals, improved and pro-
duced concrete proposals, which the Operative Municipal Planning (POC) has taken into account.
In addition to the scheduled works in the public and private sectors, the POC provides environ-
mental sustainability for the construction of public infrastructure, in particular the train stations, 
which represents the main obstacle in the path between the new district and the city (different 
hypothesis are being examined, including the design of an underpass) and the renewal of quays, 
which are the centre of cultural, recreational, commercial and social activity of the new Darsena.

TOURIST ABSORPTION CAPACITY IN THE PROVINCES OF RAVENNA, FORLI’, CESENA AND RIMINI BY 31/12/2012

5-star hotels 4-star hotels 3-star hotels 2-star hotels 1-star hotels Residences TOTAL

Hotels 7 257 1.914 702 286 206 3.372
Beds 929 30.821 145.118 30.645 8.849 10.969 227.331

Rooms 429 15.128 74.008 17.086 5.178 1.780 113.609

Rent  
apts Campings

Campings 
and 

villages

Farm 
holidays

Youth 
hostels

Guest 
houses

Bed & 
breakfast Others TOTAL

Hotels 486 56 3 267 25 85 504 99 1.525
Beds 9.537 55.329 392 3.253 2.107 10.156 2.200 1.003 83.977

TOTAL NUMBER OF BEDS 311.308
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AGORÀ – SPACE 2019 
The ex SIR warehouse, already protected 
by MiBAC (Ministry of Cultural Heritage 
and Activities), will undergo a process of 
conservative reconversion of the spectacular 
supporting arches - the interior will be used for 
hosting cultural activities and events. Strength 
of the project is the creation of two squares on 
different levels - a new Darsena sector: Agorà. 
During the summer Agorà will be used for 
outdoor performances and events. Inside, we 
plan a multipurpose room with an innovative 
design dedicated to the activities promoted by 
Ra2019. The costs of reconversion are entirely 
borne by the property, in cooperation with the 
Municipality of Ravenna. 

PGR – SEEDS OF CREATIVITY
A studio of architects under 30 is currently 
designing the buildings of the former Animal 
Feed Factory Martini and of the surrounding 
green area. The redevelopment will configure 
new functions, keeping the main characteristics 
of the industrial building: the result will be a 
real Culture-Hub in the huge spaces within 5 
floors. Inside there will be place for residential 
and commercial areas, coworking areas and 
start-up businesses, creative entreprises, artistic 
residencies, exhibition areas, and a genuine live-
event area on the last floor, with a restaurant on 
the terrace with a view of the city’s Darsena.

THE DARSENA
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TEMPORARY ART
The building, currently in disuse, belongs to 
an industrial park - now demolished - that 
originated in the 20s, for the production and 
storage of inert materials.
This building is expected to be redeveloped 
in two phases: the first is for temporary 
reuse (Temporary Art); and the second is for 
permanent conversion in a receptive structure, a 
true art hotel. Its location in front of the channel, 
in the heart of the Darsena’s area suggests 
the opportunity to host cultural events and 
exhibitions.
Through a the collocationt of simple furniture 
pieces, it can easily turn into a venue for music, 
literature, dance shows, as well as workshops.

SHOOTING GALLERY –  
HOME OF URBAN ARTS
The Cultural Association Meme Exchange 
works on urban regeneration and sustainable 
recoversion of spaces in disuse. It has recently 
worked on the reusing draft of the former National 
Shooting Gallery, which presents examples of 
unique architecture among those overlooking the 
Candiano Channel. The Shooting Gallery will host 
Exchange Art and Music Festival, while the stages 
of approaching a defined and complete structure 
will be expressed through urban reuse experiments. 
The project includes the conservation and 
reconstruction of two houses (one of the buildings 
was destroyed during the war) rising against the 
backdrop of the impressive historical structure 
of reinforced concrete, by using green building 
methods and recycled material.
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Rendering of ex Sir Warehouse, Ravenna, City Docklands.

Opening of “P.G.R.” by Ericailcane . Ravenna, City Docklands, ex Martini fodder factory.

THE DARSENA POC 
(OPERATIVE MUNICIPAL 
PLANNING) 

The DARSENA POC is in the 
process of adoption, after the re-
vision of the existing Urban Rene-
wal Plan (PRU), an administrati-
ve tool that will allow to take the 
redevelopment process providing 
private/public interventions.
Redevelopment tends to be carried 
out in a district capable of impro-
ving the quality of life in Ravenna 
according to specific guidelines:
- Sustainability and environmen-

tal aspects through citizens’ 
awareness. Objectives: contrast 

to air pollution and improving 
the microclimate; promoting, 
through incentives, actions of 
excellent environmental sustai-
nability, energy saving and rene-
wable energy production. 

- A system of green spaces and 
public spaces, which will cover 
about 48% of the port with the 
completion of the Park for the 
Arts and the Park of Industrial 
Archaeology. 

- High-level division of the area 
into three functional bends: first 
bend, toward the city, will be a 
pedestrian path thanks to the 
presence of commercial activi-
ties and tourist attractions. The 

central bend, an area of indu-
strial archaeology, which, toge-
ther with the opposite quays will 
become a unique cultural hub 
for architecture, thanks to the 
synergy with the bid’s actions. 
The third bend, adjacent to ur-
ban space, will be characterized 
by services and new technolo-
gies. 

- Temporary uses with priority for 
cultural habits to accommodate 
containers in disuse, from the 
date of adoption of POC (Ope-
rative Municipal Planning) until 
the approval of the Operational 
Urban Plan implementing the 
redevelopment.
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HISTORICAL CENTRE
Kennedy Square and Rasponi dalle Teste Palace / the House of Europe
Within the historical centre, the most important work is the redevelopment of Kennedy 
square, today a parking area, together with the restoration of the Rasponi dalle Teste pa-
lace, which is currently in progress. The aim of this work is to return to public fruition an 
important urban space at the heart of the historical centre. Once redeveloped, it will become 
a place of rest and socialisation between memories and traces of the past, but also an impor-
tant venue for events, entertainment, commercial and tourist initiatives. The redevelopment 
process is the result of the union between the call for ideas and the accurate historical analy-
sis of the site. Once completed the restoration project funded by Del Monte Foundation, 
the Rasponi dalle Teste Palace will be used for cultural purposes and it will host the House 
of Europe (see box p. 14), thus becoming the nerve centre dedicated to activities related to 
the ECoC.

Guiccioli Palace - Byron and the Risorgimento Museum 
Guiccioli Palace is closely linked to cultural events and policies of the 19th century in 
Ravenna. George Gordon Byron (1788-1824), along with Teresa Gamba Guiccioli, spent 
here the most productive years of his brief and legendary life. Here Alessandro Guiccioli 
Lord Byron and Pietro Gamba were the main protagonists of the first political conspiracies 
that led to the Carbonari uprisings of 1820-21. Luigi Carlo Farini, one of the most relevant 
actors of Risorgimento, lived here (1812-1866). Guiccioli Palace, though closer to the his-
torical centre, is currently ignored by the community. The project for the restoration funded 
by the Cassa di Risparmio Foundation of Ravenna aims to restore it, returning it to the city 
with all its memory by setting up two exhibition and narrative paths: the Byron Museum 
and that of the Risorgimento.

Dante Museum
Located in the Ancient Francescan Cloisters, Dante Museum was erected in 1921 on the 6th 
centenary of the poet’s death. As a result of a complex work of restoration that involved the 
entire structure of the ancient cloisters, led by the Cassa di Risparmio Banking Foundation 
in Ravenna, the museum was set up again in March 2013, with particular emphasis on the 
role that Ravenna had during Dante’s exile - he spent his last significant years here complet-
ing the Divine Comedy. The exhibition is now enriched with many multimedia content that 
are particularly attractive for young generations will be progressively updated and enriched 
not only in view of the bid for the ECoC 2019, but also to celebrate the 700th anniversary 
of Dante’s death in 2021.

Classense Library - The Great Classense
The Classense Library is among the biggest libraries in Italy. It is located in an ancient 
Camaldolese Convent, dating back to the 16th century. Now municipal property, it has over 
time hosted, the historical library of the monks as well as schools and cultural institutions. 
Today, the whole complex is intended for the library, which encloses the dual function of 
the historical library and open reading space. The redevelopment of this great complex is 
now in its third phase that will return the rooms of the first floor to the public, a beautiful 
structure of the 18th century, with ancient foundations, currently not accessible to the public.

SECTION IV CITY INFRASTRUCTURE
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The factory of the Classe Archaeological Museum and the map of the Park. Ravenna, ex-sugar factory of Classe.

OTHER PROJECTS
Classe Park and Archaeological Museum
The Classe’s ancient port will become a large Archaeological Park. The goal is to create 
a path that allows visitors to retrace the steps of an ancient wanderer by immersing them-
selves inside an archaeological excavation, from the old road, crossing the harbour, the 
city, the Basilica of San Severo. The walls reached the great Basilica of Sant’Apollinare in 
Classe and the Archaeological Museum housed in a former sugar factory. The restoration 
of the landscape will follow criteria that are strictly philological with regard to the pond 
and to the original vegetation. The use of new technologies will include innovative scale 
models, audio guides with GPS, and photosensitive lights. The museum will be a journey 
through time, from the pre-Roman era to the present day. The set-up of the museum is an 
opportunity to include an exceptional concentration of monuments, discoveries, collections 
in the framework of the splendour of Ravenna’s antiquities in its complex evolution from 
the centre of Etruscan - Umbria port to the capital of the Western Roman Empire.

BID BOOK
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Study Centre for the Eco-Innovations
The Study Centre will be the core of a hub entirely dedicated to environmental sustainabil-
ity; it will be placed on a green area around the city and it will be sustained with a system 
of financing project coordinated by Impronte Cooperative, which will use its experience 
and the connections it developed along the years with institutions, companies and citizens. 
The Study Centre, through green economy principles and a system of co-working, will 
undertake projects for environmental and social sustainability for a more responsible use 
of the land. The structure, which will have zero environmental impact, provides for a fully 
equipped forest, with school workshops, meeting spaces, an area for growing and cooking 
organic and fair food & beverage, installing energy supply systems powered by renewable 
sources and spaces available to the public.

Passenger Terminal - a town Square on the Sea
The Terminal, overlooking a stretch of water to the north of the Candiano Channel, rep-
resents an important development opportunity both for the Corsini Port and neighbouring 
ports in the coast of Ravenna, linked to the constant increase of passengers and vessels 
stopping over. In the area there is a temporary service facility for passenger ships that dock 
in new quay. The project is founded on the idea that the new service structures, overlooking 
the water, will be available also to the citizens through the realisation of paths, becoming 
true squares on the sea. 

At this stage of pre-selection we have decided not to go beyond presenting the projects 
linked to cultural spaces, giving priority to those in progress or those in a more advanced 
stage, but there are many others in the pipeline. Among these we include: the new Port Mu-
seum; we are redeveloping the Social Theatres (Mezzano and Castiglione of Ravenna); the 
House of Arts for Childhood; a new facility dedicated to Science and Scuba Museum, the 
reconversion of Fabbrica Vecchia and Marchesato in Marina di Ravenna.

OTHER CITIES 
CESENA - AgriCulture. The Museum 
The idea is to think of Cesena and Romagna as a prototype of human settlement, devoted 
to agriculture, to environmental agricultural transformation, to apply complex systems of 
thought to the work in the fields, to organise one’s material life on the basis of knowledge 
deriving from work in the fields. The place for the Museum of AgriCulture has been identi-
fied in the former Convent of Sant’Agostino, with a dedicated conservation project.

FORLÌ - Gym Culture
The project consists of recovering and reusing the former Campostrino Gym (originally 
built in 1888), located in the historical city centre just opposite the University Campus. The 
idea consists of creating a multipurpose space for cultural activities, redeveloping outdoor 
areas, destined for open-air activities and events.

RIMINI – Municipal Theatre Amintore Galli
The Galli Theatre is the most important work of neoclassic architecture in Rimini. Built in 
1843, it was inaugurated in 1857 and from that moment on it hosted successful playbills 
until 1943, when bombs destroyed much of the structure during World War II. 
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The destruction of the theatre has left a large wound in the city, which has yet to heal, de-
spite the many restoration projects that have been taking place. Today, however, thanks to 
financing from POR-ERDF, it has been possible to start work on the partial recovery of the 
structure, but it should rely on other funding sources, in order to make of this an important 
cultural centre in Rimini,along with the Sagra Malatestiana and with the project of encour-
aging the return of opera to Rimini.

FAENZA – The House of Transits
The Transits project foresees studies being carried out and laboratories with accommoda-
tion for artists, mainly related to the art of ceramics. In addition to workshops, there is an 
exhibition hall and a public space for sharing with a bar and a catering space. This place is 
the historic Palazzo Mazzolani, already under reconstruction, which currently houses the 
Institute of Artistic Industries (ISIA). 

LUGO – Villa Malerbi
Following the completion of the reconversion and restoration works for the Music School 
of Villa Malerbi and with the staging of educational facilities, service structures, and ad-
vanced technology for research and music production, the links with musical and audio-
visual production centres in the region and city will bring to life a hub, that will also be the 
object of interest for an audience of scholars, enthusiasts and admirers.

CERVIA – Salt Eco-museum
Creating a Salt Eco-museum promotes the thousand-year old history linked to the Salt Pans 
and the production and trade of salt, connecting it to develop prospects for the city of 
Cervia. The project spans from a fundamental link between past and future; between con-
servation and evolution; between salt pan historical culture and modern physiognomy of a 
tourist/seaside resort in the town of Cervia. Inside of this eco-museum, it will be possible 
to reconvert a salt refinery, located inside the Quadrilatero which will be made accessible 
to the public.

Romagna Express 2019: the train for European Capital of Culture is in motion towards 2019, October 2012.
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1 What is the city’s intended communication strategy for the European Capital of 
Culture event?

Concept
Ravenna and Romagna are characterised by many valuable institutions, artistic and cul-
tural workers, which were intensively present in the past thirty years in a very distinctive 
and constant way. Over time, a cultural proposal has developed and spread, generating new 
cultural and artistic structures, whose credibility, authority and reliability is acknowledged 
in Italy and abroad.
The intensity of the cultural production shaped a new audience able to act on different 
roles, being both provider and user. This led to consolidating large use of cultural products 
by a great number of the people that today demonstrate maturity and critical abilities. This 
asset is reflected in the variety of artistic languages, places, opportunities and audiences. 
This consolidated cultural maturity within the region makes it possible to implement a new 
logic of creation, dissemination and participation, depicting lines that are increasingly 
blurred between those producing culture and those enjoying it. Dealing with the concept 
of prosumer we can engage in new cultural growth processes, where ideas do not fall from 
up high, but practices are derived directly from a deep knowledge of the region. That is 
precisely the reason for the development of high potential social and innovative projects, as 
well as to broaden the audience of reference. It is fundamental to focus on the access and 
diffusion of the large artistic and cultural capital, favouring tourists/visitors through new, 
more effective, comprehensive issues, helping them to feel more involved in the event.

Strategy
We want to build a plural cultural and artistic narrative, in which the various parties - as 
in mosaics - produce a picture, where every part composes its own individual vision which 
is very attractive for its targeted audience. The region has structures and cultural centres 
with solid and reliable narrations where it is possible to happily engraft the tale of the ECoC 
enriching both of them. 
The process of viral transmission of the ECoC’s message requires a genuine involvement 
of the cultural and artistic agents of the region: everyone is, at the same time, provider and 
consumer of an European vision of the city.
Consequently, it becomes important to lose control of the message, to allow it to grow and 
spread among different bearers, in different ways but within a single large frame. We want 
to create a narrative for citizens, making them the key actors of initiatives, events, and pro-
cesses already in place: in this way the sense of belonging to and pride of citizenship will 
be developed and reinforced. The growth process means to follow in the construction of a 
bid’s narrative, both involving the prosumer by enhancing a region already rich and lively, 
and in creating new community visions. This growth process is like casting a stone in the 
pond, i.e. adopting a centrifugal motion that provides passage from a local on a regional 
level to go to a national European level. This logic ensures a high performance in the en-
largement of the portfolio for those who show interest, consolidating the relationship.
A high quality relationship with stakeholders will enable us to reach both new and niche 
audiences that otherwise would not be involved in the ECoC’s narrative.
Our communication team does not come from a professional agency, but it is composed of 
young professionals from the region - chosen via a public selection - who are continuously 
training. The strategy can be summed up with the slogan Do It Yourself, favouring capitali-
sation of good practices and resources of the region, involving a system of tools already in 
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use, sharing what is continuous and organic to the productive and creative characteristics 
of the region.
Ravenna and Romagna represent a well managed region with a high quality of life (as seen 
in National Geographic’s Best Trips of 2013). This long lasting tradition will stay beside 
the ECoC narrative, bringing a powerful combination which offers a highly effective com-
munications message.

Tools 
· Editorial team: an editorial team will be created, through the enhancement of V!RA2019 

association. The will be given the task of providing and disseminating materials to com-
pose the European narrative.

· Pictures: a binary imaging system has been put in action. To promote an event to come; 
we use a graphic picture, while to document a past event we use photos and videos. This 
method stimulates imagination and visual abilities of people receiveing the message and 
encourages them to imagine and interpret the picture with their visual references, accord-
ing to their own perception.

· ECoC Best Practices: experiences from other ECoCs are analysed through their 
strengths and weaknesses; in some cases the Ra2019 Staff visited other ECoCs (see sect. 
I, question 15).

· Training Classes for Front Line Staff: classes will be held for public workers (taxi driv-
ers, hotel keepers, but also teachers, tourist guides, municipal police, etc.) focusing on 
how to welcome a large number of visitors and how to the disseminate ECoC ‘s narrative. 
These classes will include video tutorials and tailored meetings with trade associations.

· Urban Decor: circulating a narrative for those who are physically in the city, so to find 
elements (banners, totems, posters, advertisements etc.) to indicate the city as the ECoC, 
with the dual purpose of reinforcing a sense of belonging and informing visitors of the 
event.

· National Info Points: distribution of Info Points in the surrounding area, in 139 tour-
ist offices of the Emilia-Romagna Region and in major traffic hubs (by air, road, and 
railway) on a national level. In addition, for special events, there will be a specific focus 
on the promotion of the ECoC. For example, on the occasion of the Expo 2015, Cervia 
Baywatch Association will create an artificial beach in Milan, with beach umbrellas with 
Ravenna2019 logo. 

· Tourist Packages: developing touristic packages in cooperation with foreign tour opera-
tors to inform and promote on an international level Ravenna as the ECoC. These pack-
ages will pair seaside tourism with historical and cultural tourism and they will as well as 
promote cultural activities created for the occasion.

· Multilingual Website: implementation of a wordpress responsive website as a social 
aggregator and a sharing platform to reach a strong online presence through multilingual 
content. The website will be rich of information constantly updated and generated by the 
users not only by the communication team.

· Social Media: developing social channels to support the creation of a wide and dia-
loguing community (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest, Vine) developing a genuine 
working method able to guarantee a capacity of implementation for the skills of commu-
nication team, so that it will be possible to use them to their maximum potential. All of 
that despite the fact we are not able to foresee with certainty what technology is going to 
be used for communication in 2019, .

· TV/Printing/Brochures: communication strategy implemented by Ra2019 has been 
provided for the use of all traditional offline channels (including print, radio, and televi-
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sion broadcasters, production of informational leaflets and gadgets, advertising, etc.). The 
work done during the last years allowed us to consolidate relationships with journalist and 
content managers at regional and national level. Contacts have already been made with 
international newspapers. 

· Format of Multi-trans-media Storytelling: they have been created and will be re-
launched for ad hoc communication projects which aim to disseminate the topics of the 
bid and to provide citizens with a role. Many projects have already taken place, such as 
Off set, RavennaVisualHub (a web-mosaic-video created by 15 directors to tell the story 
of Ravenna), Greetings from Ravenna (real postcards created by professional photogra-
phers, portraying unusual places), Instacontest-instawalk, etc.

· Use of new technologies in order to allow people with disabilities to develop their own 
narrative of the ECoC. See for example the innovative Google Street View virtual tours 
(with which the first steps were taken), and the innovative applications for smartphones 
created by emerging start ups, such as the Italian BeHandi (travellers with disabilities 
sharing information on the accessibility of various places, with the possibility to imple-
ment it by entering a programme of activities).

2 How does the city plan to ensure the visibility of the European Union, which is 
awarding the title?

a) Placing the European Union logo in all the materials communicating the project, so that 
its visibility is directly linked to Ra2019.

b) Organising initiatives to promote and raise awareness in Europe during events such as the 
Europe Day and the European festivals of the cinema and audiovisuals, of cultural herit-
age, of the arts, European open days, etc.

c) Creating ad hoc events. The European Propaganda project, for example, will be struc-
tured by creating a new international network and it will investigate the key elements at 
the base of the concept of belonging to the European Community. It will involve artists, 
communities and associations in the whole of Europe. The different players involved will 
become co-creators of a great final event to be held in Ravenna and Romagna that will in-
clude both citizens and international partners. 

d) The international conference “2019: a bridge between past, present and future ECoCs” 
will also be organised. 2019 is year of transition between the closing of the current pro-
gramme and the opening of a new cycle that will involve new member States, creating 
bonds and relationships of cooperation. The conference will be the opportunity to study the 
best practices of the ECoCs and promote collaboration with those of the future.

 In addition, the creation of a new multifunctional online platform will provide an archive 
of online documentation on the ECoC. The structure will be helpful to promote coopera-
tion projects between the different cities that were, currently are and will be the ECoC, thus 
promoting the ECoC Programme goals.
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Examples of informative materials on Ra2019 initiatives.
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1 Does the city intend to set up a special monitoring and evaluation system: 
- for the impact of the programme and its knock-on effects? 
- for financial management? 

Ravenna is strongly committed to developing an innovative and practical model through 
which to monitor and evaluate our proposed 2019 programme.
For us, evaluation is not simply an add-on feature which we need to do in order to comply 
with the requirements of the bidding process. Rather we see the development of an evalu-
ation model as being an integral piece of our Mosaic of cultures – a central feature of our 
programme build up and of the possible legacy we leave post 2019. It will also be a very 
practical way of connecting the highly committed local people who have formed such en-
thusiastic working groups and joined the open call and Agorà2019 initiatives to help shape 
the narrative of where Ravenna 2019 will take our city and our region.
We also want to provide policy makers with necessary information to make strategic poli-
cies and decisions based on a clear sighted and shared analysis of where we came from, we 
are now and where we want to be. Our model will take advantage of the historical signifi-
cance and strategic cultural features of Ravenna, turning them into economic and cultural 
assets, through which our long term economic future can be secured. 
We have already started to build our evaluation model, which will be developed in much 
more detail if we are invited onto the shortlist for the second bidding phase. Our model 
is called Kaleidescope. It is a practical and understandable way of observing Mosaics in 
Action. Through this Kaleidescope we will be able to observe and capture the shifting pat-
terns of contemporary culture and civic society as the landscape changes in the build up 
to ECoC 2019.

How Will Our Model Be Developed?
Our approach is built around the following building blocks:

• Capturing and articulating a shared framework for our future, making a very strong 
connection between the development of our programme and the sense local people have 
about where they want to be in future.

• Applying some of the most practical and useful lessons learned from previous 
ECoC evaluation models to our own measurement framework which will be directly 
linked to the key objectives of our candidature.

• Reflecting some of the latest observation and analysis of the impact of major events, 
especially at social level.

• Active engagement of local stakeholders in the development of our model through 
helping to map and plan key cultural and engagement facilities, and to help frame the 
philosophy.

• Sharing our model and its development with other ECoCs and in particular other re-
gions like ours where we can connect the importance of small but very special cultural cit-
ies and the ability to reinvent them in a modern context of creativity, and competitiveness.

We have already started the process of learning from others about how to evaluate the ef-
fects of major cultural and event programmes. We have appreciated the work which was 
developed by the IMPACTS 08 team in Liverpool and further developed in cooperation 
with a number of other ECoCs. The model fits neatly with the areas we see as the forming 
the core of our ECoC 2019 legacy, and we have used those key indicators to begin to build 
our evaluation model as shown in the following table.

SECTION VI EVALUATION AND MONITORING OF THE EVENT
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EVALUATION MODEL: KEY INDICATORS
Activities Main Aim Indicators

 Cultural Vibrancy 
 A coherent, joined up cultural network 
and infrastructure both in Ravenna and in 
our partner cities

Range and number of cultural activities available to view and 
participate in

Cultural Participation Local people are not only consumers of 
culture but also producers and distributors

Audience levels
Participation by specific groups
Impact on those new to culture
Development of cultural leaders

Image and Identity
Confidence in perceptions of Ravenna and 
surrounding area both locally, nationally 
and regionally

Media coverage
Local and national perceptions of Ravenna as a place to live, 
work, explore and visit

Management 
Culture and the social and economic 
impact 2019 stands for has become 
central to policy and decision making

Cultural budgets
Culture role in city plans/ strategies
City/ region reflects Cultural Organisations in decision making

Social Capital 
More connected and engaged local 
population Culture used as “Second 
Strategy” (see below) to provide new 
focus to tackle wider social issues

Participation levels and structures to engage local people
More connections and understanding between different 
communities
Volunteering especially from previously underrepresented 
groups

Economic Growth Stronger economic performance Visitor numbers, job growth, student and creative numbers

Physical Environment Better venues
More connected City; cleaner and greener New and refurbished venues, heritage trails etc 

Developing culture as the “Second Strategy”
We have already established a series of working groups, some of which are examining 
the social impacts of the ECoC. This process has already provided some outstanding new 
thinking in the way we can use culture to connect with our citizens in different ways. By 
building on this and developing a ‘second strategy’ model (see World Cities Report 2012) 
which links community development and physical regeneration we will ensure that im-
pact of our community programmes is long lasting.
This is an area which we believe has been under-represented in previous evaluation models 
– as has been recognised in “Eventful Cities” (Palmer/Richards) – which points to the need 
for major event programmes to pay more attention to their social impacts. 
In order to build this into our model, we will focus on addressing priority social needs for 
Ravenna and its partners (e.g. health, cohesion/crime, children/young people). This means 
that, for each priority area, there will be recognition and resource for the role culture can 
play in sustaining a 21st century city. We anticipate that this will result in significantly 
higher levels of cultural participation across the city, bringing about a more participative 
model which uses people as creative assets.

Key actors in the development of our model
In terms of Stakeholders we have or will sign up the following organizations.
The leading organization for the development of the model is the Observatory for the Perform-
ing Arts of the Emilia-Romagna Region. Other NGOs, Universities, Regional tourist organi-
zations, etc. (see infographic p. 73) are supposed to be involved in the evaluation process. 
Under the direction of the Observatory a series of evaluation sub groups will be established 
and each will focus on the following perspectives:

• Cultural Content: people who are familiar with the cultural sector and can clearly set 
out how the artistic programme will connect with local issues and aspirations and how 
we can measure Cultural Vibrancy and Participation.

• Innovation: people who can connect artistic perspectives and programmes to much 
more tangible economic and social outcomes .

• Image: people with media experience who know how to measure the local and media 
perceptions.

• Independent researchers : leading the specialist research elements. 
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• Social Impacts: key partners from organizations such as health, police, community 
development who will identify and set the baseline for the key social policy priorities 
and can develop sound baseline data from the information which currently exists al-
ready and can develop it for the Evaluation model.

In addition, we also intend to establish an international panel in order both to connect our 
framework with other related work, and also to feed some of our most useful findings into 
the wider development of models for cultural and social evaluation. 
The model below sets out the connections between our key stakeholders.

The logo of Ra2019 is displayed around the city. 1) Piazza del Popolo, 2) Viale Farini, 3) Chiesa di S.Domenico, 4) Piazza S.Francesco.

1
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1 What, in your opinion, are the strong points of the city’s application and the 
parameters of its success as European Capital of Culture?

The bid’s greatest strength, in our opinion, is that it not only corresponds to the criteria but 
also the wishes on which the ECoC Programme is based. In particular:

1)   a long-term commitment to the Programme: we expressed our desire to bid as long ago 
as 2007 and we have a Programme that leads up to 2021; we have built our campaign day 
by day, proceeding with continuity, without seeking shortcuts and without any setbacks, 
experimenting with new ways and using new participatory tools;

2)   an active and cohesive territorial alliance: Ravenna’s bid reflects the whole of the Ro-
magna region. From the start, we thought this was the most appropriate method because it 
would enable us to shape the planning process in the same broad and coherent way. This is 
precisely what happened. In every city and region, committees and working groups have 
come together cooperating via an active involvement of the population. Therefore, besides 
institutional agreements, we have forged a true alliance: one comprised of citizens and as-
sociations;

3)   the broad participation of citizens, cultural, social and economic organizations to the 
bid: we have dedicated six years of our work to the bid with over 300 meetings, initiatives, 
and public events, involving thousands of people. In Ravenna over 200 associations and 
organisations have officially joined the campaign. This great process has culminated in an 
open call for ideas that has led to approximately 400 proposals and which was accompanied 
throughout Romagna by 28 working groups organised around different themes and sectors, 
involving approximately 300 organizations in the region. It is thanks to this work that the 
bid has become an integral part of civil society;

4)   a tenacious and courageous work of promoting and testing the local people and future 
generations: ours is a home made bid, in the best sense of the term. From the beginning, we 
decided to bring together the city and the region. Naturally, we have listened to many Italian 
and European experts, but have not delegated anything to anyone else. This document has 
been written out in full by our Staff, with the collaboration of the Creative Councils from all 
the supporting cities. Our bid is the product of a passionate work and involves dozens and 
dozens of competent people, in many cases young, who have been able to involve other hun-
dreds and thousands of people making this bid a real, collective adventure;

5)   a realistic and sustainable Programme that looks to the future: the bid Programme that 
we have presented in these pages is not a mere dream. It emerges from the present, and in 
particular from the identification of critical, virtuous, and potential areas, reinterpreting 
themes from our history and tracing a path towards our desired future. It is a Programme 
that communicates with Europe and calls all citizens to participate actively. A Programme 
for a city and a region that are capable of imagining a future but at the same time know how 
to carry out their objectives by combining all the elements necessary for development.

What are its weak points?

Paradoxically, there is no specific weakness that stands out or that we need to address. 
However it seems to us, in essence, that Ravenna and Romagna are susceptible to the same 
general problems that affect other Italian cities of similar proportion, namely

a) general infrastructural weakness, linked in particular to poor connecting roads and railways;
b)  a general conservatism and resistance to change with regard to artistic and cultural diversity 

and innovation;
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c) a general attitude still too strongly rooted to local customs that does not facilitate the acquisi-
tion of an international vision and mode of action;

d) a general attachment to specific city-based customs and modes of thought (“campanilis-
mo”) which view integrated strategies at a regional level with suspicion;

e) resistance to the consideration of culture and creativity as essential factors in economic devel-
opment; 

f) a still too wide gap between the region’s ability to promote itself and its potential for cultural-
tourism;

g) an indifference and a sense of remoteness with regard to the European Union that risk eat-
ing away the pro-European consensus that has always distinguished Italy and, in particular, 
Ravenna and Romagna.
All of these potential weaknesses will not go away immediately, but certainly the bid has less-
ened these effects on the city and represents a tool and an opportunity to overcoming them.

2 Does the city intend to develop particular cultural projects in the coming years, 
irrespective of the outcome of its application for the title of European Capital of Culture? 

In the next few years Ravenna plans, regardless of the outcome of the bid, to act on many 
of the projects presented in these pages. We refer especially to those that can be linked to 
urban planning and the cultural strategies of major cultural institutions.
In particular:

a) continuity in the work of the urban regeneration of the Darsena, carrying out changes in some 
places to be reserved for cultural activities and implementing services provided by the POC 
(Operative Municipal Planning);

b) completing the various projects to do with renovation and the construction of historical build-
ings and archaeological sites as a place of business and cultural services (from the Museum of 
Archaeology in Classe to the Classense Library, from Guiccioli Palace to Rasponi delle Teste 
Palace);

c)  programming events related to the Dante anniversaries of 2015 (750th anniversary of the 
birth) and 2021 (700th anniversary of his death), actively working together with Florence, 
the MiBAC (Ministry of Cultural Heritage and Activities), and the most important national 
institutions in the field of Dante studies;

d) continuing the work of strategic cultural planning at the Romagna level with the other cities of 
the region;

e) setting up a Plan B, selecting interventions and activities from the bid Programme to be car-
ried out over the next few years and studying a plan for the necessary resources.

3 Please add below any further comments which you deem necessary on the subject of 
this application.

Ravenna was one of the great capitals of the ancient world and this is because it was uncon-
querable, almost unreachable, surrounded by water and marshland.
Today, Ravenna wants to be Capital of our time once again and wants to take a leap forward 
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to become one with the world, overcoming its centuries-old legacy of isolation, albeit par-
tial, with regard to cultural innovation.
With the bid for the ECoC, Ravenna decided to focus on culture for its regional develop-
ment because it believes that betting on culture, in time of crisis, means investing in our 
future and on the most effective way to bring about change. This is why culture is the true 
hallmark of its history and the heart of its identity, a place where we can look at the world 
and be seen.
This time its citizens are to be the key actors, involved in a long-term project that excites 
them as 2019 has now entered in the imagination of an entire city.
We have a reasonable hope that this great collective effort has produced a remarkable cul-
tural proposal, even if we know that we will need to continue to work on it. We are ready 
to do so in the upcoming months and years, enriching a path that we hope will enable us to 
become a worthy European Capital of Culture.

Visions of eternity: architectural mapping on the Unesco monuments of Ravenna.
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The Annex 1 entails: a) Main Events (already highlighted in the section II within the bid book ); b) 
The Romagna Matrix which gathers the projects developed by the cities and the region supporting 
the Ravenna’s bid for ECoC 2019.

a) Main Events

1. Opening: We dance from dusk till dawn/ Dancing Romagna

The greatest dance event ever organised will make Romagna dance from dawn to dusk. 
Folk, rock, electronic, ballroom dancing will tell the world about a region that has forged its 
own identity through different types of dance. Starting from a scientific and anthropologi-
cal monitoring proposed by the Creative Council of Forlì, every club and ballroom, every 
square and corner of the cities supporting the bid will become a dance floor.
Date and place: December 2018/January 2019, all over Romagna
Partners: professionals and amateurs, associations of folk and ballroom dance, theatres, 
discos, clubs, dancing clubs, dance schools. A team of representatives from popular festi-
vals will be created: i.e. Pink Night (the Italian summer “New Year’s Eve” all over 110 km 
on Adriatic Coast), Rimini Molo Street Parade, Ravenna Golden Night, Cesena Blue Night, 
Forlì Green Night etc.
Funding: € 500.000

2. Summer Festival: Midsummer Night Beach and European Beach games

A great feast, a 90-km-long table on the shoreline from Casal Borsetti (Ravenna) to Cat-
tolica (Rimini), will celebrate the summer, welcome tourists and have people playing on 
the beach. People from Romagna will prepare and share the food with people from other 
regions and countries as in a giant neighbourhood feast. Then “European Beach Games” 
will start with various tournaments including Beach Volley, Beach Soccer, Beach Tennis 
(which was invented in Romagna and it is now known all over the world), Football Tennis, 
Kitesurfing, “Beach” Ping Pong, Foot Volley and Paddle. The main arena will be a great 
mobile platform at Marina di Ravenna. Several satellite competitions (for professionals 
and amateurs) will make up a rich calendar of sporting events also including swimming, a 
marathon on sand, wind surfing, rowing races and marbles tournaments.
Date and place: July 2019, Ravenna and the Adriatic coast of Romagna
Partners: Beach bars, Apt (Tourism Promotion Agency), Proloco (Local Promotion As-
sociations); national and international beach sports associations.
Funding: € 500.000

3. Closing: European Propaganda Parade

A major performance in the main square of Ravenna, a special event mixing flash mob and 
parade to narrate the “massification of diversity”. As final step of several workshops (ob-
jects construction, tailoring, choreography etc.), the event will narrate the new European 
nation as a mosaic of cultures. In a crowded square, symbols, posters, uniforms, words, and 
music representing European identity will be the protagonists of the event, celebrating the 
closing year as ECoC.
Date and place: December, 2019, Ravenna, Piazza del Popolo 
Partners: choreography, theatre, and international communication experts 
Funding: € 500.000
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4. First International Festival of Intercultural Quarters

A weeklong event along Darsena is the final step of the international network project of the 
same time. During special residences in Lido Adriano (a district of Ravenna), European un-
derground artists will create site-specific art-works, inaugurated during the Festival. Many 
artists, who usually “live” in the suburbs, will be invited to Ravenna and will present their 
work using different languages: from visual art (spray, sticker art, stencils, projections), to 
music (from hip-hop to electronic), and free body (breakdance and parkour). This event 
will not simply be another festival of urban arts, but it will be an attempt to focus attention 
on the concepts of periphery and interculture as a chance for Europe, by inviting artists and 
their neighbourhood communities.
Date and place: August 2019; (Darsena) city dock quays, Ravenna; Lido Adriano;
Partners: Cisim (cultural association in Lido Adriano district), Citta` Meticcia (intercul-
tural association), Festival of Cultures, Representatives of foreign citizens group
Funding: € 500.000

5. Romagna - Main Square of Europe! European Week of Temporary Culture 

A great community event to welcome Europe, which combines cultural aspects, often sep-
arately experienced by the population: exhibitions and street performances, parties and 
feast, traditional craft laboratories, parades and food tasting, technological applications for 
culture - all of these -, will be hosted in urban spaces, in inland villages, on the beach, in 
traditional cultural places, in temporary and abandoned buildings, all over Romagna. The 
event will include leisure time activities, traditions, entertainment, “experimental” arts. 
Date and place: preparatory phase: January / September; taking place in October 2019. 
Province of Rimini, with appendices in the other cities of Romagna
Partners: Regional associations, artistic groups, cultural institutions of the city
Funding: € 500.000

6. Romagna Atelier of Europe

Romagna will become a great and widespread Arts Atelier, where young artists can reside 
and meet “local knowledge”. The results of residences as open rehearsals, performances, 
concerts, exhibitions, will be publicly shown. “Teachers’ art workshop” will involve the 
Albe, Socìetas Raffaello Sanzio, Valdoca, L’Arboreto theatre companies and the dance as-
sociation Cantieri. Via a public announcement, European artists will be selected for per-
forming arts residence projects. “Sonhos” will be coordinated by Le Belle Bandiere, and 
proposes seminars, workshops, working residences for theatre professionals, with perfor-
mances in churches, private countryside houses and old factories. The “Transits” project 
aims to create a new hub for contemporary art in Faenza with production studios and spaces 
for artists. The project will actively involve the population in hosting and welcoming for-
eigners. “Adriatic Coast to Coast” is a wide photographic project including artistic resi-
dences (see in this annex). “Transeurope Express Recordings” are production residences 
for European rock musicians (see Programme).
Date and place: all along 2019 in Ravenna and its province; Faenza; and in the cities and 
provinces of Rimini, Forli, and Cesena.
Partners: L’Arboreto - Teatro Dimora, Mondaino, Cantieri, Teatro delle Albe, Socíetas 
Raffaello Sanzio, Teatro Valdoca; Le Belle Bandiere, Russi; Bronson Produzioni, Ravenna; 
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ISIA- Faenza, Museo Carlo Zauli- Faenza; SI Fest - Savignano; and other partners (under 
construction).
Funding: resources from the structures themselves; € 150,000 for coordination and advertising

7. Active Hosting for Europe!

The project will be created in Faenza and will involve different cities. It is a call for citi-
zens the participation of citizens in the welcoming of foreign artists. Hosts and guests will 
develop active relationships such as the exchange of gifts (artistic objects and art-works) 
and experiences (accommodation, lunches/dinners, discovery tours around Romagna, etc.).
This process will not only promote actual contacts between European artists and the terri-
tory, but will also trigger an involvement of that part of population, which is not usually in 
contact with artists (such as the elderly) and thus have an important social impact. At the 
same time, in the summer, Active Hosting will involve students, creating a network of rela-
tions and knowledge of Europe with great potential for the future.
In 2018, the city of Faenza (as project leader), will plan a media campaign to raise aware-
ness. In 2019, a week of international meetings will take place with a dual purpose: to 
collect the support of the local population, to present the Ra2019’s Programme, and to ex-
change best practices with European organisations that have already experienced this pro-
cess. At the end of 2019, an event/exhibition will take place in Faenza, collecting concrete 
evidences of these new relationships.
Date and place: 2018 and January 2019, Faenza and other cities in Romagna  
Partners: Isia di Faenza
Funding: € 250.000

8. Days of Complexity

The Science of Complexity undertakes research into common organisational principles in 
apparently different systems, composed of elements that interact in a non-linear manner, by 
identifying a method that enables physics, chemistry, biology, social sciences, and artificial 
systems to interact.
The Days of Complexity project aims to illustrate the world where we live to a wide and 
non-specialised public, focusing on the complexity of nature, society, and artificial tech-
nological research. Conferences and lessons will be held by well known scientists, deal-
ing with issues on a large scale. We will also organise an exhibition on complexity in the 
natural sciences and a meeting focused on prospects of this scientific approach, with young 
Italian and Europeans researchers.
Date and place: April 2019, Cesena and Ravenna
Partners: University of Bologna, Faculty of Environmental Sciences of Ravenna, Univer-
sity of Modena, European Centre for Living Technology (University of Venice), scientific 
secondary schools in Romagna (professors and students)
Funding: € 250.000

9. Red Desert Festival

For ten days the historically silent places of the city (like San Vitale Church, Mausoleum of 
Theodoric, Rasponi’s Crypt, Dante’s Tomb) become venues for sound and visual installa-
tions to creating a deep sense of alienation.
The festival aims to revisit the legendary ecstasy that hit Cole Porter when he stepped rather 
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abruptly from the blue mosaic vaulted ceiling of the Mausoleum of Galla Placidia into the 
light of the day. This extra-ordinary experience gave him the inspiration for “Night and Day”.
Meanwhile the Byzantium Experimental Orchestra, (Bronson Produzioni’s proposal), will 
be enriched by Italian and European musicians who will compose and perform songs in the 
eight UNESCO sites.
Date and place: March 2019, Ravenna
Partners: Municipal Department for Cultural Heritage, Archdiocese of Ravenna, Ravenna 
Festival, Bronson Produzioni
Funding: € 500.000

10. Adriatic Culture Festival

The project includes photography campaigns, workshops, surveys of the family archives, 
public lectures, and participatory artistic events that connect the two shores of the Adriatic 
Sea, in order to decipher the landscape through photography and other media, with the 
aim of building a huge photographic archive of the Adriatic Sea (Italy, Croatia, Bosnia and 
Herzegovina and Albania). In 2019, Ravenna will bring together the different imaginary 
belonging to the cultures of the Adriatic Sea in a story of images.
Date and place: summer 2019, Ravenna, with appendices in the villages and coastal towns 
of Romagna.
Partners: SI FEST Savignano (International Festival of Photography); Faculty of Archi-
tecture in Cesena; Osservatorio Fotografico - Ravenna; Massimo Sordi and Stefania Roessl 
(programme curators).
Funding: € 1.000.000

11. The Roads of Friendship 2014 - 2019

A series of concerts will be conducted by Maestro Riccardo Muti and performed by the 
young musicians of the Orchestra Luigi Cherubini in various important cities of our conti-
nent, tracing out new routes to the East across the Adriatic Sea and the Balkans, up to the 
Aegean and the Black Sea.
In 2014, the Ravenna Festival will return in Sarajevo (the city that first hosted this event 
in 1997), in 2015 Istanbul - a city historically known as the “sister” of Ravenna, because 
of its shared Byzantine civilisation and because it is a great harbour of the Mediterranean. 
In 2016, concerts will take place in Athens or Thessaloniki and from 2017 to 2019 in the 
capitals of the Western Balkans: Belgrade, Tirana and the Bulgarian Ecoc in 2019.
Date and place: from 2014 to 2019 in Ravenna and in various European cities
Partners: Ravenna Festival
Funding: € 1.500.000

12. Bulgarian Arts Weeks

Throughtout 2019 Bulgarian Art Weeks will be dedicated to all the artistic disciplines of 
the nation that, along with Italy, will provide the ECoC. After a preliminary phase of con-
sultation and dialogue, different structures in Romagna will be selected, according to their 
vocation, prestige and contacts, as curators for projects aiming to offer a credible portrait 
of artistic movements in Bulgaria. The programme will last as many weeks as the artistic 
disciplines on show. Preliminarily, discussions have been started with the following: Teatro 
delle Albe (theatre), SI Fest (photography), Mariangela Gualtieri (poetry), Spazi Indecisi 
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(architecture), Komikazen (comic), Santarcangelo Festival (performing arts), Bronson Pro-
duzioni (rock music), Ravenna Festival (classical music), Museo Carlo Zauli (ceramics and 
applied arts), Massimo Pulini (contemporary art), Mosaics of Europe film Fest (cinema) 
and the Biblioteca Malatestiana of Cesena (literature). This project will also include pro-
posals from the Open Call for ideas, among which The “E-tube”: a technological tube easy 
to install in the town squares of two ECoCs. “E-tube” allows citizens of the two countries to 
look each other in real time, to see how each other lives, like a window to a parallel world.
Date and place: all year, all over Romagna
Partners: cultural institutions in Romagna
Funding: € 1.000.000

13. Walks of freedom

A “walk” will take place from the city centre to Capanno Garibaldi and the Spinaroni’s 
island (a place where the partisans used to hide) in order to rediscover national history and 
its repercussions on the process of the construction of Europe, looking for traces of history, 
oral stories and installing new signals along the path.
Fighting for Italy’s unification, during his “trafila” (Garibaldi’s escape from enemies) Gari-
baldi took refuge in the wetlands near Ravenna. In those same places, a century later, a 
group of partisans took the fighting of the Second World War to the north of the city, thus 
saving the city and facilitating the entry to Ravenna of the allies.
Date and place: May 2019, Ravenna
Partners: “ANPI” (National Association of the Italian Partisan), Capanno di Garibaldi 
Society, Giuseppe Mazzini Association, Historical Institute of Resistance, Foundation of 
Risorgimento, Casa di Oriani Foundation. 
Funding: € 250.000

14. Storytelling Children

Production and shows of “small movies” in public spaces. This consists of several art vid-
eos in which children from Ravenna (from Italian or foreign parents) tell stories to adults. 
By interweaving the different cultural traditions of the families, we will work on recurring 
characters (the witch, the princess, the wolf) and also on true anecdotes. The curator of the 
project is the Serbian visual artist Dejan Kaludjerovic, who presented Europoly installation 
in Ravenna in 2012.
Date and place: April 2019; Ravenna
Partners: local associations, working with the children
Funding: € 150.000

15. European Translation Award

Created in Ravenna, the European Translation Award is the first award of its kind. Works of 
European emerging writers will be selected by a committee of writers, critics, and transla-
tors, who will consider the quality of the translation and of the work itself. The winner, in 
addition to a cash prize and the publication of its translated work, would gain the possibility 
to be artist-in-residence the following year. We also imagine the production of a new book 
series to collect the selected works.
Date and place: September 2019; Ravenna
Partners: Department of Interpreting and Translation, University of Bologna in Forlì; Ital-
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ian and European publishers
Funding: € 250.000

16. La cavallina storna

Romeo Castellucci, theatrical director known worldwide and founder of the Socìetas Raf-
faello Sanzio, will present exclusively for Ravenna 2019 the Cavallina Storna by Giovanni 
Pascoli - a new production characterized by a very realistic and almost cinematic structure. 
The play will be inspired by the universal theme of father-son relationship, and will repre-
sent the work of the great poet from Romagna, according to its idea of universal literature. 
The production will be supported by local resources and by European production institu-
tions.
Date and place: May 2019, Ravenna and Cesena
Partners: Socìetas Raffaello Sanzio and others (still yet to be defined)
Funding: € 250.000 

17. Solar Mosaic

A giant mosaic artwork, visible from satellites and via Google maps (redefining the web 
and social vision of the city), composed of thousands of photovoltaic panels of different 
colours.
The green electricity production is associated to artistic production in order to raise the 
community awareness about renewable energy sources. The design of the opera will be 
entrusted to an international artistic commission in collaboration with local artists. The art-
work will be set up in former industrial areas to be reconverted but without any agricultural 
or residential activity use. The realisation of the project involves the active participation 
of private institutions, according to the European research and development programme 
Horizon 2020
Date and place: opening in the summer of 2019, Ravenna
Partners: Cultural association M’Arte and private bodies
Funding: € 500.000

18. Extra-ordinary Mosaics

Starting from 2017 some important artists (including El Anatsui, Muniz, Shawn Smith, 
Lucy + Jorge Orta, Thomas Ruff and others) will be invited every year in Romagna. Their 
artistic path is characterised by a common survey on the fragment, interpreted as a concept 
and residual object to be assembled, connected, and reunited. The same aesthetics deline-
ates mosaics. In 2019 we plan to organise a large exhibition event dedicated to international 
artists who anticipated (in a historical or stylistic way) the concept of Extra-ordinary Mosa-
ics, namely Seurat, Picasso, Futurist artists, David Hockney, Chuck Close etc.
Date and place: from 2017 to 2019, with shows in December 2019 Ravenna and branch 
offices in Faenza, Cesena, Forlì and Rimini
Partners: Mar (Ravenna City Art Museum), Academy of Fine Arts - Ravenna, Isia - Faenza
Funding: € 1.000.000

19. The Golden Age in the Arts

An exhibition dedicated to documenting the symbolic values, functions and ways to use 
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gold in the history and the arts. Among the sections: “Golden Power: Gold as Ostentation of 
Wealth and Divine Symbol”, then “The seductive power of gold” focusing on the area of the 
Viennese Secession, with Gustav Klimt in the foreground. The final section shows liberty 
decorations, Fontana’s sculptures covered in mosaics with golden leaves, golden works of 
Burri, the gold monochrome paintings of Yves Klein (tipical mystique of colour as substance).
Date and place: February/June 2019, Ravenna 
Partners: Mar (Ravenna City Art Museum)
Funding: € 1.500.000

20. European Artists in Emilia-Romagna

A great inter-city exhibition of European artists famous worldwide that passed through 
or lived in our Region over the centuries: from Dürer to the Flemish painters, from Denis 
Calvaert to Gustav Klimt, in a trajectory that starts with the exoticism of the court and goes 
on to the longer lasting stays (i.e. Calvaert, the first teacher of Guido Reni), until reaching 
the great Viennese of Art Nouveau that draws inspiration from the Byzantine tradition. Eu-
ropean Artists in the Emilia-Romagna is an exhibition that brings together an anthology of 
the best artists of Europe in connection with the many European artists of Romagna Atelier 
of Europe, engaged in a journey like their “colleagues” from the past.
Date and place: September/December 2019, Rimini and Ravenna, Forlì
Partners: Rimini Art Museums, the San Domenico complex in Forlì, Mar- Ravenna City 
Art Museum.
Funding: € 2.000.000

21. Street cinema

100 films made in Romagna by 100 young people as directors. Street-Cinema aims to pro-
duce cine-diversity: from screen-passive monitor behaviour to active scrutiny of the screen. 
Using a low budget / high concept model, we will invite local young people to attend to 
technical and creative workshops, to create small crew and to produce their own films.
A section of the project will be dedicated to filmmakers under thirty, who will attend lec-
tures with European master filmmakers, as scheduled in the draft parallel project Cinema 
Zero miles (see the Programme). The project will culminate in 2019 with the projection of 
a hundred works. The whole city will become a great screen: movies on the walls, in tradi-
tional cinemas, in galleries and in bars, throughout the year.
Date and place: May/September 2019, Ravenna
Partners: Mosaico d’Europa Film Fest, The Nightmare Film Festival, Fondazione Fellini-
Rimini, Ravenna Cinema, Ravenna Screen, Sedicicorto
Funding: € 250.000

22. Divine Comedy 19/21

Divine Comedy 19/21 will represent all the cantos of Dante’s Divine Comedy through 
theatre, dance, poetry and literature, from 2019 to 2021.
About one hundred professionals, coordinated by Marco Martinelli (director of the Albe theatre 
company), will work on this opera, side by side with other theatre companies in the region (pos-
sible partners: Teatro Valdoca, Socìetas Raffaello Sanzio, Fanny &Alexander, Motus, Masque 
Teatro, Città di Ebla etc). A large number of citizens will be involved as in a popular festival. The 
project will deeply mark ordinary cultural activities, moving theatre seasons “towards Dante”, 
proposing events in non-theatrical venues like pine forests, artisan shops and town squares.
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Date and place: from 2019 to 2021, through a calendar of events from March to December 
of every year
Partners: both Italian and international theatre groups, writers, designers, dancers, scholars, poets
Funding: € 1.500.000

23. Dante 2.0(19)

The 100 cantos of the Divine Comedy adopted by 100 secondary schools classes in a twin-
ning relation with classes from countries around Europe.
In 2019 the outcomes of the work done at school will lead to a final festival in Ravenna, 
which would be litterally “invaded” by European students and by works on Dante from 
various disciplines, bringing the poet to a new “teenage vitality”.
Date and place: May 2019, Ravenna
Partners: Ministry of Education, cultural institutions both in Ravenna and abroad
Funding: € 250.000

24. Agri-Design International Festival 

A new agricultural plan, capable of conceiving the final product and its intermediate parts, as 
results of an open design process and not as a closed object, just defined by its functions. With 
this concept the proposal of Cesena’s Creative Council aims to produce a European-wide reflec-
tion on new ways to cultivate, to design product packaging, to think about sales layout, to design 
architectures and to draw agricultural landscape maps. By identifying the common ground of 
love for land as a source of prosperity and wellness, we think of a widespread event consisting of 
multiple activities (exhibitions, conferences, workshops, award etc.) with a big event expressly 
dedicated to the “meeting” between the different figures defined as Agri-Designers. This exhibi-
tion seeks to attract young creative talents who, rightly or wrongly, consider themselves distant 
from such agriculture prospects. The project also aims to become a national and international 
point of reference for a new and revolutionary thought about contemporary agriculture, with 
positive consequences for Romagna in terms of regional branding.
Date and place: September 2019, Cesena and neighbouring municipalities 
Partners: local authorities, enterprise groups and professional associations, chambers of 
commerce, cultural institutions, universities, technical institutes and professionals  
Funding: € 250.000

25. European Cultural Workers Exchange

In 2019, a European meeting of cultural workers will take place in Forlì: a “B2B” exchange 
for meetings between cultural private workers and private and public clients. Participants 
will show their projects and the results of their work through types of exhibits that are re-
garded as opportunities for cultural offerings, within a trade fair context.
The exhibition will be aimed at those involved in the Ra2019 programme but also at poten-
tial commissioners and buyers of projects.
In this sense, within the fair a “stock exchange” will be set up, a platform of know-how and 
knowledge sharing project pathways and best practices aiming at the creation of associa-
tions and international work groups which can participate in European project calls. 
Date and place: February 2019; Forlì
Partners: Romagna Creative District and the main creative and cultural industries of Romagna
Funding: € 250.000
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b) The “Romagna Matrix”

CULTURAL PROGRAMME DETAILSANNEX 1

This matrix sets out a framework
for integrating projects developed
in the cities and the region suppor-
ting Ravenna’s bid, namely Rimini, 
Cesena, Forlì, Faenza, Cervia and 
Bassa Romagna.
The reasons: 
• Culture as the main reason and 

tool for the revival of the  Roma-
gna system, in terms of image and 
competitiveness at a national and 
international level;

• giving value to the region as Area 
vasta (Romagna Metropolitan 
Area);

•  Ra2019 bid as a startup, that is 
an opportunity to activate this in-

tegrating process between 2014 
and 2019.

The path: 
Developing a new pattern of to-
getherness, by a new relationship 
between the region and culture, in 
order to create an integrated cultural 
system in Romagna, which will be:
• significantly more cohesive;
• better able to compete at a natio-

nal/international level;
• more clearly connected to the 

“Romagna system” as a whole 
(connecting economy, society and 
culture).

To this end, 6 programme pillars

have been identified.
Each pillar will be in charge of a 
working group composed by diffe-
rent cities with a city leader:
a) Cesena, b) Rimini, c) Forlì,  
d) Cervia and e) Faenza and  
f) Bassa Romagna.
The tasks of the working groups 
will be developed along three main 
dimensions:
1 research on specific projects and 

activities;
2 analysis of good and best practi-

ces;
3 expert assessment;
4 dissemination of results across 

the whole Region.

ROMAGNA 
METROPOLI-

TAN AREA

A
Culture and pro-

duction chain
(Project Leader: 

Cesena)

B 
Hospitality / Inno-
vation Spaces and 
Relational Spaces

(Project Leader: 
Rimini)

C 
The re-definition of 
cultural heritage, 
competences and 

skills (Project 
Leader: Forlì)

D
Ethical and sus-

tainable culture for 
the well-being

(Project Leader: 
Cervia)

E
The cultural 

prosumer
(Project Leader: 

Faenza)

F
 City centre and 

periphery
(Project Leader: 
Bassa Romagna)

1. 
CESENA

Agri-Design 
Festival
Agricultural design 
in all fields, namely 
Agriculture/Food/
Landscape/Culture

The new
Malatesta Library 
The squares of 
knowledge: libraries, 
museums and other 
cultural venues

The new 
competences of 
library

Wellness Valley No Copy - 
International Festival 
of fake literature

2.  
FORLì

Choral House 
Creation of a new 
community map about 
People’s house and 
clubs

European cultural 
operators exchange
B2B exchanges, a 
meeting for sharing 
skills and cultural 
heritage

Sport and exploriation 
in Romagna
Cycle-tracks, zero 
food-mile, green 
areas

Dance music in 
Romagna 
The story of 2.0 
translation
of folk and Viennese 
waltz to dance music

The architectures of 
Totalitarian Regime in
Romagna (Atrium 
project)

3.  
RIMINI

Big MET, the meta-
museum of farmer’s 
culture National 
network of museums 
dedicated to rural 
civilisation

Romagna - Main 
Square of Europe!
European Week of 
Temporary Culture 
Festival set in 
districts, urban 
spaces, beaches and 
inlands of Romagna

Touristic knowledge 
New strategies and 
skills for the regional 
welcome programme

Sea wellness and site 
specific gym 365 days 
a year of open-air 
wellness

RCE, Rimini
Cultural Energies 
Romagna as a virtual 
and shared meeting 
place for cultural and 
creative communities

Romagna outback
The storytelling of 
Romagna in visual 
communication 
media. 

4. 
CERVIA

MuSa - Salt Eco-
museum
Resources for a 
network of Romagna’s 
museums on food 
supply

Smart and liveable 
city 
Towards sustainable 
SMART city

5. 
FAENZA

European Network of 
cultural cooperation 
and transnational 
mobility in the field of 
ceramics art (Arginet 
project)

Temporary
Faience
A network to promote 
the knowledge and 
the use of ceramics 
as artistic material, 
between traditions 
and contemporary 
languages

Transits
A meeting and cross-
culture place
a space for culture 
and contemporary 
creation promoting 
an active relationship 
between the citizens 
of Romagna and 
creative people 
at national and 
international level

6. 
BASSA 
ROMAGNA

Universal Square 
The repertoire of 
universal crafts 

Radio Sonora
A web radio for young 
people

Cre-Active Outskirts 
Festival based on 
interaction at local 
and international 
level for enlightening 
the network of local 
cultural venues
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ANNEX 2 FINANCIAL DETAILS

This annex includes three official documents confirming the organisational and financial commit-
ment of the Emilia-Romagna Region, and of the cities and the region to the 2019 ECoC bid.

a) Agreement between the Emilia – Romagna Region and the Municipality of Ravenna 

Executive Summary 
Purposes
• To create a strong coordination between the institutional representatives of the Romagna Metro-

politan Area, in order to build a shared and integrated bid able to express the cultural richness and 
diversity of the area: its archaeological, historical, cultural heritage and production of international 
level (…).

• To create a bid Programme that takes shape from now to the 2019 and beyond, based on two fun-
damental criteria:
• the European dimension: enhancing the richness of cultural diversity and the common aspects of 

European cultures as well as the points of contact between Ravenna and Europe;
• the citizens’ involvement and participation: ability to foster the participation of all the citizens, 

from children to the elderly ones, in a long-term strategy, concerning not only the regional cul-
tural life but also its urban, economic, touristic and social development. 

Actions and Tools
The agreement establishes:
1. To set up a permanent committee of the local government institutions supporting the bid.
2. To jointly develop guidelines for the construction of the bid in order to underlie the value and 

peculiarity of a widespread cultural heritage and its strong relation with European values.
3. To identify as President of the committee a prominent international figure, capable of expressing 

a strong bond with the Romagna area and an undisputed authority within the framework of the 
Italian and European culture. This role is given to Senatore Sergio Zavoli.

The Emilia-Romagna Region, having considered Ravenna’s bid central role in long-term regional 
cultural development, is committed to the following:
1) Including the 2019 ECoC bid into its multi-years strategic development plan;.
2) Providing continuity to its financial support for the bid with appropriate funding for 2013 and 

2014, according to the resources available and respective budgets.
3) Providing appropriate measures to support the implementation of the program for 2019 and for 

the years preceding the event, in case of bid award.

The Municipality of Ravenna is committed to the following:
1) Agreeing with the Emilia-Romagna Region, to plan activities related to the bid and, should the 

bid be successful, to deliver the Programme as European Capital of Culture 2019.
2) Continuing in the preparation of initiatives to promote the bid, with resources also from other 

public and private entities that support the bid itself.
3) To guarantee the effectiveness of a Staff dedicated to the coordination and implementation of ac-

tions related to the application bid.
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III

b) Commitment letter – City of Rimini, Forlì and Cesena
23rd May 2013

“Our Municipalities and the cities we represent have backed Ravenna for a long time, experiencing 
side by side the exciting adventure of the bid for European Capital of Culture 2019. 
In 2010 we signed an agreement, joining the Institutional Committee, then in our cities we set up 
various Creative Councils and working groups that have collaborated day by day with Ravenna’s 
Staff and Creative Council.

Today, on the eve of the bid’s formal presentation, we confirm our full support and our organiza-
tional and financial commitment for the delivery of the Programme, in case of bid award.”
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IV

c) Commitment letter – Province of Ravenna, City of Faenza and Union of Romagna 
faentina, Lugo and Union of Municipalities of Bassa Romagna, Cervia and Russi
24th June 2013

“Our Municipalities and the cities we represent have backed Ravenna for a long time, experiencing 
side by side the exciting adventure of the bid for European Capital of Culture 2019. 
In 2010 we signed an agreement, joining the Institutional Committee; then we have had meetings 
and initiatives, taking part to the bid Programme drafting, in very close contact with Ravenna’s Staff 
and Creative Council.

Today, on the eve of the bid’s formal presentation, we confirm our full support and our organiza-
tional and financial commitment for the delivery of the Programme, in case of bid award.”
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Nadia Carboni (Project Manager), 
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Alberto Marchesani, Maria Grazia Marini.
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Alberto Cassani and Nadia Carboni

With contributions by
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Alberto Marchesani, Maria Grazia Marini, Giuseppe Masetti, 
Franco Masotti, Marcella Montanari, Antonio Panaino,  
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Franco Pollini, Valentina Ridolfi, Roberto Serra.
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